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Abstract
Lexical-stress languages tend to display stress-induced vowel quality vari-
ation. In some languages the effect is very salient, resulting in a smaller
vowel inventory in unstressed syllables and stress-conditioned rule-governed
vowel alternations within paradigms (phonological vowel reduction). Other
languages exhibit only slight phonetic variation between vowels in stressed
and unstressed syllables (phonetic vowel reduction). Regarding the latter,
two main hypotheses of how prosodic prominence affects vowel production
have been proposed. Based on experimental data from Germanic languages,
their empirical basis is still rather limited. A deeper understanding of the
effects of prosodic prominence on vowels requires careful experimentation
on an expanded set of languages.
This dissertation investigates the effects of lexical stress and intonational
pitch accent on vowel production in Spanish and Catalan. Although closely
related, these languages differ importantly in their phonology. The five
Spanish vowels can appear in stressed and unstressed syllables. In Central
Catalan, however, seven stressed vowels alternate with only three unstressed
vowels. Comparing these languages allows us to observe how the existence
of phonological vowel reduction conditions the operation of phonetic reduc-
tion. Stress-induced vowel centralization or reduction has sometimes been
attributed to decreased vowel duration in weak prosodic positions. Thus,
the role of duration is further investigated by manipulating speech rate.
The results show that in both languages vowels produced at faster rate
are shorter and less peripheral than those produced at normal rate. Interest-
ingly, the effects of stress differ in these languages. For Catalan, unstressed
vowels are shorter and more centralized than stressed vowels. On the other
hand, Spanish speakers exhibit individual effects of stress, suggesting that
the use of vowel quality to signal stress is not conventionalized. In addition,
in Catalan, the presence of a prenuclear accent in a broad focus utterance
does not affect vowel quality or duration of lexically stressed vowels. Yet,
lexically unstressed vowels are longer and have more extreme vowel formants
under emphatic accent.
This dissertation provides a comprehensive description of prosodic ef-
ii
fects on vowel production in Catalan and Spanish, hence contributing to a
body of cross-linguistic research dealing with the influence of prosody at the
segmental level.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Sources of Variation
One of the difficulties encountered in the study of speech production and
perception is the lack of invariance that characterizes speech, i.e., the fact
that a given phoneme does not present a set of invariant acoustic cues in all of
its realizations. Both linguistic and non-linguistic factors contribute to this
variability. Among the non-linguistic factors we find speaker characteristics
(e.g., gender and age, as well as individual differences in physiology and be-
havior; Peterson & Barney, 1952; Chla´dkova´, Boersma, & Podlipsky´, 2009;
Fox & Jacewicz, 2012), socio-indexical factors (Labov, 2001), regional origin
(e.g., Escudero, Boersma, Schurt Rauber, & Bion, 2009; Chla´dkova´, Escud-
ero, & Boersma, 2011; Kim, 2011), emotional state (Williams & Stevens,
1972; Waaramaa, Laukkanen, Airas, & Alku, 2010), or emotional expression
(Tartter, 1980; Ohala, 1984). The acoustic and articulatory characteris-
tics of speech sounds are also affected by changes in speaking conditions
(e.g., clear speech or citation form vs. normal speech [Moon & Lindblom,
1994; Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2002]; faster vs. slower speech rate [Pick-
ett, Blumstein, & Burton, 1999; Smith, 2002; Sommers & Barcroft, 2006];
laboratory/preplanned vs. spontaneous speech [Harmegnies & Poch-Olive´,
1992; Calamai, 2002; Toledano, Moreno Sandoval, Cola´s Pasamontes, & Gar-
rido Salas, 2005]).
Another important source of variation is the context in which a segment
occurs. The identity of adjacent segments may exert a strong influence on a
given sound (Recasens, 1991a; Shaiman, 2002; Chla´dkova´ et al., 2011). Simi-
larly, the position that a segment occupies within a syllable, word, or phrase
may also condition its realization (Byrd, 1996; Fougeron, 2001; Keating,
Cho, Fougeron, & Hsu, 2003; Cho & Keating, 2009; Georgeton, Audibert,
& Fougeron, 2011). Some authors have also observed variation in the pro-
duction of segments that could be attributed to the word class (content vs.
function word; van Bergem, 1993; Meunier & Espesser, 2011), semantic pre-
dictability (Clopper & Pierrehumbert, 2008; McAuliffe & Babel, 2012), or
frequency (Bybee, 2001, 2006; Pierrehumbert, 2001; Pluymaekers, Ernestus,
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& Baayen, 2005) of the word in which they were embedded. The absence
vs. presence of prosodic prominence has also been identified as a source of
variation.
1.2 Phonetic and Phonological Vowel Reduction
In some stress-accent languages, stress has a very salient effect on vowel qual-
ity, with certain vowel contrasts neutralizing in unstressed position (phono-
logical vowel reduction). In other languages, stress causes only slight sub-
phonemic changes in vowel quality (phonetic vowel reduction).
In languages with phonological vowel reduction, fewer vowels can appear
in unstressed syllables compared to stressed syllables. This is due to the fact
that two or more vowels that are contrastive in the latter context neutralize
in unstressed position (Crosswhite, 2001). Hence, the term “reduction”
refers here to a decrease in the number of phonological contrasts available
in unstressed position, but not necessarily to a reduction in the size of the
space that the vowels occupy. Phonological vowel reduction, also known
as lexical vowel reduction (van Bergem, 1993), is a categorical phenomenon
(i.e., it occurs regardless of the speech conditions) that is restricted to certain
vowels and languages.
Harris (2005) described two phonological vowel reduction tendencies or
routes. Vowels affected by centripetal reduction move to more central po-
sitions in the vowel space, whereas centrifugal reduction consists in vowels
moving away from the center. Crosswhite (2000, 2001, 2004) drew a simi-
lar distinction between prominence-reducing and contrast-enhancing reduc-
tion. According to the author, the former type is articulatory-based and
responds to a desire to avoid long and sonorous vowels in unstressed posi-
tion.1 Since vowels tend to be shorter in unstressed syllables and sonorous
vowels are incompatible with extreme shortness, in languages with this
type of phonological vowel reduction, stressed low vowels alternate with
unstressed higher vowels (e.g., stressed /e, a, o/ becoming unstressed [i, @,
u] respectively). On the other hand, contrast-enhancing reduction targets
non-corner vowels, which are eliminated in unstressed position, yielding un-
stressed vowel systems with maximal dispersion (e.g., [i, a, u]). Unlike
prominence-reducing reduction, this phenomenon is perceptually-based and
results from the speaker’s attempts to avoid producing a speech sound that
might be easily misperceived by the listener. Speakers select a sound with
1In Crosswhite (2004, p. 207), sonority is understood as low-frequency amplitude (below
3 kHz). Low vowels are more sonorous than high vowels.
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more robust defining cues instead, and retain the easily misinterpretable
sounds only in contexts which will enhance their accurate perception (i.e.,
stressed position).
As follows from these mechanisms, the unstressed vowel systems of lan-
guages with phonological vowel reduction incorporate certain vowels (/i, @,
a, u/) more frequently than others (e.g., mid vowels). This may be due
to a cross-linguistic preference (Johnson, 2003, p. 111–112) for these vow-
els due to their relative acoustic stability over varying places of articula-
tion (Stevens, 1972, 1989). That is, some vowels admit more articulatory
variability than others, whereas, for other vowels, smaller changes in ar-
ticulation can have a significant impact on the acoustic output, requiring
more articulatory precision. In addition, by eliminating non-corner vowels,
vowel systems can maintain maximal and sufficient contrast between vowels
(Liljencrants & Lindblom, 1972; Lindblom, 1986), even in the case of vowel
space compression (a common manifestation of phonetic vowel reduction).
A number of recent approaches have established a link between phonolog-
ical and phonetic vowel reduction, conceiving of the former as a result of the
phonologization of the latter (Flemming, 1995, 2004; Crosswhite, 2001, 2004;
Barnes, 2006). Unlike phonological vowel reduction, phonetic (or acoustic)
vowel reduction is described as a gradient phenomenon (Fourakis, 1991;
Padgett & Tabain, 2005) motivated by factors such as consonantal context,
speech rate, or stress. Phonetic vowel reduction results, many times, from
articulatory constraints: A target may not be fully reached under adverse
conditions, such as extreme duration shortening or conflicting requirements
for the target segment and the surrounding ones. In this sense, the condi-
tions that may give rise to target undershoot can be described as universal.
All vowels in all languages may potentially be subject to this phenomenon,
although languages vary in whether they exhibit systematic target under-
shoot or not.
A crucial difference, then, between phonetic and phonological vowel re-
duction is that, in cases of phonological vowel reduction, stressed and un-
stressed vowels have different targets, whereas, in phonetic vowel reduction,
targets are assumed to remain invariant. This phenomenon is also known as
vowel centralization, because it involves displacement of unstressed or unac-
cented vowels toward the center of the F1 * F2 vowel space. Phonetic vowel
reduction has also been understood as increased assimilation or coarticula-
tion with the surrounding consonants in unstressed position (see Lindblom,
1963; Padgett & Tabain, 2005). In other words, an idealized vowel target
may not be realized due to reduced magnitude, overlap, or truncation of
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the articulatory gestures, resulting in formant undershoot (de Jong, 1995;
Mooshammer & Geng, 2008). In any case, the outcome of phonetic vowel
reduction tends to be a compressed acoustic vowel space.
1.3 Stress, Accent, Speech Rate, and Phonetic
Vowel Reduction
Unstressed syllables have a less pivotal role in word recognition processes
and carry less information than stressed ones (Altmann & Carter, 1989). In
addition, research has shown that unstressed and unaccented vowels have
shorter duration, decreased coarticulatory resistance, lower muscle activity,
and higher stiffness when compared to stressed or accented vowels (Fowler,
1995). The less critical role of unstressed and unaccented syllables and their
articulatory characteristics explain why they may undergo changes in vowel
place features. That is, deviations from the idealized targets in unstressed
syllables may not have a strong impact in speech recognition. On the other
hand, lexically stressed syllables are critical for word recognition, and it is
crucial that the listener does not misperceive them. de Jong (2000, p. 72)
described stress “as a convention in which both speakers and listeners pay
more attention to certain syllables than to others.” Similarly, through the
use of syntactic and intonational focus, the speaker may choose to highlight
some parts of the utterance for communicative purposes (de Jong, 2004).
Whether directing the attention to a particular sequence is conventionalized
(as in lexical stress) or depends on the communicative context (as in ac-
cent or focus2), the result is that segments under prominence will be more
carefully articulated.
The view that prosodic prominence will affect segments by enhancing
their features is encapsulated in de Jong’s (1995) Localized Hyperarticu-
lation Hypothesis, based on the Hyperarticulation Hypothesis (Lindblom,
1963, 1990). Lindblom (1990) introduced the notions hypospeech and hy-
perspeech to represent the endpoints of a continuum ranging from econo-
mization to maximization of the articulatory gestures, respectively. At one
extreme, hypospeech (or hypoarticulation) may be explained by the fact
that “unconstrained, a motor system tends to default to a low-cost form of
behavior” (Lindblom, 1990, p. 413). In other words, a principle of physical
“economy” would constrain articulatory movements (as well as non-speech
movements) in certain speech conditions or contexts. At the other extreme,
2Vowels in accented contexts serve as “points of information focus” (Harrington, 2010,
p. 191).
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hyperspeech (or hyperarticulation) was claimed to be driven by the need
or desire to maximize the distinctiveness of the acoustic signal (in order to
aid speech perception and lexical access). In this sense, hypospeech would
constitute speaker-oriented behavior (given that it minimizes articulatory
activity), whereas hyperspeech would be listener-oriented (because it em-
phasizes contrast, which facilitates perception and correct identification).
Lindblom’s proposal was not devised specifically to account for the ef-
fects of prosodic prominence at the segmental level, but rather referred to
varying (more global) behaviors in different contexts or speaking styles. de
Jong (1995) adapted this explanation to the specific case of stress by speak-
ing of localized hyperarticulation in prosodically prominent syllables. The
distinction between hypo- and hyperarticulation can be seen as constituting
planned speech behavior, resulting from selectively modulating attention to
different points of the speech signal (see also Harris, 2005). That is, the
system’s tendency to economization is selectively counteracted because the
speaker modulates his or her attention to the articulation of a particular
linguistic unit (i.e., a stressed syllable over unstressed syllables). Thus,
speakers enhance more prominent (and more informative) syllables over less
prominent and less informationally-loaded ones, and listeners pay more at-
tention to those as well (de Jong, 2000, 2004). According to the Localized
Hyperarticulation Hypothesis,3 stressed or accented vowels will be hyperar-
ticulated, meaning that their place features will be enhanced. Hence, dis-
tinctions between the vowels in the system will be magnified (paradigmatic
enhancement; Cho, 2005), and the vowel space will expand with respect to
the unstressed vowel system.
On the other hand, the Sonority Expansion Hypothesis (Beckman, Ed-
wards, & Fletcher, 1992; de Jong, Beckman, & Edwards, 1993) was for-
mulated to account for the finding, in English, that stressed or accented
vowels were produced with a more open vocal tract than less prominent
vowels (Beckman et al., 1992). A lower jaw and tongue position results in
decreased impedance, and thus greater coupling of the oral cavity to the
outside atmosphere, causing increased loudness. By increasing loudness and
sonority, prominent vowels become more distinct from surrounding conso-
nants (syntagmatic enhancement; Cho, 2005), rather than from other vowels
in the system. The more open vocal tract has another effect regarding the
spectral properties of vowels, as it tends to result in higher F1.4
3In the remainder of the dissertation, when the Hyperarticulation Hypothesis is men-
tioned, it is meant to refer to de Jong’s adaptation of this hypothesis to the particular
case of prosodic prominence.
4Following Stevens (2000, p. 261), I assume that F1 variations are dependent on tongue
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In sum, both the Hyperarticulation Hypothesis and the Sonority Expan-
sion Hypothesis were put forward to account for prosodically-induced vari-
ation in vowel articulation. Both hypotheses assume that prosodic promi-
nence (the presence of stress or accent) enhances the distinctiveness of the
speech signal. Experimental research dealing with the effects of stress, ac-
cent, and focus on vowel production has provided evidence for both hypothe-
ses.
Lindblom (1963) proposed a model in which vowel quality modifica-
tions (reflected in F1 and, most clearly, in F2) in Swedish were modulated
by duration and consonantal context, thereby establishing a causal rela-
tionship between temporal and spectral reduction (see also Barnes, 2006).5
Dutch unstressed vowels displayed a higher degree of coarticulation than
stressed vowels (van Bergem, 1993), as in Swedish (Lindblom, 1963), al-
though Van Son & Pols (1992) did not find a clear effect of stress on Dutch
vowel formants. For English, de Jong et al. (1993) found larger jaw dis-
placements for /A/ when accented than when unaccented, predicted by both
hypotheses. However, a more retracted tongue position and more protruded
lips for accented /U/ were only compatible with the Hyperarticulation Hy-
pothesis. Similarly, de Jong (1995), who specifically set to evaluate these
two hypotheses, observed lower jaw position for vowels and higher position
for consonants. Yet, other articulatory patterns (tongue retraction and lip
protrusion for /U/) could only be accounted for by the Hyperarticulation
Hypothesis. Evidence for vowel space expansion in English as predicted by
this hypothesis (i.e., prosodically prominent vowels being more peripheral)
also comes from more recent studies (Erickson, 2002; de Jong, 2004; Lind-
blom, Agwuele, Sussman, & Cortes, 2007; Cole, Hualde, Blasingame, & Mo,
2010; Jacewicz, Fox, & Salmons, 2011).6
Mooshammer, Fuchs, & Fischer (1999) examined the issue of prosodically-
motivated vowel quality variation in German using electromagnetic mid-
sagittal articulography (EMMA) and observed that unstressed vowels showed
greater degree of truncation of the opening gesture, resulting in shorter du-
rations and reduced movement amplitudes (i.e., target undershoot). In an-
height position (a higher tongue body position causing lower F1). Nevertheless, F1 can also
be modulated by other mechanisms, such as pharyngealization, labialization, lip-rounding,
or nasalization.
5Later work (Fourakis, 1991; Moon & Lindblom, 1994) determined that other factors
also contribute to phonetic vowel reduction.
6In Erickson (2002), tongue dorsum position as well as F1 and F2 revealed more pe-
ripheral vowels under emphatic stress with respect to vowels without emphatic stress.
However, regardless of vowel identity and tongue dorsum height, vowels with emphatic
stress were also realized with a lower jaw position. This was also found for one of the four
speakers in Erickson, Suemitsu, Shibuya, & Tiede (2012).
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other study on German vowels (Mooshammer & Geng, 2008), acoustic data
revealed higher low vowels in unstressed unaccented contexts, but central-
ization along the F2 dimension was minimal (vertical shrinkage of the vowel
space only). The articulatory (EMMA) data, however, displayed reduction
of tense vowels both in the horizontal and vertical dimension (back and low
vowels centralized). Furthermore, in a study on the articulatory correlates
of focus, Baumann, Becker, Grice, & Mu¨cke (2007) provided evidence that
vowels occupied more peripheral positions in the vowel space when they were
produced with narrow and contrastive focus than when they received broad
focus.
This type of variation has been also observed in a few Romance lan-
guages. The comparison between stressed and unstressed Pisa Italian vow-
els indicated more variability, shorter durations, and more centralization in
unstressed syllables (Calamai, 2001). A more compressed unstressed vowel
space was also found in other Italian varieties (Savy & Cutugno, 1998).
Tendencies in the same direction have been described for Brazilian Por-
tuguese (Fails & Clegg, 1992; Ferreira, 2008) and a significantly higher F1
for stressed /a/ than for its unstressed counterpart was reported in Arantes
(2010). Ronquest (in press) also found unstressed vowel centralization and
shortening in the speech of heritage Spanish speakers (bilingual in English).
Cho, Lee, & Kim (2011) investigated the effects of clear speech, prosodic
phrasing, and lexical focus on the realization of vowels /i, a, u/ in Korean,
a language that does not have lexical stress. /a/ was significantly lower and
more anterior in the focused condition than in the unfocused condition. In
addition, the high vowels had more peripheral F2 values (/i/ was more ante-
rior and /u/ was more posterior) in the prominent condition. These results
also indicate an expansion of the vowel space under prosodic prominence in
a language without stress.
In all the studies reviewed above, prominent vowels were found to have
“more distinctive articulations” (de Jong et al., 1993, p. 198). Conversely,
vowels that were non- or less prominent departed from the “ideal” or “canon-
ical” realizations.7 Yet, others have shown that prominent vowels are more
open than their non-prominent counterparts. Prominence may thus be as-
sociated with a more open vocal tract, which offers less impedance to the
7Van Son (1993, p. 2) noted that “[v]owels spoken in isolation or in a neutral context,
such as /hVd/ in English, are considered to approach the ideal with regard to vowel
quality. Such ideal vowel realizations are called canonical realizations. Numerous factors
change these canonical realizations to the realizations actually found in natural speech, e.g.
speaking style, prosody, context.” Similarly, Moon & Lindblom (1994, p. 40) described
undershoot as “systematic shifts away from hypothetical target values.”
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airflow and results in vowels having more sonority (Sonority Expansion Hy-
pothesis). The Hyperarticulation Hypothesis and the Sonority Expansion
Hypothesis make the same predictions for low vowels (i.e., low vowels will be
lower under prominence). For example, the findings in de Jong & Zawaydeh
(1999, 2002) for Arabic, in Cho & Keating (2009) for English, and in Meunier
& Espesser (2011) for French (as well as those in Arantes, 2010, for Brazil-
ian Portuguese) are compatible with both hypotheses. de Jong & Zawaydeh
(2002) found higher F1 for vowel /a/ when it was stressed (in line with the
findings in de Jong & Zawaydeh, 1999), as well as when it received lexical
or segmental focus. Similarly, in Meunier & Espesser (2011), French /a/ ex-
hibited higher F1 in final position (locus of the accent phrase) than in other
positions. In an electropalatographic and acoustic study (Cho & Keating,
2009), English stressed /E/ displayed longer duration, smaller linguopalatal
contact, and higher F1 (indicating more opening) than secondarily-stressed
/E/. In addition, when primarily-stressed /E/ was accented, it was also more
open than when it was unaccented.
The two hypotheses, however, diverge in their predictions for high vow-
els (as discussed in de Jong, 1995 and Harrington, Fletcher, & Beckman,
2000). If high vowels were hyperarticulated under stress, we would expect
them to be produced with a higher tongue position, resulting in a lower
F1. However, if the goal was to make stressed high vowels louder, then a
lower tongue/jaw position might be required. Clearly, these two strategies
are incompatible. In addition, the Sonority Expansion Hypothesis does not
make any prediction regarding vowel anteriority/posteriority, whereas the
Hyperarticulation Hypothesis does.
The Sonority Expansion Hypothesis was first proposed by Beckman et
al. (1992) after observing that jaw opening and closing gestures were longer,
larger (involving more displacement), and faster for accented than unac-
cented realizations of the English vowel /A/ in the syllable /pAp/. Similar
results were obtained by measuring lip gestures during the realization of the
same vowel in the same syllable: Accented /A/ presented larger and faster
opening movements with respect to its unaccented counterpart, which in
turn showed larger and faster opening movements than the same vowel in
unstressed position (Beckman & Edwards, 1994). In Erickson et al. (2012),
jaw displacement for the English diphthong /aI/ reflected the metrical struc-
ture of the utterance (with larger displacements for more metrically promi-
nent syllables). Jaw displacement correlated positively with F1. Hermes,
Becker, Mu¨cke, & Grice (2008) explored the articulation of the German long
vowels /i:, a:, o:, u:/ in four focus conditions: background (postfocus), nar-
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row, broad, and contrastive focus. Larger lip displacements in opening and
closing gestures occurred in the contrastive focus condition when compared
to the background and broad focus conditions.
Harrington et al. (2000) found that Australian English vowels /i, æ, a/
were produced with a significantly more lowered jaw and greater root mean
square (RMS) amplitude when they were accented, revealing a “heightened
contrast in loudness between the vowel and the preceding stop closure” (p.
43). In addition, accented tokens of /i/ had significantly higher F2. Whereas
the jaw height and RMS amplitude findings point to the Sonority Expan-
sion Hypothesis, the fact that accented /i/ was more anterior was consistent
with the Hyperarticulation Hypothesis. “Mixed” results like these (with
findings in the vertical dimension being accountable by the Sonority Expan-
sion Hypothesis and those in the horizontal dimension being predicted by
the Hyperarticulation Hypothesis) are described in other articles examining
the effects of prosodic prominence on vowel quality and articulation in Amer-
ican English. In Cho (2005), vowels /i, A/ also involved larger lip and jaw
openings when accented (see also Cho, 2006), and /i/ was also more ante-
rior in the accented condition. Similarly, in Mo, Cole, & Hasegawa-Johnson
(2009), F1 correlated positively with perceived prominence, regardless of
vowel identity. In addition, some vowels’ F2 showed hyperarticulation un-
der prominence. These patterns exemplify both enhancing strategies occur-
ring simultaneously. A smaller opening of the vocal tract and higher non-
prominent vowels point to the Sonority Expansion Hypothesis, whereas the
less extreme F2 values indicate target undershoot in the anterior-posterior
dimension, as suggested by the Hyperarticulation Hypothesis.
Some of the studies just mentioned reported vowel centralization in the
absence of prosodic prominence, which results from the articulators failing
to reach an articulatory target under certain conditions. Target undershoot
may also be caused by faster speaking rates (Miller, 1981). Increasing speech
rate results in shorter segment durations. Thus, at faster speaking rates,
articulatory gestures may be truncated or more extensively overlapped due
to a decreased temporal window during which they can be executed. If this
happens, formant undershoot is likely to occur as well. Agwuele, Sussman,
& Lindblom (2008), who found a compressed vowel space at faster than
normal speech rate in English (as did Turner, Tjaden, & Weismer, 1995),
placed fast speech rate toward the hypoarticulation end of the continuum.
Because of the time constraints in producing speech at a fast tempo, it
seems logical to assume that the output may be less carefully produced
than in normal speaking conditions. Indeed, a compression of the vowel
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space at fast speech rates has been attested in languages other than English.
Jaworski (2009) analyzed vowel quality at three speech rates (fast, normal,
and slow) in Russian, Polish, and Spanish. He described a decrease in the
size of the acoustic space as rate increased (the largest space was for vowels
produced at slow rate, followed by those produced at natural rate, and
finally those produced at fast rate). Gendrot & Adda-Decker (2007) did
not directly manipulate rate, but they classified vowels according to their
duration into three categories (short, mid, and long vowels). Vowel space
expanded with longer durations for all eight languages analyzed (Arabic,
European Portuguese, French, German, Italian, Mandarin Chinese, Spanish,
and US English), although for Arabic no difference was observed between
long and mid duration vowels. In Japanese, a language with contrastive
vowel length, increasing speaking rate yielded more peripheral short /e, o/
(Hirata & Tsukada, 2004, 2009). Long vowels were not affected by speech
rate in the same manner, and the authors confirmed a ceiling/floor effect for
F2 in vowels longer than 200 ms.
Pitermann (2000) showed that, at faster speech rates, vowels may be
more assimilated to their neighboring segments. Examination of the steady
state in vowels /E, a/ in the sequences [iEi] and [iai], extracted from French
sentences produced at nine (participant 1) and ten (participant 2) speaking
rates, revealed a progressive F2 increase and F1 decrease as speech rate
increased. Both vowels became more fronted and higher (more /i/-like) as
they reduced their duration, thus showing contextual assimilation.
Finally, other authors (Gay, 1977; Weismer & Berry, 2003; Stack, Strange,
Jenkins, Clarke III, & Trent, 2006) did not find a robust or systematic ef-
fect of speech rate on vowel quality in English, but this might be due to
an unsuccessful speech rate manipulation, not triggering enough temporal
reduction.
It is important to note that this effect would be restricted to languages
in which increasing tempo affects vowel length substantially. Because of
different metrical and rhythmic properties of languages, it may be the case
that vowel length is not affected similarly in all languages when speech rate
is manipulated.
1.4 Definitions: Stress, Accent, and Speech Rate
Before continuing further, some definitions are in order. “Stress” and “ac-
cent” are two terms that have received several definitions in the literature.
In fact, in the studies reviewed in the previous section, “stress” was more
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commonly used to refer to phrasal stress (especially in those studies focusing
on English) and, less often, to refer to lexical stress. From now on, unless
otherwise noted, “stress” will be used to refer to lexical primary stress, a
word-level abstract property (see the discussion in Ladd, 2009, p. 48–55).
The characteristics of the stress system in the two languages under study
are sketched below. “Accent” is to be understood as intonational pitch ac-
cent; i.e., actual sentence- or phrase-level prominence, typically a F0 event
(Bolinger, 1958).
A distinction has been drawn between speech rate and articulation rate
(see Barik, 1977). The former refers to the number of syllables per minute
considering total utterance duration (pauses included), whereas the latter
excludes pauses. Here the term “speech (or speaking) rate” is used more
loosely to refer to relative variations in speed.
1.5 Stress and Accent in Spanish and Catalan
The stress systems of Catalan and Spanish present many similarities (for an
extensive description of Catalan stress, see Hualde, 1992; Bonet & Lloret,
1998; Wheeler, 2005; for Spanish, see Hualde, 2005, 2012). In both lan-
guages, stress is contrastive, as illustrated in (1).8 Minimal pairs based on
stress are rather scarce in Catalan due to the existence of phonological vowel
reduction (Badia Margarit, 1972), which makes it difficult for two words to
differ exclusively in the position of stress.9
(1) Cat. culli ["kuLi] ‘to pick up, 1st person sg., subj.’ vs. collir [ku"Li]
‘to pick up’
Sp. ı´ntegro ‘entire’ vs. integro ‘(I) integrate’ vs. integro´ ‘(s/he)
integrated’
Even if the existence of lexical contrasts based only on the position of stress
shows that it is free and not predictable (although it is true that some
patterns are more common than others), there are some restrictions on stress
placement. The domain of stress is the prosodic word (a morphological word
plus its enclitics and proclitics; Oliva, 1992; Hualde, 2012), and, in both
languages, stress is restricted to the last three syllables of a word (except
in verb forms with enclitics, as shown in (2)). In these examples, stress
8In this and the following examples, stressed syllables are underlined.
9The situation described is true for Central Eastern Catalan, but not for other varieties
of Catalan (e.g., Valencian Catalan) that exhibit less radical phonological vowel reduction
(see Section 1.6.2).
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falls on the fourth syllable from the end of the word, due to the addition
of two unstressed clitics. Catalan and Spanish words can be classified into
three groups, depending on the position of stress with respect to the end of
the word: oxytones (stress on the last syllable), paroxytones (stress on the
penultimate syllable), or proparoxytones (stress on the antepenult).
(2) Cat. compra-me-la ‘buy it (fem.) for me (imperative)’
Sp. co´mpramelo ‘buy it (n.) for me (imperative)’
Stress position is not predictable based on syllable weight or morphological
structure (except in the case of verb forms; Hualde, 2005, 2012; Wheeler,
2005), but certain regularities exist. The most frequent patterns in both
languages are oxytonic words ending in a consonant (e.g., Sp. caracol, Cat.
cargol ‘snail’) and vowel-final paroxytones (Sp. madre, Cat. mare ‘mother’),
although all possibilities are attested, as exemplified in Table 1.1.10 The
spelling conventions of both languages recognize these tendencies, as stress
marks are placed on words that deviate from the most common patterns.
Table 1.1: Stress patterns in Catalan and Spanish.
Final Vowel Final Consonant
Oxytones
Cat.
cafe` ‘coffee’ vestit ‘dress’
sofa` ‘sofa’ cavall ‘horse’
Sp.
rub´ı ‘ruby’ color ‘color’
papa´ ‘dad’ pastel ‘cake’
Paroxytones
Cat.
cama ‘leg’ a`pat ‘meal’
festa ‘party’ ca`rrec ‘charge’
Sp.
codo ‘elbow’ a´rbol ‘tree’
coche ‘car’ tre´bol ‘clover’
Proparoxytones
Cat.
pa`gina ‘page’ curr´ıculum ‘curriculum’
fone`tica ‘phonetics’ espe`cimen ‘specimen’
Sp.
fa´brica ‘factory’ re´gimen ‘regime’
fa´bula ‘fable’ hipo´tesis ‘hypothesis’
As noted, clitics do not have lexical stress and attach to a content word
to form a prosodic word. Some clitics (such as the definite article, certain
prepositions, and pronouns) are purely unstressed (in Central Catalan, they
have a schwa: en [@n], *[en] ‘in’). However, other function words do have
a lexically stressed syllable (like Cat. entre and Sp. para and nuestros
10Certain Catalan oxytonic words ending in a vowel (e.g., fuster [fus"te] ‘carpenter’,
germa` ‘brother’) are actually classified as oxytones ending in a consonant (Mascaro´, 1986;
Hualde, 1992; Bonet & Lloret, 1998). Diachronically, these words lost a final consonant
(in some cases still preserved in the orthography), which results, synchronically, in two
forms of the root, with or without final consonant (cf. fusteret [fust@"REt] ‘carpenter, dim.’,
germans ‘siblings’).
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in Example (3)) that can attract a pitch accent in citation form or when
they are focused, even if they are normally destressed and, thus, unable to
receive a pitch accent in running speech (for Spanish, see Hualde, 2005, 2007,
2009; for Catalan, see Wheeler, 2005). In Catalan, the full vowel in these
function words is maintained (see Section 1.6.2). A third group comprises
those function words that are stressed and receive a pitch accent when used
in context (see (4)). With the exception of words that undergo destressing
in connected speech, lexically stressed syllables serve as anchors for pitch
accents. In fact, pitch accents can only be associated with stressed syllables
(with an exception that is the focus of Chapter 4). Therefore, stress and
accent tend to covary in most circumstances (Hualde, 2005), although see
Chapter 3.
(3) Cat. entre les muntanyes ‘between the mountains’
Sp. para nuestros amigos ‘for our friends’
(4) Cat. la meva germana ‘my sister’
Sp. esta palabra ‘this word’
1.5.1 Acoustic Correlates of Stress and Accent in Catalan
and Spanish
Studies on the production and perception of stress and accent in Spanish
have singled out duration as an important correlate of stress, and F0 as the
most salient correlate of accent. In Quilis (1971), duration was found to be
a good correlate of stress (stressed vowels having longer duration; see also
Kim, 2011), but not intensity. Alfano, Savy, & Llisterri (2008) noted the
same effect, although it was restricted to oxytonic words. Unlike in other
studies, Alfano et al. (2008) compared the duration of different syllables
within the same word. Whereas in oxytonic words, the stressed syllable was
longer than the unstressed one, stressed and unstressed vowels showed no
durational differences in proparoxytonic and paroxytonic words. Note that
in oxytonic words the stressed syllable may present extra lengthening given
that it is also word-final. In fact, the stressed syllables in oxytonic words
were longer than stressed syllables in paroxytonic and proparoxytonic words.
In earlier work, both production and perception data suggested that F0
was the most important correlate of stress (Quilis, 1971; Llisterri, Machuca,
de la Mota, Riera, & R´ıos, 2005). However, these studies examined the
correlates of stress in accented contexts, and, therefore, there was covari-
ation of stress and accent. In order to tease apart the acoustic correlates
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of stress and accent, Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto (2007) analyzed the acous-
tic correlates of stressed and unstressed vowels in accented and unaccented
conditions separately (following Sluijter & van Heuven, 1996a,b). Their re-
sults revealed that F0, intensity, and spectral tilt cued accent (rising pitch
accent on stressed syllable vs. flat F0, higher vs. lower overall intensity,
and higher vs. lower spectral tilt values for the accented and unaccented
conditions respectively). Stress was conveyed by means of duration, vowel
quality, and spectral tilt (longer vs. shorter duration, less vs. more central
/o/, and higher vs. lower spectral tilt values for the stressed and unstressed
conditions respectively). A linear discriminant analysis pointed to duration
as the most effective correlate of stress, followed by vowel quality and spec-
tral tilt. Overall intensity did not help predict stress. In a later article, the
same authors (Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto, 2011) confirmed that stress was
primarily cued by duration. Accented syllables were also found to be longer
than unaccented ones (see also Kim, 2011). Overall intensity could also dis-
tinguish between stressed and unstressed syllables, but only in the accented
condition. Vowel quality and spectral tilt did not emerge as relevant cues
to stress and accent in Spanish. This latter finding was consistent with the
results of an experiment on the perception of stress in unaccented contexts
(Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto, 2009). Duration and overall intensity (but not
spectral tilt) contributed to the perception of stress, although differently for
vowels /i, a/.
For Catalan, Astruc & Prieto (2006) found that duration, spectral bal-
ance, and vowel quality cued the presence of lexical stress in contexts of
phrasal deaccentuation, whereas accent was cued by pitch and overall in-
tensity (and less robustly vowel quality and duration). Ortega-Llebaria &
Prieto (2011) reported a significant effect of stress on duration, but not on
overall intensity. Accent did not affect duration or intensity. A study on
the perception of stress in unaccented contexts in Catalan (Ortega-Llebaria,
Vanrell, & Prieto, 2010) revealed that listeners rely on duration and in-
tensity, although duration is clearly the most robust correlate. This paper
provided evidence that Central Catalan speakers can perceive stress even in
the absence of important cues such as F0 and vowel quality.
1.6 The Languages under Study
The languages under study in this dissertation are Northern-Central Iberian
Spanish and Central Eastern Catalan. These two languages are spoken in
the Iberian Peninsula, and are genetically related, both having evolved from
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Latin. Spanish is an Ibero-Romance language, whereas the classification
of Catalan has been more debated (Moll, 2006[1952]; Lo´pez del Castillo,
1991), with some authors grouping it with the Ibero-Romance languages
and others classifying it as a Gallo-Romance language (for example, Griera,
1965). In another view, it has been considered a transition language between
the two groups. The most accepted view nowadays positions Catalan within
the Gallo-Romance subfamily from its origins up to the 15th century, and
within the Ibero-Romance branch from then on (Montoya Abat, 2002).
Historically, the Catalan language originated in the northernmost area of
the territory where it is currently spoken, on both sides of the Pyrenees and
in contact with Occitan. It spread southwards with the territorial expansion
of the Crown of Aragon and Catalonia through formerly Islamic lands where
other Romance varieties (Moc¸arabic) and Arabic were spoken, coming into
contact with Aragonese and Castilian (Spanish) in the process. This ex-
plains the apparent change in linguistic affiliation (from Gallo-Romance to
Ibero-Romance) that has been postulated. The Spanish language developed
in the original territory of the medieval Kingdom of Castile, which had its
capital in Burgos. Its territorial expansion followed the pattern explained for
Catalan, with the difference that Castilian eventually became the dominant
language of all of Spain, thus receiving also the name of ‘Spanish’. In-
creased centralization in Spain has led to the current situation where other
languages, such as Catalan, are spoken in a situation of bilingualism with
Spanish.
1.6.1 Spanish
Iberian or Peninsular Spanish can be divided into two broad dialectal va-
rieties: Southern Peninsular Spanish (spoken in Andalusia, Murcia, and
part of Extremadura) and Northern-Central Peninsular Spanish. Two very
salient features that distinguish the latter from Southern Peninsular Spanish
and from Latin American varieties include the preservation of the /T/-/s/
phonemic distinction (e.g., caza /"kaTa/ ‘hunt’ vs. casa /"kasa/ ‘house’) and
the strident post-velar or uvular realization of /x/ (rojo ["roXo] ‘red’). For
more details, see Hualde (2005) and Lipski (2012).
Vowel Phenomena in Spanish
Spanish has a symmetrical vowel inventory, with two high (/i, u/), two
mid (/e, o/), and one low (/a/) vowels. These five vowels can appear in
stressed and unstressed position. The Spanish vowel system departs from
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the common Romance seven-vowel system, which presents another set of
mid vowels (/E, O/). Late Latin stressed vowels /E, O/ diphthongized to /ie,
ue/ respectively in all contexts in Spanish, giving rise to morphophonological
alternations as in (5).
(5) pienso ‘(I) think’, but pensar ‘to think’
(cf. Cat. penso ["pEnsu])
bueno ‘good’, but bondad ‘kindness’
(cf. Cat. bo ["bO])
In spite of important phonological differences in the consonant inventory
among varieties of Spanish, the vowel system is quite stable phonologically,
with only minor phonetic differences (Chla´dkova´ et al., 2011; Kim, 2011).
There are, however, certain phenomena affecting Spanish vowels.
In Puerto Rican Spanish, a variable phenomenon involving raising of
unstressed (mostly word-final) /e, o/ (> [i, u]) in the speech of older speakers
in rural regions has been reported (Oliver, 2008). This alternation between
unstressed mid and high vowels is also found in areas of Mexico and parts
of Extremadura (Viudas Camarasa, Ariza Viguera, & Salvador Plans, 1987,
p. 28) and Andalusia (Becerra Hiraldo & Vargas Labella, 1986, p. 14). Mid
vowel raising has also been observed in mid-low vowel sequences, resulting
in diphthongization, in Mexican and, less frequently, Colombian Spanish
(Garrido, 2008).
Andean Spanish has been characterized as having “unstressed vowel re-
duction”. This term, in this case, encompasses different related phenomena
including vowel shortening, devoicing, and complete elision, especially when
preceding /s/ (Lipski, 1990). In an experimental study, Delforge (2008)
noted that in Peruvian Spanish /i, e, u/ were frequently devoiced, and that
vowel reduction understood as centralization did not occur. Lope Blanch
(1963) reported sporadic elision of unstressed vowels, especially in contact
with /s/ in Mexican Spanish.
Finally, Eastern Andalusian Spanish clearly departs from other Iberian
and Latin American varieties in its opening of /e, o/ to [E, O] in word-final
position before an elided /s/ (Hualde, 2005), so that vowel opening functions
as a plural marker. This more open quality may spread to other vowels in
the word, by a process of vowel harmony.
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1.6.2 Catalan
Catalan is spoken in four different states. It is spoken in the Spanish au-
tonomous communities of Balearic Islands, Catalonia, and Valencia (where
it is co-official with Spanish), and in the regions of El Carxe (Murcia) and
la Franja de Ponent (Aragon). Outside of Spain, Catalan is the sole official
language of the Principality of Andorra, and it is also spoken, without offi-
cial status, in the South of France (Languedoc-Roussillon region) and in the
town of Alghero on the isle of Sardinia (Italy). Catalan is divided into two
broad dialectal blocks: Western and Eastern Catalan (see the map in Fig-
ure 1.1). The Western block encompasses the varieties spoken in Aragon,
Murcia, Valencia, and Western Catalonia. The other varieties constitute
the Eastern block. The variety under study here is Central Catalan (in dark
grey in Figure 1.1), which occupies a geographically central position within
the Eastern Catalan block.
Western
Catalan
Eastern
Catalan
Central
Catalan
Barcelona
Valencia
Palma
Alghero
Figure 1.1: Map showing the division of Catalan into two dialectal blocks.
According to the 2010 linguistic census (Institut d’Estudis Catalans,
2011), 56.7% of the population of Catalonia learned Spanish at home, whereas
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35.3% learned Catalan.11 39.4% of the population interviewed chose Cata-
lan as the language they identify with (vs. 55.1% who chose Spanish) and
39.5% reported that they used Catalan predominantly (56.2% chose Span-
ish as their usual language). According to the same survey, 99.9% of the
population in Catalonia can understand Spanish and 99.8% can speak it.
95.3% of the population can also understand Catalan, but the percentage of
the population that can speak it is much lower (77.5%).
Phonological Vowel Reduction in Central Catalan and the
Evolution of the Unstressed Vowel System
The separation of Catalan into two dialectal blocks was based on the treat-
ment of unstressed vowels and resulting unstressed vowel inventories in dif-
ferent varieties (see, for example Veny, 1984, p. 22, or Hualde, 1992, p. 377).
Western Catalan preserves a distinction between unstressed /a, e/ and also
between unstressed /o, u/, whereas Eastern varieties do not. In fact, a
salient characteristic of Central Catalan (within the Eastern block) is its
extreme phonological vowel reduction. In this variety, the stressed vowel
system comprises seven vowels (/i, e, E, a, O, o, u/), whereas only three vow-
els are possible in unstressed position ([i, @, u]) (Recasens, 1993; Mascaro´,
2002). As shown in Figure 1.2, the high vowels /i, u/ are not affected by
phonological vowel reduction. However, all of stressed /e, E, a/ are realized
as [@] in unstressed position, and stressed mid back vowels /O, o/ merge
with unstressed [u]. These neutralizations are complete, and speakers show
no difficulty applying them in nonsense words (Herrick, 2003, 2004, 2005,
2008). The examples in Table 1.2 illustrate the morphophonological alter-
nations between stressed and unstressed vowels. The stressed vowels in the
monosyllabic words in the left column become unstressed by the addition
of the stress-bearing diminutive suffix -et (right column). Note, for exam-
ple, how, without any contextual information, the diminutive form [u"sEt] is
ambiguous in Central Catalan.
As Harris (2005) noted, Central Catalan combines both the centrifugal
and centripetal vowel reduction tendencies, which is not typologically rare.
The merger of /e, E, a/ in [@] illustrates the centripetal route, whereas the
neutralization of /o, O/ in [u] exemplifies the centrifugal route. Although
synchronically we can observe the alternations /E/-[@] and /O/-[u], Central
Catalan has never had low-mid vowels in unstressed position. The contrast
between high-mid and low-mid vowels was already neutralized in unstressed
11The population studied included all those living in Catalonia 14 years old and older
(6,421,000 people). The sample size was 30,887.
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Figure 1.2: Central Catalan stressed (left) and unstressed (right) vowel sys-
tem. The arrows indicate the neutralizations in unstressed position.
Table 1.2: Monosyllabic words containing stressed vowels (left) and the
corresponding vowels in unstressed position after the addition of the stress-
bearing diminutive suffix /-Et/ (right).
Stressed Unstressed
pis ‘apartment’ ["pis] piset [pi"zEt]
vent ‘wind’ ["ben] ventet [b@n"tEt]
tren ‘train’ ["tREn] trenet [tR@"nEt]
pa ‘bread’ ["pa] panet ‘bread roll’ [p@"nEt]
os ‘bone’ ["Os] osset [u"sEt]
o´s ‘bear’ ["os] osset [u"sEt]
cuc ‘worm’ ["kuk] cuquet [ku"kEt]
position in Vulgar Latin (see, for example, Penny, 2002, p. 55–56).
The evolution of the Vulgar Latin unstressed vowel system (which com-
prised five vowels: /i, e, a, o, u/) to the present-day unstressed vowel system
of Central Catalan is not completely understood. The merger of unstressed
/a, e/ in [@] is common to all the Eastern Catalan block (with the excep-
tion of Algherese Catalan, in which unstressed /a, e/ are realized as [a])
and it must have been complete by the 13th century in pretonic position
(Coromines, 1974, p. 295; Gulsoy, 1993, p. 51). According to Rasico (1981,
p. 84–94), the change occurred in pretonic syllables initially (maybe as early
as the 10th century) and it later (circa the 12th century) started extending
to the posttonic position. Regarding the change of /o/ to [u], confusions
between u and o in spelling are attested starting in 950, but only in certain
contexts (preceding a stressed high front or back vowel or in contact with a
labial consonant). However, it is not evidenced in all contexts until the late
15th or early 16th centuries.
Gulsoy (1993) proposed that the development of unstressed /a, e/ to [@]
must have resulted from assimilation of these vowels to stressed /@/ (< Latin
/e/) (e.g., paret [pa"R@t] > [p@"R@t] ‘wall’ initially, and pera ["p@Ra] > ["p@R@]
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‘pear’ subsequently). Later on, stressed /@/ became /E/, but unstressed [@]
was preserved unchanged (Modern Central Catalan ["pER@], *["p@R@]).12
Regarding the merger of unstressed /o/ and /u/, Gulsoy attributed it to
structural pressures to achieve symmetry between the front and back series,
rather than to an extension of the Old Catalan processes of metaphony of
/o/ to [u] before stressed /i/ or /u/ (e.g., dormir [dur"mi] ‘to sleep’, costum
[kus"tum] ‘habit’).13 The closing of the back high-mid vowel /o/ to [u] is,
then, claimed to be a consequence of the developments of the non-high front
vowels, according to this author.
Exceptions to Phonological Vowel Reduction
Phonological vowel reduction in Central Catalan is a regular phonological
process that operates in all unstressed syllables, regardless of their position
in the word. According to Mascaro´ (2002, p. 114), the domain of application
of phonological vowel reduction is the simple word.14 In higher domains “the
interaction of the prosodic properties of words may cause destressing that
does not result in [phonological] reduction” (my translation).15 An example
of this is the so-called “stressed” prepositions. Stressed prepositions like
those in (6) contrast with unstressed prepositions (e.g., a [@] ‘to, in’, per
[p@r] ‘for’). The former present a full vowel, whereas the latter present a
reduced vowel (Sancho Cremades, 2002). However, when used in context,
stressed prepositions are actually destressed, as exemplified by the contrasts
between prepositions (destressed) and homophonic (stressed) verbs. A more
appropriate label would be “unreduced” prepositions.
(6) entre gent [EntR@ "Zen] ‘among people’
entra gent ["EntR@ "Zen] ‘people are coming in’
sobre la taula [soBR@ l@ "tawl@] ‘on the table’
sobra la taula ["soBR@ l@ "tawl@] ‘the table is not necessary’
12In most of the Eastern Catalan block, Latin stressed /e/ had been replaced by /@/
in Medieval Catalan. The modern reflex of Vulgar Latin /e/ is, however, /E/ in Central
Catalan (Vulgar Latin /e/ > Medieval Eastern Catalan /@/ > Modern Central Catalan
/E/). Stressed /@/ is preserved in Majorcan Catalan (compare Central Cat. /"tREs/ vs.
Majorcan Cat. /"tR@s/ for tres ‘three’).
13This is still found in certain areas in Majorca, where raising of unstressed /o/ to [u] is
conditioned by the presence of a stressed /i/ or /u/ in the next syllable. In other contexts,
unstressed /o/ is not raised (e.g., confit [kuM"fit] ‘candy’ and poruc [pu"Ruk] ‘fearful’, but
pomer [po"me] ‘apple tree’).
14This author used the term “simple word” (mot simple) to refer to morphologically
simple or derived words, excluding compound words.
15“[E]l domini de la reduccio´ voca`lica e´s el mot simple; me´s enlla` del mot simple la
interaccio´ de les propietats proso`diques dels mots pot produir desaccentuacions que no
tenen com a consequ¨e`ncia la reduccio´.” (Mascaro´, 2002, p. 114).
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This is not an isolated case. A lack of correspondence between stress and
vowel reduction due to the presence of a non-reduced vowel in certain un-
stressed syllables has long been noted (Oliva, 1992; Cabre´, 2002; Mascaro´,
2002). The non-application of phonological vowel reduction in unstressed
syllables is circumscribed to certain contexts: Mascaro´ (2002) distinguished
between lexical, morphological, and contextual exceptions to vowel reduc-
tion. Herrick (2003) refined the classification by proposing two categories for
the lexical exceptions: educated (learned) words and loanwords (including
Greek and Latin expressions and foreign language proper names; see Cabre´,
2009, 2010). Examples of learned words and borrowings that do not undergo
phonological vowel reduction are given in (7) and (8) respectively. Herrick
mentioned that certain dictionaries transcribe borrowings with phonological
vowel reduction. Recasens (1993) also noted that pronunciations with and
without reduction are possible for certain words.
(7) classe ["klase] ‘class’
fase ["faze] ‘phase’
la`tex ["lateks] ‘latex’
(8) po`ster ["poster] ∼ ["pOst@r] ‘poster’
ba`dminton ["badminton] ‘badminton’
sine qua non [sine "kwa non] ‘sine qua non’
Xicago [tSi"kaGo] ‘Chicago’
The morphological exceptions refer to certain types of compounds in which
the stressed syllable of the first root loses its stress, but preserves the stressed
vowel quality (for more details, see Chapter 3), as is shown in (9). Truncated
forms which do not undergo reduction (Cabre´, 2002) can also be considered
morphological exceptions (see (10)). Another group that can be added to
this category is that of acronyms pronounced as words (11).
(9) cama ["kam@] ‘leg’ + llarg ["Lark] ‘long’ = camallarg [kam@"Lark]
‘long-legged’
menja ["mendZ@] ‘(s/he) eats’ + festucs [f@s"tuks] ‘pistachios’ = men-
jafestucs [mendZ@f@s"tuks] ‘light eater’
(10) col·legi [ku"lEZi] > col·le ["kole] ‘school’
televisio´ [t@l@Bi"zjo] > tele ["tele] ‘television’
(11) UNESCO [u"nesko] ‘UNESCO’
OPEP [o"pEp] ‘OPEC’
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Finally, phonological vowel reduction also fails to apply in vowel combina-
tions (/ea/, [e@]) in hiatus (contextual exceptions), as exemplified in (12).
Reduction of unstressed /O/ when forming a diphthong with /u/ (/Ow/) is
also blocked to avoid the diphthong [uw] (see (13)).
(12) conrear [kunre"a] ‘to cultivate’
teatre [te"atR@] ‘theater’
creatiu [kRe@"tiw] ‘creative’
(13) moura` [mow"Ra] (also [m@w"Ra]) ‘(s/he) will move’
Although infrequently, the opposite case of mismatch between stress and
vowel quality also occurs. Unstressed phonologically reduced vowels oc-
casionally display stress-like properties (i.e., the ability to anchor a pitch
accent). For example, unstressed prepositions and prefixes may be accented
when they are used in citation form for metalinguistic purposes or when they
are focused. In those cases, the full vowel quality is not recovered. Some
examples are shown in (14).
(14) L’article ‘la’ i la preposicio´ ‘amb’
[l@r"tikl@ "l@ i l@ pR@puzi"sjo "@m]
‘the article “the-fem.” and the preposition “with”’
T’he dit que ho DESfacis, no que ho refacis.
["te "Dit k@w "d@s"fasis | "no k@w r@"fasis]
‘I told you to UNdo it, not to redo it.’
In addition, there is another case in which lexically unstressed syllables can
receive accentual prominence in the discourse and do not recover a full vowel.
Pretonic syllables may receive emphatic stress (a rising or high pitch accent)
in public speech. This phenomenon is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
1.7 Goals and Outline of the Dissertation
The goal of this dissertation is to examine patterns of phonetic variation
caused by different factors in two Western Romance varieties: Northern-
Central Iberian Spanish (hereafter, Spanish) and Central Eastern Catalan
(hereafter, Catalan). The factors analyzed are lexical stress, intonational
pitch accent, and speech rate. These were selected because they have been
reported to exert a robust effect on vowel quality in different languages,
reviewed above. In addition, previous findings suggest that all three factors
cause a reduction in segmental duration, which allows us to examine the
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relationship between temporal and spectral information.
Even if the three factors have an effect in common (segment shortening),
they depart from each other in a number of ways, including their nature,
their function, and their scope. Whereas stress and accent are linguistic
categories whose function is to highlight certain syllables over others and, in
the case of stress, to contrast meaning, speaking rate modifications tend to
affect larger stretches of speech and do not have linguistic meaning. Varia-
tions in speech rate may, however, convey socio-indexical information such
as regional origin or age (Amir & Grinfeld, 2011; Verhoeven, De Pauw, &
Kloots, 2011) or paralinguistic information regarding the emotional state of
the speaker or the speaker’s attitude (Morton & Trehub, 2001). Thus, the
effects of stress and accent can be considered local (i.e., on a particular syl-
lable), whereas speech rate has to be understood as more globally affecting
a whole utterance (or larger units of discourse).
Regarding their implementation, lexical stress is a binary abstract cate-
gory (a syllable carries lexical stress or it does not) and the physical presence
or absence of an accent also represents a binary choice (a syllable anchors
a tonal event or it does not). Arguably, stress and accent can be realized
phonetically in a variety of ways and the degree of (perceived) prominence
may be gradual, but a decision regarding whether a syllable is stressed vs.
unstressed or accented vs. unaccented can be made categorically. Speech
rate, on the other hand, is manipulated in a continuous manner and we
cannot speak of categories of speech rate. Furthermore, stress and accent
are language-specific (implemented in unique ways in different languages),
but speech rate is not (note, however, that increasing speech rate may have
different effects at the segmental level in different languages). Speech rate is
expected to have a similar effect across languages with comparable metrical
and prosodic structures: With a decrease in duration, vowels are expected
to be more centralized, further from their idealized locations in the vowel
space. In other words, the effects of speech rate are hypothesized to be equal
across languages, resulting from physiological or biomechanical constraints
(duration-dependent undershoot; Lindblom, 1991).
Catalan and Spanish are closely related and present very similar stress
and accent mechanisms (in terms of unmarked stress position, limitations
on stress placement, pitch accent inventory, deaccentuation patterns, and
correlates of stress and accent), which makes it possible to manipulate these
factors in a uniform way, making the results of the experiments directly
comparable. Because of these similarities, it could be hypothesized that the
effects of stress and accent (which contrast with those of speech rate in that
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they may be learned, conventionalized in language-specific patterns) would
follow the same lines in the two languages.
Yet, Catalan and Spanish exhibit interesting differences in their phonolo-
gies: Spanish has a smaller vowel system (five vowels that can occur in both
stressed and unstressed position), whereas Catalan has seven stressed con-
trastive vowels that, due to phonological vowel reduction, alternate with
only three reduced vowels in unstressed position. Including stress, accent,
and speech rate as factors provides the opportunity to explore universal vs.
language-specific phonetic variation. In addition, comparing Catalan and
Spanish allows us to explore the role of vowel inventory size and existence
of phonological vowel reduction on prosodically-induced phonetic variation.
The size of the vowel system may be a relevant factor given that, in a
more crowded space, vowel space compression may have more severe con-
sequences, including extensive overlap between vowel categories and, if the
distances between vowels become insufficient for contrast to be maintained
(Flemming, 1995), even merger. Hence, one hypothesis is that Catalan, with
a larger vowel system in stressed position, may show less phonetic reduction
than Spanish.
The covariation of stress and accent is quite pervasive in Catalan and
Spanish. In fact, most lexically stressed syllables are produced with a pitch
accent, and deaccentuation is much more rare than in English (Astruc,
Payne, Post, Vanrell, & Prieto, in press). Recent work on the acoustic cor-
relates of stress in Spanish and Catalan has separated lexical stress from in-
tonational pitch accent (following work by Sluijter & van Heuven, 1996a,b),
whilst previous work tended to conflate them. The contribution of this more
recent work is to show that stress and accent are implemented in similar, but
not identical, ways and that lexical stress is realized physically even when it
is not accompanied by accent. Thus, this dissertation examines the effects
of lexical stress and intonational pitch accent on vowel quality together as
well as separately.
This dissertation addresses the following research questions:
1. What is the effect of lexical stress (in presence/absence of intonational
pitch accent) on vowel quality and duration in Spanish and Catalan?
2. What is the effect of intonational pitch accent (in presence/absence of
lexical stress) on vowel quality and duration in Spanish and Catalan?
3. How does increasing speech rate affect vowel quality and duration in
Spanish and Catalan?
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4. What is the relationship between vowel duration and formant struc-
ture?
5. Are the patterns of stress-, accent-, and rate-induced vowel quality
variation observed in Catalan and Spanish comparable to those at-
tested in other languages? Can they be accounted for by either the
Hyperarticulation Hypothesis or the Sonority Expansion Hypothesis?
6. Does the existence of phonological vowel reduction affect phonetic re-
duction?
7. Does the size of the vowel inventory condition phonetic reduction?
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 describe experiments designed to elicit Catalan
and Spanish vowels in varying prosodic conditions, in order to answer the
research questions listed above. Chapter 2 describes two experiments (one
in Catalan and one in Spanish) which manipulate stress (stressed, accented
vs. unstressed, unaccented conditions) and speech rate (normal vs. fast
speech rate). All vowels are produced in stressed and unstressed position
and in normal and fast speech rate condition. The analysis of the effect
of stress on Catalan vowels is restricted to /i, u/, because only these two
vowels can occur in both stressed and unstressed positions in most contexts.
Exceptionally, Central Catalan admits full vowels in unstressed position
(e.g., in verb + noun compounds). Unstressed full vowels are the focus
of the experiments reported in Chapter 3, which investigates the effects
of stress on the whole vowel system of Central Catalan by comparing the
vowels in compounds (with exceptional, unstressed but unreduced vowels)
to stressed vowels and unstressed (reduced) vowels in the same consonantal
context. Another experiment examines the same comparisons in deaccented
position, allowing us to focus on the effects of stress in absence of pitch
accent. For completeness and comparability, the characteristics of Spanish
vowels in verb + noun compounds are also explored.
Both in Spanish and Catalan, lexically unstressed syllables can anchor a
pitch accent in certain speaking styles. This phenomenon is known as em-
phatic or rhetorical stress. For instance, the toponym Barcelona is lexically
stressed on its penultimate syllable, but it may receive stress on the initial
syllable in this style. This is especially interesting in Catalan, because it
means that a phonologically reduced vowel like [@] can receive tonal promi-
nence (for example, ["b@rs@"lon@]). Chapter 4 examines the acoustic char-
acteristics of reduced unstressed vowels [i, @, u] of Catalan when they bear
emphatic stress. Thus, this chapter focuses on the effects of intonational
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pitch accent in the absence of lexical stress. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes
the findings of the previous chapters and provides a general discussion.
To sum up, this dissertation explores the realization of all vowels in
stressed and unstressed positions, in accented and deaccented conditions,
and at normal and faster than normal speech rate in Spanish and Catalan. In
addition, exceptional mismatches between vowel quality and stress in Cata-
lan are also examined by including all the possible combinations of vowel
quality, stress, and accent. The experiments reported in the next chapters
provide a comprehensive description of the effects of prosody on vowel pro-
duction in these two Romance varieties, which may set the basis for future
work on the role of vowel quality as a correlate of stress (not yet considered
extensively). The findings contribute to a great body of cross-linguistic re-
search dealing with prosodically-induced vowel reduction, which has mostly
centered around Germanic languages (English, Dutch, and German) so far.
Gaining a deeper understanding of the effects of prosodic prominence on
vowel production requires careful experimentation on an expanded set of
languages.
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2 Effects of Stress and Speech
Rate on Vowel Quality
2.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates the effects of lexical stress and speech rate on vowel
quality in Spanish and Catalan, which remain largely unexplored in these
Romance languages, as well as the relationship between phonetic variation
caused by these two factors. In addition, the patterns of vowel reduction ex-
hibited by the two languages, which differ in their phonology, are compared.
For Spanish, a few acoustic studies have examined how vowel quality is
affected by the presence vs. absence of lexical stress. Despite the fact that
the studies reviewed below focus on the same Spanish variety (Northern-
Central Iberian Spanish), the results accumulated so far are partially con-
tradictory and inconclusive. In Mart´ınez Celdra´n (1984), vowel production
data from two Spanish speakers revealed a contracted vowel space in un-
stressed position: Unstressed vowels were more centralized either on the
vertical or horizontal dimension, or both, with respect to their stressed con-
geners. Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto (2007) examined the effects of lexical stress
and intonational pitch accent on vowels /i, o/ separately and reported a more
central /o/ in unstressed position compared to stressed position (although
later work by the same authors reported no effect of stress on the realization
of this vowel; see Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto, 2011), but no significant effect
of lexical stress was found for vowel /i/. A group of six native speakers
of different Spanish varieties displayed an unstressed vowel system that fell
within the area of their stressed vowel system (Menke & Face, 2010).1 How-
ever, stress had a significant effect for vowels /e/ (lower F2 when unstressed)
and /u/ (higher F2 when unstressed) only. In a similar study (Cobb, 2009;
Cobb & Simonet, 2010), native Spanish speakers produced unstressed vowels
that were significantly more centralized (in F1 or F2 or both) than stressed
1Menke & Face (2010) included these six native speakers as a control group in their
study of vowel production by speakers of Spanish as a second language. Three of the
native speakers were from Spain.
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vowels.2
The results put forward in these studies do not always coincide in which
vowels are affected by stress and which are insensitive to it. Yet, the pat-
tern of phonetic vowel reduction (more specifically, centralization) that is
described in all of them is compatible with the hypothesis of hyperarticu-
lation of stressed vowels with respect to unstressed vowels and compression
of the unstressed vowel space.
However, other studies noted a quite different pattern of stress-induced
vowel variation: Unstressed vowels were not more centralized, but rather
had lower F1, with respect to their stressed counterparts. This was true not
only for low vowels (which would be in line with the predictions made by
the Hyperarticulation Hypothesis), but for high vowels as well (as predicted
by the Sonority Expansion Hypothesis). A´lvarez Gonza´lez (1981) analyzed
data from five male speakers to investigate the effects of phonetic context
and stress on vowel production. His results showed that stressed vowels
had higher F1 than unstressed vowels, regardless of vowel identity. Simi-
larly, Albala´ et al. (2008) found slightly higher F1 values for stressed vowels
compared to unstressed vowels, although the difference was statistically sig-
nificant for the mid vowels /e, o/ only. In the analysis of F2, all pairwise
comparisons between stressed and unstressed vowels were significant, but
there was not a uniform pattern across vowels: /e/ and /o/ were more ante-
rior when unstressed, and /i/ and /a/ were more posterior when unstressed.3
More recently, Torreira & Ernestus (2011) reported significantly higher F1
for vowels /e, a, o/ in stressed position than in unstressed position.
Less robust trends were presented in Quilis & Esgueva (1983), who ana-
lyzed the vowel productions of 22 speakers of different varieties of Spanish.
The authors reported the mean F1 and F2 values of each vowel in stressed
and unstressed position. In general, the differences were very small and did
not present a uniform pattern that could be explained by either of the two
hypotheses under consideration. A study comparing the realization of /i, a/
in Brazilian Portuguese and Iberian Spanish (Ferreira, 2008) also failed to
find a clear effect of stress on the production of these two vowels in Span-
ish. In addition, Mart´ınez-Celdra´n & Ferna´ndez-Planas (2007) attempted to
characterize the Spanish vowels using electropalatography. They reported
no articulatory evidence for the stress distinction, although this may re-
2Cobb (2009) and Cobb & Simonet (2010) investigated the production of Spanish
unstressed vowels by native English speakers. Five native speakers of Spanish (two of
them from Spain) were recruited as a control group.
3Vowel /u/ was not included in the analysis due to the existence of fewer tokens of this
vowel in their corpus.
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sult from a methodological limitation, given that most vowels do not show
sufficient linguopalatal contact to enable this comparison.
All in all, these studies are inconclusive about the role that vowel qual-
ity plays as a cue to stress in Spanish. Not only do they report findings
that are contradictory (no effect of stress, centralization of certain vowels in
unstressed position, lower stressed vowels), but they also present a number
of methodological shortcomings. For example, some of these studies do not
examine the vowel system as a whole but simply focus on certain vowels; oth-
ers distinguish between lexical stress and intonational pitch accent, whereas
others do not; statistical analysis of the data is not always provided; vowels
do not occur in the same phonetic context, or the context is not provided;
speakers of different varieties of Spanish are grouped together; the analysis
is performed on raw data coming from an unbalanced number of male and
female speakers, among other issues.
For Catalan, not so many studies have examined the phonetic effects of
stress on vowel quality. This is probably due to the existence of phonolog-
ical vowel reduction in this language, which causes neutralization of most
vowels in unstressed position. Even if phonological vowel reduction is more
extreme in the Central variety (the variety under study here, which is spo-
ken in Barcelona and surrounding areas), all other Catalan varieties exhibit
neutralizations of vowel contrasts in unstressed position.4
Recasens (1986, p. 131–134) provided mean F1 and F2 values for the
stressed and unstressed realizations of Central Catalan /i, u/, which are
the only vowels that can occur in both positions. He concluded that these
vowels centralize in the absence of stress, although no statistical analysis was
provided and this was only shown for F2. Both vowels presented higher F1
in the stressed condition than in the unstressed condition, but the differences
seemed negligible. In fact, the same author did not mention this variation
in a very detailed characterization of the contextual realizations of Catalan
vowels (Recasens, 1993). In a more controlled experimental design, stress
was found to have no effect on the realization of vowel /i/ (Prieto & Ortega-
Llebaria, 2006; Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto, 2011).
Herrero (2010) explored the effects of lexical stress on vowel quality in
Valencian Catalan, a Western variety which preserves a five-vowel system in
unstressed position (stressed vowel system: /i, e, E, a, O, o, u/; unstressed
vowel system: /i, e, a, o, u/). Stressed /i, e/ were found to be more anterior
4For example, Northwestern Catalan alternates a seven vowel system in stressed posi-
tion (/i, e, E, a, O, o, u/) with a five vowel system in unstressed position (/i, e, a, o, u/),
and Majorcan Catalan (within the Eastern block) alternates eight stressed vowels (/i, e,
E, a, @, O, o, u/) with four unstressed vowels (/i, @, o, u/).
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than their unstressed counterparts, and stressed /u/ was more posterior.
Herrero also noted that all vowels except for /i/ were longer when stressed.
This chapter aims at investigating in more detail whether lexical stress
exerts an influence on vowel realization in Catalan and Spanish and, if it
does, in what way. As noted in Chapter 1, the deviation in vowel quality
observed in unstressed syllables has been seen to result, in part, from de-
creases in vowel duration, establishing a causal link between temporal and
spectral reduction (Lindblom, 1963; Moon & Lindblom, 1994). In other
words, a given target (corresponding to an idealized realization of a vowel)
may not be fully reached in certain conditions, including length reduction,
resulting in articulatory and acoustic target undershoot. Other factors that
contribute to vowel reduction are consonantal context and rate of formant
change (Moon & Lindblom, 1994). Because consonantal context is kept con-
stant in the experiment described here, one possibility is that the deviation
observed in unstressed vowels with respect to their stressed counterparts
is tightly linked to durational reduction, given that unstressed and unac-
cented vowels are shorter than their stressed and accented counterparts in
Catalan (Recasens, 1993; Astruc & Prieto, 2006; Prieto & Ortega-Llebaria,
2006; Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto, 2011) and in Spanish (Quilis, 1971; Prieto &
Ortega-Llebaria, 2006; Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto, 2007; Alfano et al., 2008;
Kim, 2011; Torreira & Ernestus, 2011, among others).
Yet, stress is a language-specific category and, as such, it is implemented
in various ways cross-linguistically. For example, whereas Dutch marks a
stress distinction in the absence of accentual prominence by means of du-
ration and spectral balance (Sluijter & van Heuven, 1996b), Campbell &
Beckman (1997) could not identify reliable correlates of stress in the un-
accented condition in English (but see Huss, 1978; Sluijter & van Heuven,
1996a). Another possibility, then, is that Spanish and/or Catalan do not
use vowel quality as a correlate of stress, regardless of whether unstressed
syllables are shorter than stressed syllables, or that they use vowel quality
differently. It is known that Romance varieties diverge in the strategies that
they employ for consonant lenition. As an example, consider the weakening
of voiceless stops in Italian dialects. Whereas in Rome Italian they are very
frequently voiced (la casa [la "kasa] ∼ [la "gasa] ∼ [la "Gasa] ‘the house’), in
Florentine Italian voiceless stops tend to be realized as voiceless fricatives
(la casa [la "hasa]) (Bertinetto & Loporcaro, 2005; Hualde & Nadeu, 2011).
Therefore, despite being closely related, Catalan and Spanish may not nec-
essarily exhibit the same strategies to signal the stress distinction. These
two languages differ crucially in whether they are subject to phonological
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vowel reduction or not and in the size of their stressed vowel system, which
may also influence phonetic vowel reduction. The fact that they differ in
whether or not they neutralize certain vowel contrasts in unstressed posi-
tion suggests that at least at some historical point the languages exhibited
different patterns of phonetic reduction.
Like absence of stress, increasing speech rate (the second factor analyzed
in this chapter) causes segments to reduce their durations, which, as noted
above, may give rise to target undershoot. However, the two factors di-
verge in their domain of action, their function, and their nature. First, the
effect of stress is localized (its domain being the syllable; de Jong, 2000),
whereas speech rate is a global manipulation, affecting whole stretches of
speech. Second, stress is a lexical property, which serves to highlight a
certain syllable over others in a word and in some languages to contrast
lexical meaning (see Section 1.5). Yet, speech rate variation does not have
a linguistic function. Rather, it may serve to convey emotional state (see,
for example, Williams & Stevens, 1972) or other paralinguistic information.
Third, stress being a (binary) linguistic category, it may be the case that
its effects are conventionalized and, thus, language-specific (with different
languages using vowel quality to a different extent and in different manners
to highlight the contrast between stressed and unstressed vowels). However,
speech rate is a continuous manipulation that decreases segment duration.
As such, it is expected to affect vowel quality simply because of the artic-
ulatory constraints of having to execute the same gesture in a shorter time
frame (Jaworski, 2009). A distinction can be drawn between the type of
reduction that stress could potentially cause as a result of diminished atten-
tion to the realization of less crucial syllables for purposes of lexical access
vs. the motor or mechanic reduction caused by speech rate (in Hirata &
Tsukada’s (2009) words, “physiological proclivity”). This also allows us to
compare language-specific vs. (potentially) universal vowel reduction.5
To my knowledge, Jaworski (2009) is the only study of the influence of
speech rate on Spanish. Jaworski analyzed various features of the speech
of one male speaker of Spanish (including vowel quality) at three speaking
rates: slow, natural, and fast. He observed that the size of the acoustic
space decreased in the progression slow > natural > fast. The corner vowels
/i, a, u/ were affected substantially by speech rate, but /e, o/ were also
sensitive to it. These results parallel those obtained for other languages (see
Section 1.3). The effect of speech rate on vowel production in Catalan has
5As noted in Chapter 1, centralization of vowels under faster speech rate is predicted in
languages in which increasing speech rate causes an important decrease in vowel duration.
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not been studied.
2.2 Research Questions and Hypotheses
The goal of this chapter is to determine whether the manipulation of stress
and speech rate affects the acoustic characteristics of vowels in Spanish and
Catalan. More specifically, the research questions are as follows:
1. Does stress affect vowel quality in Spanish and Catalan? If so, how
does vowel quality (F1 and F2) of unstressed vowels change with re-
spect to that of stressed vowels in each language?
2. Does speech rate affect vowel quality in Spanish and Catalan? If so,
how does vowel quality (F1 and F2) of vowels produced at a faster
speaking rate diverge from that of vowels produced at speakers’ normal
speech rate?
3. How do the effects of absence of stress and faster speech rate compare?
4. What is the relationship between spectral reduction and temporal re-
duction? Do F1 and F2 correlate well with duration?
5. Do Catalan and Spanish use vowel quality modifications in a similar
fashion in order to signal the stress distinction?
6. Does increasing speech rate have parallel effects in Catalan and Span-
ish?
One of the questions that this dissertation seeks to answer is the degree to
which the effects of stress on vowel quality are comparable in Spanish and
Catalan and are similar to results put forward in the literature for other
languages (see Section 1.3). Following the Hyperarticulation Hypothesis, it
is predicted that stressed vowels will occupy more peripheral positions in
the vowel space than unstressed vowels, emphasizing their place features.
Conversely, unstressed vowels will be more centralized (in either F1 or F2
or both) in the vowel space. A partially conflicting hypothesis, based on
the Sonority Expansion Hypothesis, predicts that vowels under prominence
will have higher F1 than their unstressed counterparts (regardless of vowel
identity), as a result of a lower jaw position which is required to achieve
increased sonority. Comparison of these two closely related languages is in-
teresting because they differ markedly in their phonological patterns of vowel
neutralization in unstressed syllables. Whereas Spanish has five vowels in
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both stressed and unstressed syllables, Catalan has seven vowels in stressed
position, but only three in unstressed syllables (with few exceptions). This
phonological difference is expected to condition the role of vowel quality as
a correlate of stress in these languages. Note that, due to the neutralization
of non-high vowels to [@] or [u] in unstressed position, the stress comparison
is restricted to /i, u/ in Catalan, but crucially these are the vowels for which
the two hypotheses make conflicting predictions.
Regarding speech rate (question 2), it is expected that, at faster rate,
vowel reduction in the form of centralization (in F1 and/or F2) will occur as
a consequence of the motor constraints involved in producing segments with
decreased duration. That is, given a shorter time window the articulators
may fail to reach the idealized articulatory target that is realized in optimal
speech conditions. This will result in formant undershoot. In this case, we
would expect a good correlation between duration and F1 and F2 (question
4).
As far as question 3 is concerned, the effects of stress and speech rate
on vowel quality will be compared. One possibility is that both effects are
due to a shorter vowel duration and, therefore, result in parallel patterns
of reduction (centralization). However, the two factors may not necessarily
affect vowel quality in the same way.
Turning to questions 5 and 6, we expect both languages to exhibit sim-
ilar effects of speech rate, given its mechanical nature. Since Catalan has
a larger vowel system, vowel space compression caused by speech rate may
be less extensive than in Spanish, in order to maintain the seven categories
separate from each other. That is, based on the predictions of the Adap-
tive Dispersion Theory (Liljencrants & Lindblom, 1972; Lindblom, 1986),
a larger vowel inventory will present a larger distance between peripheral
vowels (see also Recasens & Espinosa, 2006). Catalan having more vowels
than Spanish, we can hypothesize that the vowel space will be larger in
Catalan, and that compression will also be less extreme in this language, in
which it would more easily compromise vowel contrasts. A compression of
the same size in both languages would reduce the distance between vowels
to a larger extent in Catalan. Regarding stress-induced phonetic variation,
it is hypothesized that Spanish and Catalan will differ in the patterns ex-
hibited, due to their phonological differences. In unstressed position, more
compression of the vowel space is expected in Catalan, which only contrasts
three vowels in that position. If this were observed, this would point to the
importance of the size and organization of the vowel inventory in shaping
phonetic vowel reduction.
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2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Speakers
24 speakers of Catalan and 28 speakers of Spanish participated in this exper-
iment. The data analyzed in this chapter come from 20 speakers of Catalan
(10 female; age range: 18–48, mean age: 31.05) and 20 speakers of Spanish
(10 female; age range: 18–49; mean age: 30.30). The remaining data were
not included in the analyses because the speakers did not meet the recruiting
requirements (four Catalan speakers, five Spanish speakers) or because of
noise in the data (two Spanish speakers). Data from Spanish speakers were
not included if the participant had a speech or hearing impairment; if they
spoke another Iberian language natively; or if they were born and raised in
southern Spain, as the Spanish variety spoken in the southern regions of the
Peninsula departs quite considerably from that spoken in the central and
northern regions (Hualde, 2005, p. 21–22). In particular, southern Penin-
sular varieties are known to have processes of vowel opening related to the
deletion of final /s/ and other coda consonants that could be expected to in-
teract with the phenomena studied here. The 20 Spanish speakers that were
included were born and have lived most of their lives in the autonomous com-
munities of Madrid (17 speakers), Castile-La Mancha, Aragon, and Galicia.6
These speakers were recorded either in a very quite room at the Universidad
Auto´noma de Madrid, Spain, or in a sound-attenuated booth in the pho-
netics laboratory at the Centro Superior de Investigaciones Cient´ıficas, also
in Madrid. Participants were students, professors, or researchers at these
institutions. Therefore, they all had university-level education.
For Catalan, only native speakers of Central Eastern Catalan (see Fig-
ure 1.1) were recruited. This is because one of the features that clearly dis-
tinguishes Catalan dialects is the unstressed vowel system. Central Catalan
has the most extreme phonological vowel reduction and, thus, the smallest
unstressed vowel system, with only vowels [i, @, u] being possible in most
unstressed syllables in this variety (see Section 1.6.2 for more information).
The speakers recruited for this experiment were born and have lived most of
their lives in Barcelona and in other cities and smaller towns in the provinces
of Barcelona and Tarragona, all within the Central Catalan dialectal area.
All speakers had learned this Catalan variety natively at home and they
all self-reported their dominant, usual language to be Catalan. Speakers
6One male speaker was born in Andalusia, in southern Spain, but he has lived most
of his life in Madrid and other central and northern regions of Spain. He did not have a
detectable southern Spanish accent.
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who reported Spanish to be their dominant language or to use Spanish and
Catalan equally on a daily basis were not included. Therefore, the data
analyzed in this chapter were produced by speakers who had been exposed
to Catalan since birth at home and reported over 65% of use of Catalan in
different situations in their daily life.7
Language dominance was assessed through a language background ques-
tionnaire, based on that used in Mora & Nadeu (2012). The questionnaire,
a translation of which can be found in Appendix A, included a section in
which participants were asked to rate their language skills (listening, read-
ing, speaking, writing) on a scale ranging from one to seven in both Catalan
and in Spanish. In spite of all participants being very proficient Catalan and
Spanish speakers, they all rated their skills higher for Catalan (the average
for all skills combined for all speakers was 6.73, range: 5–7) than for Span-
ish (average: 6.15, range: 4–7) or at least equal. No speaker assessed their
Spanish skills higher than their Catalan skills. Table 2.1 presents the mean
ratings (20 participants combined) and standard deviations and Figure 2.1
plots the means.
Table 2.1: Mean Catalan and Spanish ratings as self-assessed by 20 Catalan-
Spanish bilinguals. Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Skill Catalan Spanish
Listening 6.85 (0.49) 6.80 (0.52)
Reading 6.75 (0.55) 6.65 (0.59)
Speaking 6.80 (0.52) 5.40 (1.10)
Writing 6.50 (0.61) 5.75 (1.07)
As can be seen, the Catalan-Spanish bilinguals who participated in this
study considered themselves highly competent in both languages, especially
in listening and reading. Regarding speaking and writing, they felt more
confident about their Catalan skills, although their own ratings for their
Spanish skills are also on the higher end of the scale. In fact, none of the
participants used values below four to assess their skills.
Speakers were also asked to self-report how much Catalan (and Span-
ish) they speak in six situations: at home, at their workplace or in col-
lege, in social settings, with relatives, with their closest friends, and with
strangers (for example, when they go shopping). The average percent use of
7 One male speaker in his mid thirties actually learned Spanish at home. Starting
at age 11, he began to use Catalan more frequently up to the point of now considering
Catalan to be his usual language. He reported only using Spanish sporadically with some
members of his family. None of the six transcribers who coded the data presented in
Chapter 3 detected that he had learned Spanish first.
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Figure 2.1: Catalan and Spanish language skill self-assessment averaged
across 20 Catalan-Spanish bilinguals. Error bars indicate 95% confidence
interval.
Catalan across these six situations for all participants was 92.58% (range:
68.33–100%). The mean percent use of Catalan in each situation is given in
Table 2.2 and plotted in Figure 2.2.
Table 2.2: Mean percentage of use of Catalan in different settings (20 speak-
ers). Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Setting % Use of Catalan
Friends 96.50 (7.09)
Home 95.00 (20.07)
Relatives 97.25 (6.17)
Social Settings 89.00 (9.12)
Strangers 86.25 (17.23)
Work/University 91.50 (10.01)
These data clearly indicate that the speakers selected choose to speak
Catalan more frequently than they choose Spanish in all contexts. Even
in the contexts with lowest use of Catalan (in social settings and with
strangers), use of Catalan is over 80% on average. The proficiency ratings,
combined with the frequency of use of the languages, indicates that the
speakers recruited are clearly dominant in Catalan. Appendix B presents
individual data obtained by means of this questionnaire.
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Figure 2.2: Mean percentage of use of Catalan by 20 Catalan-Spanish bilin-
guals in different situations. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
19 speakers had university-level education and the other speaker had
completed post-secondary professional training. They were recorded in a
very quiet room at the Universitat de Barcelona (Barcelona, Spain) or in
the speakers’ own home (in different locations in Catalonia, Spain).
Another requirement for subject inclusion in both the Catalan and Span-
ish experiments was a successful manipulation of speech rate. Each speaker’s
data were submitted to a paired t-test comparing target vowel length in the
normal and fast speaking rate conditions. The tests confirmed that all se-
lected 40 speakers produced longer vowels in the slow rate condition. Results
of the tests, as well as mean vowel duration in the two conditions for each
speaker individually, can be found in Appendix C.
2.3.2 Materials and Procedure
Spanish
In order to test the effect of stress, the Spanish materials included disyllabic
words of the form pVpe, which could be oxytonic (e.g., /pi"pe/) or parox-
ytonic (e.g., /"pipe/). The target vowel was preceded and followed by /p/
to reduce coarticulation effects, since tongue requirements are presumably
minimal in the production of this consonant (although passive tongue dis-
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placement due to increased intraoral pressure has been reported by Svirsky
et al., 1997), and labial consonants have been reported to allow more ex-
tensive anticipatory coarticulation with the vowels they precede (Recasens,
Pallare`s, & Fontdevila, 1997; Fowler, 2005; Lindblom et al., 2007; Agwuele
et al., 2008). The second vowel was always /e/. This resulted in ten target
words (five vowels * two stress conditions), presented in Table 2.3. Despite
most of the target items being real words, they are so uncommon that they
look like non-words. Four native speakers of Iberian Spanish were asked to
indicate which of the ten words were real words. All of them answered that
“Pepe” was a real word. Additionally, one speaker also identified “pope” as
a real word.
Table 2.3: Spanish target words. The target vowel is underlined.
Word Gloss
pipe Conjugated form of pipar ‘to smoke a pipe’
pipe´ Conjugated form of pipar
pepe Hypocorism of Jose´ ‘Joseph’
pepe´ Non-word
pape Conjugated form of papar ‘to eat’ (colloquial)
pape´ Conjugated form of papar
pope ‘Orthodox Christian priest’
pope´ Conjugated form of popar ‘to flatter’
pupe Conjugated form of pupar ‘to pupate’
pupe´ Conjugated form of pupar
The target words were embedded in the carrier sentence Digo [target
word] tres veces ‘I say [target word] three times’. Therefore, the target
syllable was preceded by the unstressed syllable /Go/. The target word was
followed by the stressed syllable /"tRes/, but a prosodic break was commonly
inserted between the target word and the remainder of the sentence.
In the normal speech rate condition (task 1), the ten sentences containing
the target words were presented once in each of five blocks in which they
were interspersed with another 30 sentences that served as the materials for
one of the experiments reported in Chapter 3. The sentences were presented
in a different pseudo-randomized order (no two sentences including the pVpe
words were shown consecutively) in each block. The order of presentation
of blocks was also randomized for each participant. The sentences were
displayed one at a time using a slideshow. To introduce the task, speakers
were asked to read the instructions, which were as follows: “You will now
see a series of sentences. Please read at your normal speaking rate. Some
of the words you will see are not real words, but they could be. Read these
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words as if they were real words.”8 The experimenter emphasized that the
non-words were spelled following the orthographic conventions of Spanish
and that it was important that participants tried to read at a constant rate
throughout the task. Each block was preceded by a slide containing the
block number and a reminder to read at normal speaking rate.
For the fast speaking rate condition (task 2), the ten sentences contain-
ing the pVpe target words were presented three times, once in each of three
blocks containing ten distractor sentences each (a different subset of those
presented in the first task was included for each block). Speakers were given
the following instructions: “In this task you will read the same sentences.
When you first see the sentence, read it in silence. When you are ready,
click on the button on the screen. As soon as you hear the first beep, start
repeating the sentence as fast as you can without making mistakes. You can
stop upon hearing the second beep. You should try to repeat the sentence as
many times as possible while minimizing errors.”.9 There was a four-second
lag between the two beeps. Before starting the task, participants were given
a sentence to practice. Each of the three blocks was preceded by a slide
reminding participants to read the sentence as quickly and as many times
as possible. Participants varied in the extent to which they were able to
increase their speaking rate (see Appendix C). Most speakers could produce
the target sentences at least three times during the four-second time frame,
but some managed to produce five full repetitions. For each speaker, five
repetitions of each target sentence were selected, avoiding those containing
disfluencies, errors, or vowel elisions. Tokens with surrounding lenited conso-
nants (voicing and in some cases spirantization) were also avoided whenever
possible. A sentence was considered to contain disfluencies if the speaker
interrupted their speech unexpectedly, especially at the middle of a word,
produced repetitions, or introduced fillers or long pauses. Vowel elisions,
although not extremely common, occurred in certain cases, mostly for un-
stressed vowels in the fast speech rate condition. The vowels were identified
as having been produced as intended in all cases. Occasionally, speakers pro-
duced another vowel instead of the target vowel or misplaced stress. Those
cases were considered to be errors and were discarded.
8The instructions in Spanish were as follows: “A continuacio´n aparecera´n una serie de
frases. Lee a tu velocidad de habla normal. Algunas de las palabras que aparecera´n no
son palabras reales, pero podr´ıan serlo. Lee las palabras como si fueran palabras reales.”
9In Spanish: “En esta tarea leera´s las mismas frases. Cuando aparezca la frase, le´ela
primero en silencio. Cuando este´s preparado, pulsa el boto´n. Tan pronto como suene el
primer pitido empieza a repetir la frase tan ra´pido como puedas sin cometer errores. Para
cuando suene el segundo pitido. Se trata de intentar repetir la frase el mayor nu´mero de
veces posible procurando no hacer errores.”
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After this task, participants were asked to complete a short question-
naire (see Appendix A) about their geographical procedence, language of
education, and educational level. They then proceeded to task 3, which is
described in Section 3.3.3. The whole procedure lasted between 45 minutes
and an hour.
Catalan
The Catalan materials included disyllabic words of the form pVpet, which
could be oxytonic (e.g., /pi"pEt/) or paroxytonic (e.g., /"pip@t/). The second
vowel was pronounced /E/ when stressed and [@] when unstressed. Speakers
were not explicitly instructed to produce these vowels in the second sylla-
ble, they were simply asked to pronounce the words as if they were Catalan
words. Unstressed orthographic e is realized as [@] as a norm. Regarding the
pronunciation of stressed e as /E/, speakers must probably have interpreted
the ending -et as the diminutive suffix, which takes exactly this form and is
pronounced /Et/ in Central Catalan (e.g., tros /"tROs/ ‘piece’ + -et ‘dim.’ >
trosset /tRu"sEt/). The pVpet words were created to resemble the Spanish
words as closely as possible. Given that Central Catalan has only five ortho-
graphic vowels but seven stressed vowel phonemes, diacritics (stress marks)
were required to ensure that participants would produce the target vowels.
In order to be able to use stress marks following Catalan orthographic con-
ventions, the final t was added to the target words.10 In total, ten target
words were created (seven stressed vowels + three unstressed vowels). The
full list is given in Table 2.4. All the target words were non-words, although
some were homophonous with real words, as indicated in the table.
The experimental procedure was identical to that of Spanish, except for
the fact that Catalan speakers only completed two tasks and their back-
ground questionnaire was longer. Like the Spanish materials, the Catalan
target words were embedded in the carrier sentence Dic [target word] tres
cops ‘I say [target word] three times’. The target syllable was preceded by
the stressed syllable /"dik/. The target word was followed by the stressed
syllable /"tREs/, but a prosodic break was commonly inserted between the
target word and the remainder of the sentence.
For task 1 (normal speech rate), the ten sentences containing the tar-
get words were mixed with 20 filler sentences for another experiment not
reported here. The instructions given to participants were the same as de-
10Catalan paroxytonic words ending in vowel do not bear stress marks (e.g., pera ‘pear’
/"pER@/ and Pere ‘Peter’ /"peR@/ constitute a minimal pair, but it is unclear on the basis
of their spelling), but they do when they end in a consonant (except vowel + -s, -en, -in).
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Table 2.4: Catalan target words. The target vowel is underlined.
Word Gloss
p´ıpet ["pip@t] Non-word
pe´pet ["pep@t] Non-word
pe`pet ["pEp@t] Non-word
pa`pet ["pap@t] Non-word
po`pet ["pOp@t] Non-word
po´pet ["pop@t] Non-word
pu´pet ["pup@t] Non-word
pipet [pi"pEt] Non-word
papet [p@"pEt] Homophonous with Pepet, hypocorism of Josep
pupet [pu"pEt] Homophonous with popet, ‘octopus, dim.’
scribed above for the Spanish materials.11 Speakers first completed task
1. After they had completed task 2, they were administered a language
background questionnaire (see Appendix A). The total duration of the ex-
periment was between 30 and 45 minutes.
During the experiment, both Spanish- and Catalan-speaking participants
were seated at a computer wearing a head-mounted condenser microphone
(Beyerdynamic Opus 55 Mk II), connected to a Beyerdynamic CV 18 in-line
pre-amplifier. The recordings were digitized at 48 kHz (24-bit quantization)
using a Samson Zoom H1 Handy Recorder.
2.3.3 Data Analysis
Vowels were manually segmented using the synchronized waveform and spec-
trogram in Praat (Boersma, 2001). Target vowels were always preceded and
followed by /p/. Vowel onset was marked in the first glottal cycle following
the release burst (that is, the first big oscillation in the waveform, cooccur-
ring with the onset of formant structure in the spectrogram). The second
marker was placed at the point in the spectrogram where formant structure
disappeared, especially F2 (Turk, Nakai, & Sugahara, 2006). Vowel bound-
aries were always placed at zero-crossing. In certain cases, especially in the
fast rate speech condition, the flanking stops were produced with voicing
11The instructions and all communication between the experimenter and the partici-
pants were in Catalan. The instructions for task 1 were as follows: “A continuacio´ et
presentarem una se`rie de frases. Llegeix-les a la teva velocitat normal de parla. Hi ha
unes quantes paraules que no so´n paraules reals, pero` podrien ser-ho. Llegeix-les com
si fossin paraules corrents del catala`.” For task 2, speakers read these instructions: “En
aquesta tasca haura`s de llegir les mateixes frases. Quan aparegui la frase, llegeix-la primer
en silenci. Quan estiguis preparat, prem el boto´. Aix´ı que soni el primer pip, comenc¸a a
repetir la frase tan ra`pid com puguis sense fer errors. Atura’t quan soni el segon pip. Has
d’intentar repetir la frase el major nombre de vegades possible procurant no fer errors.”
This is a direct translation from the Spanish instructions.
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throughout the closure or, less commonly, they were realized as approxi-
mants. In those cases, vowel boundaries were placed by inspecting formant
intensity in the spectrogram, dips in amplitude in the waveform, and changes
in the overall shape of the waveforms. A few cases with extreme consonant
lenition in which boundaries were not clear were not included in order not
to compromise the duration measurements.
100 vowels were analyzed for each speaker (ten target words * two speech
rates * five repetitions), resulting in 2000 vowels per language. A total of
1996 vowels for Spanish and 1988 for Catalan were entered in the analyses.
Four Spanish tokens and 12 Catalan tokens had to be discarded due to
creaky voice, data acquisition problems, non-target like realizations (vowel
substitutions or stress misplacement), or extreme lenition of surrounding
consonants, which made segmentation unreliable. Tables 2.5 and 2.6 show
the total number of vowels included in the analyses, classified by stress and
speech rate condition, for Spanish and Catalan respectively.
Table 2.5: Number of Spanish vowels included in the analyses by stress and
speech rate.
Vowel
Stressed Unstressed
Fast Normal Fast Normal
/i/ 100 100 100 100
/e/ 100 100 99 100
/a/ 100 99 99 99
/o/ 100 100 100 100
/u/ 100 100 100 100
Table 2.6: Number of Catalan vowels included in the analyses by stress and
speech rate.
Vowel
Stressed Unstressed
Fast Normal Fast Normal
/i/ 100 98 100 99
/e/ 100 100
100 100/E/ 100 100
/a/ 100 97
/O/ 100 98
100 99/o/ 100 98
/u/ 100 99
Three acoustic measurements were taken: total vowel duration, F1, and
F2. F1 and F2 values were automatically extracted at vowel midpoint by
means of the Burg algorithm as implemented in Praat. First, a 25-ms-
long Gaussian-like window centered at vowel midpoint was applied to the
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signal. The Praat function was made to search for five formants between 0
Hz and 5,000 Hz for men and 5,500 Hz for women (formant search ceiling)
by computing LPC coefficients (the number of poles computed is twice the
number of formants specified). Unlikely formant values (under 1% of the
data for each language) were checked and hand-corrected.
The acoustic measurements (duration, F1, and F2) were z-score trans-
formed (an adaptation of Lobanov, 1971) to allow for comparisons across
speakers. To normalize, for example, the F1 values of a given speaker, the
mean and standard deviation of F1 (combining all the vowels produced by
that speaker) are calculated. The mean is then subtracted from each F1
data point, and the resulting value is divided by the standard deviation (as
shown in formula 2.1). The transformed data points (z-scores) express dis-
tance from the mean in standard deviations. Thus, high vowels display a
negative, very small z-transformed F1, and front vowels will present a large,
positive z-score for F2 (Wang, 2007).
(Fn − µ(Fn))
σ(Fn)
(2.1)
This normalization procedure is speaker-intrinsic, vowel-extrinsic, and
formant-intrinsic (Adank, Smits, & van Hout, 2004). In other words, it
normalizes each speaker’s data separately (as opposed to other methods in
which data from all speakers are combined), yet all the vowels of a given
speaker are normalized together. It is formant-intrinsic because in the nor-
malization of F1 only F1 information is used, and the same applies to F2.
Lobanov’s z-score transformation has been noted to perform very well at
preserving vowel phonemic information and sociophonetic or regional vari-
ation while minimizing anatomical or physiological variation (Adank et al.,
2004; Thomas & Kendall, 2007). Fabricius, Watt, & Johnson (2009) also
demonstrated that the Lobanov method was highly efficient in decreasing
the proportion of variance in vowel space areas that remains after normal-
ization, and thus in equalizing different speakers’ vowel areas.
After normalization, the data (F1, F2, and duration) were analyzed using
linear mixed-effects regression, which incorporates both fixed (treatment
factors) and random factors (those whose levels are selected randomly from
the population, e.g., speakers, words), as implemented in the lme4 package
(Bates & Maechler, 2009) for R (R Development Core Team, 2011).
For Spanish, three separate models were fitted with duration, F1, and F2
(in z-scores) as response. All three models included the same fixed factors:
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Stress (stressed, unstressed), Speech Rate (fast, normal), and Vowel (/i, e, a,
o, u/). Subject was included as a random-effect term, as well as by-subject
slopes for Stress and Speech Rate. Including Subject as a random effect
means that the intercept will be adjusted for each subject. For example,
in the case of duration, for speakers whose vowel duration is shorter than
the average, the intercept will be lowered, whereas for speakers whose vowel
duration is longer than the average, it will be increased. It is also possible
that subjects do not only differ in being fast vs. slow speakers, but they may
also respond differently to Stress and Speech Rate. Imagine a speaker for
whom absence of stress results in a very important vowel length reduction,
another one for whom absence of stress does not affect vowel duration, and
another one for whom absence of stress results in longer durations. Adding
by-subject slopes for Stress allows us to model these individual effects of
Stress.
Catalan data were divided into two datasets: One including vowels /i,
u/, which can occur in both stressed and unstressed conditions; and another
one including the remaining six vowels, which can only occur in stressed (/e,
E, a, O, o/) or unstressed ([@]) position. The high vowel set was analyzed
with the same fixed effects and random structure included in the regression
models with the Spanish data. Regarding the second set, only Speech Rate
and Vowel were included as fixed effects. Speaker was included as a random-
effect term, as well as by-speaker slopes for Speech Rate.
Significance of the fixed effects was evaluated by means of likelihood
ratio tests (Baayen, 2008, ch. 7; Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Barr,
Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013) comparing the full model described above
with simpler models. For example, to evaluate the significance of Stress,
the full model was simplified by removing the fixed effect of Stress, while
the other fixed effects and random structure were kept unchanged. The two
models (the full model and the model without the relevant fixed factor) were
compared by means of a likelihood ratio test, carried out using the anova()
function in R (Baayen, 2008, ch. 7).
Planned pairwise comparisons to explore interactions between fixed ef-
fects were explored by subdividing the data by vowel type and fitting new
models with only the relevant factor as fixed effect (and the corresponding
random structure). As currently implemented, the lme4 package does not
return p-values, because of uncertainty regarding how to calculate degrees of
freedom. For large data samples, t-values larger than Š2Š can be considered
significant at the 5% significance level (Baayen, 2008; Baayen et al., 2008).
To explore the relationship between vowel shortening and formant struc-
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ture, the normalized data were divided into subsets by vowel type. For each
vowel, Pearson’s correlation coefficients between duration and F1 and be-
tween duration and F2 were computed.
Finally, vowel space area compression was examined through F1 and
F2 ratios (Escudero et al., 2009; Fougeron & Audibert, 2011; Audibert &
Fougeron, 2012). For each speaker, the ratio between F1 of their /a/ and
the mean F1 of their /i/ and /u/ (see formula 2.2) was calculated separately
for the normal and fast speech rate conditions, using non-normalized data
(in Hz). Similarly, the ratio between F2 of /i/ and F2 of /u/ was also
computed for each speaker in the two rate conditions (see formula 2.3). The
F1 and F2 ratios were selected as a measurement of vowel space size because
the languages differ in the number of vowels. Other common methods for
evaluating changes in the size of the vowel space are sensitive to the size of
the vowel inventory, rendering comparisons between languages with different
vowel systems unreliable (such as the vowel space area or contour, Gendrot
& Adda-Decker, 2007; Fougeron & Audibert, 2011; Audibert & Fougeron,
2012).
F1ratio =
F1a
µ(F1i, F1u)
(2.2)
F2ratio =
F2i
F2u
(2.3)
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Spanish
Effects of Stress and Speech Rate on Vowel Duration
Figure 2.3 plots mean duration values for each vowel separately in the fast
and normal condition and Figure 2.4 plots mean duration values for each
vowel in the stressed and unstressed conditions. The figures show that
stressed vowels are longer than unstressed vowels, and vowels produced at
normal speech rate are longer than those produced at a faster speech rate,
as expected.
A series of likelihood ratio tests comparing the full linear mixed-effects
model with Duration as response with simpler models without the relevant
factors returned significant effects of Stress (χ2[10] = 77.53, p < 0.001),
Speech Rate (χ2[10] = 152.86, p < 0.001), and Vowel (χ2[16] = 405.27, p
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Figure 2.3: Mean vowel duration in the fast and normal speech rate condi-
tions (Spanish data). Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
< 0.001), as well as significant interactions between Stress and Speech Rate
(χ2[5] = 49.78, p < 0.001) and Speech Rate and Vowel (χ2[8] = 52.71, p <
0.001). The interaction between Stress and Vowel was not significant (χ2[8]
= 15.04, p = 0.058), and neither was the three-way interaction (χ2[4] =
5.54, p = 0.24).
Statistical analysis confirms that stressed vowels are significantly longer
than their unstressed counterparts in the normal condition; however, the
difference is not significant in the fast speech rate condition, as shown in
Table 2.7. Unlike the effect of Stress, the effect of Speech Rate is significant
in both stress conditions (see Table 2.8): Vowels are always longer when
produced at normal speech rate, although the difference is magnified in the
stressed condition. The means for the different conditions are shown in
Figure 2.5.
Table 2.7: Results of the regression models with Duration as response and
the single fixed effect of Stress at different speech rates (Spanish data).
Significant results are indicated by an asterisk.
Speech Stressed
Unstressed t
Rate (Intercept)
Normal β = 0.89 β = –0.53 –7.14*
Fast β = –0.56 β = –0.13 –1.49
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Figure 2.4: Mean vowel duration in stressed and unstressed position (Span-
ish data). Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
Table 2.8: Results of the regression models with Duration as response and
the single fixed effect of Speech Rate in different stress conditions (Spanish
data). Significant results are indicated by an asterisk.
Stress
Fast
Normal t
(Intercept)
Stressed β = –0.56 β = 1.44 –17.78*
Unstressed β = –0.69 β = 1.05 10.76*
Due to the significant Speech Rate by Vowel interaction, the effects of
Speech Rate were explored on each vowel individually (see Table 2.9). The
pairwise comparison between vowels in the fast and normal condition is
significant for all vowel categories and the effect is in the same direction for
all of them (vowels are longer in the normal condition, as expected). The
interaction between the two factors is due to the longer duration difference
between the two conditions for /a/ than for the other vowels (see Figure 2.3).
Figures 2.3 and 2.5 evidence that the effect of Stress on duration is much
smaller than that of Speech Rate. In fact, the decrease in vowel duration
from stressed (Mean = 65.54 ms, SD = 12.70) to unstressed (Mean = 59.35
ms, SD = 12.31) position at normal speech rate is of 9.45%. However, the
vowel duration observed in the normal condition (Mean = 62.44 ms, SD =
47
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Figure 2.5: Mean vowel duration in stressed and unstressed position at fast
and normal speech rate (Spanish data). Error bars indicate 95% confidence
interval.
12.88) is reduced by 24.93% in the fast condition (Mean = 46.88 ms, SD =
10.83).
Effects of Stress and Speech Rate on Vowel Quality
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show vowel plots of the five Spanish vowels in the normal
and fast conditions and in stressed and unstressed position respectively. Vi-
sual inspection of the figures suggests that faster speech rate causes vowels
to move to more central positions in the F1 * F2 vowel space. This ten-
dency is also observed for unstressed non-back vowels, although the effect of
stress is less clear given the extensive overlap of the stressed and unstressed
categories.
The analysis of F1 revealed significant fixed effects of Stress (χ2[10] =
53.25, p < 0.001), Speech Rate (χ2[10] = 378.04, p < 0.001), and Vowel
(χ2[16] = 5070.90, p < 0.001). The interactions between Stress and Speech
Rate (χ2[1] = 9.96, p < 0.01), Stress and Vowel (χ2[8] = 37.26, p < 0.001),
and Speech Rate and Vowel (χ2[4] = 359.23, p < 0.001) were also significant,
but the three-way interaction was not (χ2[4] = 0.85, p = 0.93).
For F2, model comparisons also revealed fixed effects of Stress (χ2[10]
= 77.56, p < 0.001), Speech Rate (χ2[10] = 564.19, p < 0.001), and Vowel
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Table 2.9: Results of the regression models with Duration as response and
the single fixed effect of Speech Rate (Spanish data). Significant results are
indicated by an asterisk.
Vowel
Fast
Normal t
(Intercept)
/i/ β = –0.66 β = 1.18 18.75*
/e/ β = –0.66 β = 1.30 18.29*
/a/ β = –0.27 β = 1.57 22.47*
/o/ β = –0.68 β = 1.26 18.18*
/u/ β = –0.85 β = 0.93 12.89*
(χ2[16] = 6684.2, p < 0.001). The interactions between Stress and Vowel
(χ2[8] = 56.33, p < 0.001) and Speech Rate and Vowel (χ2[8] = 543.90, p <
0.001) also reached significance, but that between Stress and Speech Rate
(χ2[5] = 10.50, p = 0.06) and the three-way interaction did not (χ2[4] =
7.48, p = 0.11). The Vowel by Speech Rate interaction was explored by
submitting F1 and F2 values for each vowel separately to new regression
models with the single fixed effect of Speech Rate. The results can be found
in Table 2.10. All vowels modify their F2 in the fast condition with respect
to the normal condition, but the effects of Speech Rate on F1 are more
restricted.
Table 2.10: Results of the regression models with F1 and F2 as response
and the single fixed effect of Speech Rate (Spanish data). Significant results
are indicated by an asterisk.
F1
Vowel
Fast
Normal t
(Intercept)
/i/ β=–1.04 β=–0.18 –4.92*
/e/ β=0.07 β=0.04 0.87
/a/ β=1.35 β=0.54 15.89*
/o/ β=0.11 β=0.11 2.29*
/u/ β=–0.70 β=–0.06 -1.71
F2
Vowel
Fast
Normal t
(Intercept)
/i/ β=1.38 β=0.37 13.60*
/e/ β=0.38 β=0.38 9.12*
/a/ β=–0.27 β=0.09 5.38*
/o/ β=–0.76 β=–0.04 –2.15*
/u/ β=–1.06 β=–0.11 –7.22*
Vowel /i/ is significantly higher (lower F1) in the normal speech rate
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Figure 2.6: Vowel plot of Spanish vowels (mean normalized F1 and F2 values
for 20 speakers) in the normal (empty circles and black ellipses) and fast
speech rate conditions. Ellipses represent one standard deviation.
condition than in the fast condition. Vowel /a/ has significantly higher F1
in the normal condition than in the fast condition. A marginally significant
small difference in the same direction is found for vowel /o/. Regarding
the effects of Speech Rate on F2, the back vowels (/o, u/) are significantly
more posterior in the normal condition, whereas the effect is in the opposite
direction for /i, e, a/: They are more anterior in the normal condition (see
Figure 2.6).
Stress had a significant effect on both F1 and F2, yet inspection of in-
dividual data reveal a quite different pattern from that caused by Speech
Rate. The latter effect was homogeneous across participants: All speakers
showed centralization of vowels produced at fast speech rate. Yet, the stress
manipulation did not elicit such a consistent response from speakers. Fig-
ure 2.8 includes six vowel plots corresponding to the productions of three
female (left) and three male (right) speakers. These plots are provided as an
illustration of the individual variation in the effect of stress on vowel quality.
It is obvious that there is not a single pattern that all speakers follow. For
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Figure 2.7: Vowel plot of Spanish vowels (mean normalized F1 and F2 val-
ues for 20 speakers) in the stressed (empty circles and black ellipses) and
unstressed conditions. Ellipses represent one standard deviation.
example, three of these speakers (females A and B and male A) produce
vowel /u/ with higher F1 when stressed. Yet, two other speakers (female C
and male B) produce vowel /u/ with higher F1 when unstressed. Male C’s
vowels do not seem to be affected much by stress. If we now focus on vowel
/i/, the speakers can be grouped differently. Females A and B and Male C
have a more anterior stressed /i/, with no variation in F1. The remaining
speakers, however, have a more anterior as well as higher stressed /i/.
For each vowel of each speaker, the mean F1 for the unstressed condition
was subtracted from the mean F1 in the stressed condition. The same
subtraction was calculated for F2. For most comparisons, roughly half of
the participants display the effect of stress in one direction, and the other
half display it in the other direction. For example, for nine participants
stressed /u/ is more anterior than unstressed /u/. Yet, for the remaining 11
participants, stressed /u/ is more posterior than its unstressed counterpart.
Apart from the effects displaying opposite directions, the magnitude of the
difference is also highly variable across participants. Looking again at F2 of
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Figure 2.8: Vowel plot of Spanish vowels (mean normalized F1 and F2 val-
ues) for six speakers in the unstressed (filled black circles with grey ellipses)
and stressed conditions. Ellipses represent one standard deviation.
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vowel /u/, the result of subtracting F2 of the unstressed vowel to that of the
stressed vowel is –0.28 Hz for speaker m06, –75.62 Hz for speaker f09, and
47.19 Hz for speaker m02. This is not an erratic behavior of this specific
vowel. Similar behaviors are found for F1 and F2 of other vowels.
The only effects that seem to have some consistence across speakers (at
least 15 participants shared the direction of the effect) are for vowels /a/
(both F1 and F2) and /i/ (F2 only). In fact, /a/ was significantly lower
(stressed [intercept]: β = 1.71; unstressed: β = –0.19; t = –4.33) and more
anterior (stressed [intercept]: β = –0.19; unstressed: β = –0.07; t = –4.43)
in the stressed condition. /i/ is significantly more anterior in the stressed
condition than in the unstressed condition (stressed [intercept]: β = 1.64;
unstressed: β = –0.16; t = –4.79). The pairwise comparisons for other vowels
were not significant, for obvious reasons, with the exception of /o/, which is
lower and more anterior in the stressed condition (F1: stressed [intercept]:
β = –0.77; unstressed: β = –0.03; t = –2.67; F2: stressed [intercept]: β =
0.19; unstressed: β = –0.07; t = –2.04). These effects, which are marginally
significant and very small, are found in 14 and 12 speakers respectively.
Examination of individual data demonstrated that the variation could
not be attributed to either speaker age or gender. In addition, the extensive
individual variation was present even when the three speakers who were not
from Madrid were eliminated.
Relationship between Temporal and Spectral Reduction
One of the research questions (question 3) focuses on the relationship be-
tween temporal and spectral reduction. Figure 2.9 shows scatterplots of
duration and F1 (top panel) and duration and F2 (bottom panel). Regard-
ing the relationship between duration and F1, the graph shows that increases
in duration are accompanied by increases in normalized F1 for vowel /a/.
For the other vowels, F1 seems to be quite stable across vowel duration.
Turning to the relationship between duration and F2, the graph shows a
positive correlation between F2 and duration for non-back vowels only.
In order to determine whether vowels that were more temporally reduced
did also undergo a larger deviation from the target, Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficients between duration and formant values were computed
for each vowel individually. The coefficients are presented in Table 2.11. If
we first focus on the relationship between duration and F1, we notice that
the correlation between these two variables is quite weak, except for vowel
/a/. For this vowel, the Pearson correlation between duration and F1 is 0.70.
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show that /a/ raises in unstressed position and (even
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Figure 2.9: Scatterplots of normalized duration and normalized F1 (top
panel)/F2 (bottom panel) split by vowel type (Spanish data).
more so) in the fast speech rate condition. The scatterplots in Figure 2.10
present the same data (duration and normalized F1 of vowel /a/) grouped by
stress (top panel) and by speech rate. We can see that speech rate results in
two duration clusters corresponding to the fast (shorter vowels) and normal
(longer vowels) conditions. It is also evident that the shorter vowels (fast
condition) display lower F1. The top panel, however, does not present such
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a clear picture. The clouds of stressed and unstressed vowels overlap quite
extensively.
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Figure 2.10: Scatterplots of normalized duration and normalized F1 for
vowel /a/ split by stress (top panel) and by speech rate (Spanish data).
For F2, there is a strong positive correlation between this factor and
duration for the front vowels /i, e, a/. For /o/ there is no correlation
between F2 and duration, and for /u/ there is a weak negative correlation.
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Table 2.11: Correlation coefficients between normalized duration and nor-
malized F1/F2 and associated t and p values (Spanish data).
Vowel Duration–F1
/i/ r = –0.25 t [398] = –5.26 p < 0.001
/e/ r = 0.15 t [397] = 2.96 p < 0.01
/a/ r = 0.70 t [395] = 19.53 p < 0.001
/o/ r = 0.28 t [398] = 5.79 p < 0.001
/u/ r = –0.12 t [398] = –2.32 p < 0.05
Vowel Duration–F2
/i/ r = 0.51 t [398] = 11.74 p < 0.001
/e/ r = 0.57 t [397] = 13.83 p < 0.001
/a/ r = 0.42 t [395] = 9.13 p < 0.001
/o/ r < –0.01 t [398] < –0.01 p = 0.99
/u/ r = –0.25 t [398] = –5.24 p < 0.001
2.4.2 Catalan
Effects of Stress and Speech Rate on Vowel Duration
As described in Section 2.3.3, given that only /i, u/ can appear in both
stressed and unstressed position, the data were divided into two subsets: one
containing the high vowels /i, u/ and another one comprising the remaining
six vowels. The high vowel data set was analyzed as the Spanish data
(three fixed effects: Stress, Speech Rate, and Vowel). For duration, model
comparisons by means of likelihood ratio tests showed significant fixed effects
of Stress (χ2[4] = 41.96, p < 0.001) and Speech Rate (χ2[4] = 48.46, p <
0.001), and a significant Stress by Speech Rate interaction (χ2[2] = 27.96,
p < 0.001). The effect of Vowel (χ2[4] = 3.80, p = 0.43) and the remaining
interactions (Stress * Vowel: χ2[2] = 0.67, p = 0.71; Speech Rate * Vowel:
χ2[2] = 0.54, p = 0.76; Stress * Vowel * Speech Rate: χ2[1] = 0.52, p =
0.47) were not significant. Pairwise comparisons between the stressed and
unstressed conditions in both the normal and fast speech rate conditions, as
well as comparisons between the normal and fast rate conditions in stressed
and unstressed position are reported in Tables 2.12 and 2.13 respectively.
Table 2.12: Results of the regression models with Duration as response and
the single fixed effect of Stress at different speech rates (Catalan data).
Significant results are indicated by an asterisk.
Speech Stressed
Unstressed t
Rate (Intercept)
Normal β = 0.43 β = –0.71 –11.27*
Fast β = –0.75 β = –0.25 –6.01*
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Table 2.13: Results of the regression models with Duration as response and
the single fixed effect of Speech Rate in different stress conditions (Catalan
data). Significant results are indicated by an asterisk.
Stress
Fast
Normal t
(Intercept)
Stressed β = –0.75 β = 1.19 25.96*
Unstressed β = –1.00 β = 0.73 9.99*
Vowels produced at normal speech rate (Mean = 60.07 ms, SD = 15.09)
are longer than those produced at fast speech rate (Mean = 40.64 ms, SD =
10.50) both in stressed and unstressed position. In addition, stressed vowels
(Mean = 55.15 ms, SD = 17.64) are longer than their unstressed congeners
(Mean = 45.46 ms, SD = 12.98) at normal and fast speaking rates, but the
difference is enhanced in the normal speech rate condition (see Figure 2.11).
Absence of stress causes vowel duration to decrease by 17.57%, whereas
increasing speech rate reduces vowel duration by 32.34%.
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Figure 2.11: Mean vowel duration (Catalan vowels /i, u/) by stress and
speech rate. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
The mean durations of the remaining vowels, /e, E, a, @, o, O/, in the
fast and normal conditions are plotted in Figure 2.12. For these data, the
full regression model included only Speech Rate and Vowel as fixed effects,
given that these vowels can only occur in stressed or unstressed position,
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but not both. Statistical analysis of the data revealed significant effects of
Speech Rate (χ2[6] = 249.69, p < 0.001) and Vowel (χ2[10] = 891.44, p <
0.001), and a significant Speech Rate by Vowel interaction (χ2[5] = 176.05,
p < 0.001).
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Figure 2.12: Mean vowel duration by vowel (E = /E/, O = /O/) at fast
and normal speech rate (Catalan data). Error bars indicate 95% confidence
interval.
The interaction between Vowel and Speech Rate was explored as before
(see Section 2.4.1). As summarized in Table 2.14, the fast vs. normal speech
rate comparison is significant for each vowel individually. Vowel duration
is significantly longer in the normal than in the fast condition regardless of
vowel identity, even if, for [@], the only unstressed vowel in this data subset,
the difference is smaller than for the other vowels. Combining all vowels
(except /i, u/), vowels produced at a fast speech rate (Mean = 46.90 ms,
SD = 13.12) are 42% shorter than those produced at normal speaking rate
(Mean = 80.88 ms, SD = 21.33).
Effects of Stress and Speech Rate on Vowel Quality
The vowel plot in Figure 2.13 presents the mean F1 and F2 (normalized
values) for the eight Catalan vowels (the seven stressed vowels plus schwa) in
the fast and normal conditions. A general tendency to centralize is observed
for vowels produced at faster speech rate, although the deviation from tokens
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Table 2.14: Results of the regression models with Duration as response and
the single fixed effect of Speech Rate (Catalan data). Significant results are
indicated by an asterisk.
Vowel
Fast
Normal t
(Intercept)
/e/ β = –0.59 β = 1.68 26.38*
/E/ β = –0.38 β = 1.99 31.29*
/a/ β = –0.34 β = 1.81 25.05*
[@] β = –1.11 β = 0.88 13.96*
/O/ β = –0.34 β = 1.89 28.61*
/o/ β = –0.54 β = 1.62 26.57*
in the normal condition is more evident for non-back vowels than it is for
back vowels. Figure 2.14 shows the stressed and unstressed realizations
of vowels /i, u/. Vowel /a/ is included in the plot for reference only. The
graph shows more peripheral stressed vowels with respect to their unstressed
counterparts.
As in the previous section, the high vowels were analyzed separately from
the other vowels. This section reports the findings for /i, u/ first. Then,
the role of speech rate is evaluated for the remaining vowels. For /i, u/,
we find significant fixed effects of Stress (χ2[4] = 29.94, p < 0.001), Speech
Rate (χ2[4] = 111.27, p < 0.001), and Vowel (χ2[4] = 720.54, p < 0.001) on
F1. The Stress * Vowel (χ2[2] = 27.57, p < 0.001) and the Vowel * Speech
Rate (χ2[2] = 89.96, p < 0.001) interactions also reached significance. The
remaining interactions were non-significant (Stress * Speech Rate: χ2[2] =
1.24, p = 0.54; Stress * Speech Rate * Vowel: χ2[1] = 0.42, p = 0.52).
The interactions reveal that /i, u/ are affected differently by the two rel-
evant factors (Stress and Speech Rate). Therefore, the data were divided by
vowel type and regression models with the single fixed effect of Stress/Speech
Rate were fitted to test for the pairwise comparison. Turning to the effects
of Stress, /i/ has significantly lower F1 in the stressed condition (stressed
[intercept]: β = –1.22; unstressed: β = 0.10; t = 4.23). Stressed /u/ does
not differ statistically from its unstressed counterpart in F1 (stressed [inter-
cept]: β = –0.75; unstressed: β = –0.03; t = –1.41). Speech Rate has a
similar effect. /i/ is significantly lower in the fast condition (fast [intercept]:
β = –1.01; normal: β = –0.31; t = –16.93), but Speech Rate has no effect
on the F1 of /u/ (fast [intercept]: β = –0.73; normal: β = –0.07; t = –1.81).
The analysis of F2 returned significant fixed effects of Stress (χ2[4] =
78.22, p < 0.001), Speech Rate (χ2[4] = 374.24, p < 0.001), and Vowel
(χ2[4] = 2554.80, p < 0.001). As in the analysis of F1, the interactions
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Figure 2.13: Vowel plot of Catalan vowels (mean normalized F1 and F2
values for 20 speakers) in the normal (empty circles and black ellipses) and
fast speech rate conditions. Ellipses represent one standard deviation.
between Stress and Vowel (χ2[2] = 65.08, p < 0.001) and Vowel and Speech
Rate (χ2[2] = 343.89, p < 0.001) are significant, but that between Stress and
Speech Rate (χ2[2] = 5.38, p = 0.07) and the three-way interaction (χ2[1]
= 1.99, p = 0.16) are not.
The interaction between stress and F2 is caused by a significant effect
for both vowels which is in opposite directions. /i/ is more fronted in the
stressed condition (stressed [intercept]: β = 1.47; unstressed: β = –0.23; t
= –4.67), whereas /u/ is more posterior in the stressed condition (stressed
[intercept]: β = –1.18; unstressed: β = 0.06; t = 2.36), although the differ-
ence is rather small. The pattern of vowel reduction caused by speech rate
is parallel to that of stress: Both vowels are significantly more peripheral
in the normal speaking condition, as expected (for /i/, fast [intercept]: β
= 1.05; normal: β = 0.60; t = 18.97; for /u/, fast [intercept]: β = –1.08;
normal: β = –0.15; t = –6.73). Again, the difference between stressed and
unstressed /i/ is larger than that between stressed and unstressed /u/.
For the remaining vowels, the full linear mixed-effects model did not
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Figure 2.14: Vowel plot of Catalan vowels /i, u/ (mean normalized F1 and F2
values for 20 speakers) in the stressed (empty circles and black ellipses) and
unstressed conditions. Stressed /a/ is given for reference. Ellipses represent
one standard deviation.
include Stress as a fixed effect, only Speech Rate and Vowel. Comparison
of models with F1 as response by means of likelihood ratio tests revealed
significant fixed effects of Speech Rate (χ2[6] = 247.27, p < 0.001) and Vowel
(χ2[10] = 2148.90, p < 0.001), and a significant interaction between these
factors (χ2[5] = 333.42, p < 0.001). For F2, there were also significant fixed
effects of Speech Rate (χ2[6] = 597.90, p < 0.001) and Vowel (χ2[10] = 3673,
p < 0.001), and a significant interaction (χ2[5] = 552.77, p < 0.001). The
results of the regression models with F1/F2 as response and Speech Rate as
fixed effect for each vowel separately are shown in Table 2.15.
Non-high vowels (/E, a, @, O/) have significantly higher F1 in the normal
condition than in the fast condition. The opposite is true for /e/. F1 of
/o/ is not affected by speech rate. For F2, /O, o/ are more posterior in the
normal rate condition, whereas the remaining vowels are more posterior in
the fast condition. All the pairwise comparisons are significant.
To sum up, stressed /i/ is higher and more anterior than unstressed /i/
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Table 2.15: Results of the regression models with F1/F2 as response and
the single fixed effect of Speech Rate (Catalan data). Significant results are
indicated by an asterisk.
F1
Vowel
Fast
Normal t
(Intercept)
/e/ β = –0.15 β = –0.10 –2.15*
/E/ β = 0.69 β = 0.18 5.59*
/a/ β = 1.40 β = 0.75 16.04*
[@] β = 0.37 β = 0.44 10.98*
/O/ β = 0.83 β = 0.24 3.63*
/o/ β = –0.06 β = 0.11 1.79
F2
Vowel
Fast
Normal t
(Intercept)
/e/ β = 0.67 β = 0.49 18.86*
/E/ β = 0.50 β = 0.44 11.29*
/a/ β = –0.19 β = 0.10 7.34*
[@] β = –0.30 β = 0.09 3.44*
/O/ β = –0.65 β = –0.07 –3.54*
/o/ β = –0.90 β = –0.11 –4.56*
and stressed /u/ is more posterior than unstressed /u/. Like absence of
stress, increasing speech rate causes vowel centralization in Catalan. When
produced at faster than normal speech rate, low and low-mid vowels raise,
whereas front high and high-mid front vowels (/i, e/) lower. Increasing
speaking rate also affects F2. For the back vowels (/O, o, u/), F2 increases
in the fast condition with respect to the normal condition, whereas non-back
vowels (/i, e, E, a, @/) display an effect in the opposite direction.
Relationship between Temporal and Spectral Reduction
Table 2.16 lists the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between duration and
F1 and duration and F2 for each vowel separately. Figure 2.15 shows scat-
terplots of duration and F1 (top panel) and duration and F2 (bottom panel)
split by vowel type. For vowel /a/ there is a very strong positive correlation
between duration and F1. For the low-mid vowels (/E, O/) and [@] a strong
correlation in the same direction is observed, whereas for /i/ there is a strong
negative correlation. Duration correlates positively and very strongly with
F2 for the front vowels /e, E/ and strongly for vowels /i, a/. There is a
moderate positive correlation between duration and F2 for [@]. For the back
vowels moderate negative correlations are observed.
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Table 2.16: Correlation coefficients between normalized duration and nor-
malized F1/F2 and associated t and p values (Catalan data).
Vowel Duration–F1
/i/ r = –0.47 t [395] = –10.48 p < 0.001
/e/ r = –0.17 t [198] = –2.41 p < 0.05
/E/ r = 0.43 t [198] = 6.65 p < 0.001
/a/ r = 0.79 t [195] = 17.87 p < 0.001
[@] r = 0.51 t [198] = 8.41 p < 0.001
/O/ r = 0.43 t [196] = 6.66 p < 0.001
/o/ r = 0.28 t [196] = 4.02 p < 0.001
/u/ r = –0.10 t [395] = –2.05 p = 0.04
Vowel Duration–F2
/i/ r = 0.60 t [395] = 14.98 p < 0.001
/e/ r = 0.76 t [198] = 16.66 p < 0.001
/E/ r = 0.77 t [198] = 16.91 p < 0.001
/a/ r = 0.42 t [195] = 6.40 p < 0.001
[@] r = 0.34 t [198] = 5.08 p < 0.001
/O/ r = –0.34 t [196] = –5.14 p < 0.001
/o/ r = –0.40 t [196] = –6.17 p < 0.001
/u/ r = –0.32 t [395] = –6.66 p < 0.001
2.4.3 Vowel Space Compression
Normal vs. Fast Condition in Catalan and Spanish
F1 and F2 ratios were calculated for each of the 40 speakers individually
for the fast and the normal speech rate conditions, as explained in Sec-
tion 2.3.3. The bar charts in Figure 2.16 show the mean F1 (top panels)
and F2 ratios (bottom panels) for the two languages in the two speech rate
conditions. Ratios are presented separately for female (left panels) and male
(right panels) speakers, given that they were calculated using raw data (in
Hz). A larger F1 ratio indicates a larger distance between the high vowels
/i, u/ and the low vowel /a/. A larger F2 ratio expresses a larger distance
between the most anterior vowel (/i/) and the most posterior vowel (/u/).
For both languages, F1 and F2 ratios are larger in the normal condition (as
expected).
A linear mixed-effects regression model with F1 Ratio as response; Speech
Rate, Language, and Gender as fixed effects; and Speaker as a random ef-
fect (and by-speaker slopes for Speech Rate) was carried out. The regression
coefficients are presented in Table 2.17. The intercept corresponds to the
Catalan fast condition produced by female speakers. An obvious and signif-
icant increase in the magnitude of the ratio is caused by decreasing speech
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Figure 2.15: Scatterplots of normalized duration and normalized F1 (top
panel)/F2 (bottom panel) split by vowel type (Catalan data, E = /E/, O =
/O/).
rate. The F1 ratio is larger in the normal condition than in the fast condi-
tion. The significant interaction between Speech Rate and Language is due
to the smaller F1 ratio in the Spanish normal condition than in the same
condition in Catalan. Also, less relevant for our purposes, male speakers
exhibit smaller ratios overall, indicating a smaller F1 space size for men.
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Figure 2.16: Mean F1 (top panels) and F2 (bottom panels) ratios in the
normal and fast speech rate condition for Spanish and Catalan female (left
panels) and male (right panels) speakers. Error bars indicate 95% confidence
interval.
This tendency has been observed in other languages (Escudero et al., 2009).
The hypothesis to be tested (i.e., whether Catalan preserved a larger space
in the fast condition than Spanish due to a more crowded vowel system)
cannot be confirmed, at least in terms of the vertical dimension of the vowel
space.
Table 2.18 presents the regression coefficients for the linear mixed-effects
regression model with F2 Ratio as response. As with F1, the F2 ratio is
larger in the normal condition than in the fast condition, suggesting an
increase in the distance between the corner vowels /i, u/ in the normal con-
dition. Interestingly, an important difference between languages is observed:
The F2 ratio is larger in Spanish than in Catalan, contrary to our expecta-
tions. Catalan speakers can produce a more extreme horizontal compression
of the vowel space, despite the fact that the Catalan vowel system is more
crowded.
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Table 2.17: Regression coefficients for the model predicting F1 Ratio (Cata-
lan and Spanish data). The intercept corresponds to the Catalan fast con-
dition produced by female speakers.
Term Level β t
Intercept 1.87
Speech Rate Normal 0.42 9.21*
Language Spanish –0.07 –1.54
Gender Male –0.15 –3.15*
Speech Rate * Language Normal, Spanish –0.16 –3.09*
Speech Rate * Gender Normal, Male –0.01 –0.12
Table 2.18: Regression coefficients for the model predicting F2 Ratio (Cata-
lan and Spanish data). The intercept corresponds to the Catalan fast con-
dition produced by female speakers.
Term Level β t
Intercept 2.35
Speech Rate Normal 0.64 8.61*
Language Spanish 0.43 4.33*
Gender Male –0.15 –1.45
Speech Rate * Language Normal, Spanish –0.13 –1.54
Speech Rate * Gender Normal, Male –0.05 –0.59
Stressed vs. Unstressed Condition in Catalan
The F2 ratio was calculated for each speaker individually in the stressed
and unstressed conditions separately. Figure 2.17 show larger F2 ratios in
the stressed condition (as expected), indicating a horizontal expansion of
the vowel system in that condition in Catalan.
A linear mixed-effects regression model with F2 Ratio as response; Stress
and Gender as fixed effects; and Speaker as a random effect (and by-speaker
slopes for Stress) was carried out. The regression coefficients are presented
in Table 2.19. The intercept corresponds to the stressed condition produced
by female speakers. A significant decrease in the magnitude of the ratio is
caused by absence of stress. The F2 ratio is significantly larger in the stressed
condition. The model also shows that male speakers present a smaller F2
ratio than women do.
2.5 Discussion
Figure 2.18 presents a schematic representation of the findings regarding
the effects of stress and speech rate on vowel quality. These findings are
summarized and discussed in the next few sections. In the right panels, the
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Figure 2.17: Mean F2 ratios in the stressed and unstressed conditions for
Catalan female and male speakers. Error bars indicate 95% confidence in-
terval.
Table 2.19: Regression coefficients for the model predicting F2 Ratio. The
intercept corresponds to the Catalan stressed condition produced by female
speakers.
Term Level β t
Intercept 2.82
Stress Unstressed –0.23 —4.07*
Gender Male –0.31 –2.66*
Stress * Gender Unstressed, Male 0.03 0.42
vowels represent the stressed condition, and the arrows point to the position
of the unstressed vowels with respect to the stressed ones. Vowels shown
in grey are not affected by stress. In the left panels, the vowel symbols
represent the vowels produced in the normal speech rate condition. The
arrows show the effect of increasing speech rate.
2.5.1 Stress and Vowel Quality
The first research question concerned the effects of stress on vowel quality
in Catalan and Spanish. For Catalan, the changes in vowel quality caused
by stress are as predicted by the Hyperarticulation Hypothesis: Stressed
vowels occupy more peripheral positions than their unstressed congeners.
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Figure 2.18: Schematic representation of the effects of stress (left panels)
and speech rate (right panels) on vowel quality in Spanish (top panels) and
Catalan (bottom panels).
For Spanish, stress had a significant effect on both F1 and F2, yet very
few pairwise comparisons reached significance: /a/ and /o/ were lower in
the stressed condition, and /i, a, o/ were more anterior in the stressed con-
dition. For /a/ and /i/, these results are, like those for Catalan, in line
with the Hyperarticulation Hypothesis. Yet, the deviation shown by /o/ is
less clear. The higher F1 in stressed position is in line with the Sonority
Expansion Hypothesis, but it is rather surprising that only this vowel is af-
fected this way. A possible explanation for the lowering and fronting of /o/
in the stressed condition with respect to the unstressed condition points to
coarticulation. Lower F1 and F2 in the unstressed condition may be due to
decreased coarticulatory resistance in that position, which has been attested
in other languages (de Jong et al., 1993; Cho, 2004; Mooshammer & Geng,
2008). The lip protrusion involved in the production of the flanking conso-
nants (/p/) results in a longer vocal tract, hence the decreases in formant
frequency. It might be the case that /o/ is less retracted when unstressed,
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but its acoustic effects are confounded by greater labialization in this exper-
iment. Further research analyzing its realization in other contexts will help
clarify this finding.
In any case, examination of individual data showed that Spanish speak-
ers do not employ a single strategy to mark the stress distinction. By looking
at the direction of the effect of stress for each formant for each vowel, speak-
ers were typically divided. Yet, this lack of consistency across speakers was
also evident within a same speaker. For a given speaker, vowels were not
affected in the same way: Some vowels centralized in the unstressed con-
dition, but others became more peripheral in that position. This extensive
individual variation may explain the contradictory findings in the literature.
The studies summarized in Section 2.1 all analyzed Iberian Spanish vowel
production (with the exceptions mentioned), which makes it difficult to at-
tribute the contradictory findings to regional variation. The present chapter
uncovers important individual variation in the effect of stress on vowel qual-
ity in Spanish, but further research will need to address the sources of this
variation. One possibility is that speakers do not use vowel quality as a
correlate of lexical stress and, therefore, vary randomly. Another possibility
is that this variation obeys certain factors (e.g., of a sociolinguistic nature).
2.5.2 Speech Rate and Vowel Quality
Unlike stress, speech rate affects Spanish and Catalan vowels in a similar
way: Vowels in the fast speech rate condition (with shorter durations) are
less peripheral than those in the normal rate condition. This confirms our
prediction, which was based on the Hyperarticulation Hypothesis. The ef-
fects are especially noticeable in F2: In both languages all non-back vowels
become significantly more posterior in the fast rate condition, and all back
vowels become more fronted in that same condition. Even if all pairwise
comparisons are significant, the rate-induced deviation is of a larger magni-
tude for the non-back vowels. A different behavior for front vs. back vowels
may also be connected to the effect that the labial consonant context ex-
erts on non-front vowels (Recasens & Espinosa, 2006). At least for Catalan,
non-front vowels’ F2 has been seen to decrease considerably in contact with
labial consonants with respect to other consonantal environments, whereas
front vowels’ F2 values in the labial context do not differ greatly from those
in the dentoalveolar context.
In addition, most vowels also centralize in the vertical dimension (F1).
The non-significant effect of stress on F1 for Spanish /u/ and Catalan /o, u/
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may be due to asymmetries in vowel spaces. A smaller F1 range along the
back vowel space with respect to the front vowel space (which has been de-
tected in many typologically unrelated languages; see for example Escudero
et al., 2009; de Boer, 2011) may limit variation.
2.5.3 Stress vs. Speech Rate
As discussed before, the Spanish data are very variable and at this point
no homogeneous pattern (or patterns) of stress-induced phonetic vowel re-
duction can be described. This prevents any comparison of the patterns of
reduction caused by stress and speech rate. Note, however, that Spanish
speakers do respond consistently and uniformly to the speech rate manipu-
lation. Thus, they are sensitive to the automatic reduction associated with
important decreases in vowel duration, and they all exhibit vowel central-
ization.
As far as Catalan is concerned, absence of stress and increased speech
rate affect vowels in a similar way by compressing the vowel space. The vowel
plots in Figures 2.13 and 2.14 show that the centralization caused by faster
speech rate is more extensive than that caused by absence of stress, even
if the reduction patterns go in the same direction. This might be partially
related to the effect of these factors on vowel duration. Increasing speech rate
reduces vowel duration by 32.34% in these data, whereas absence of stress
causes vowels to shorten by 17.57%. Note also that Catalan speakers produce
a larger duration difference between the stressed and unstressed conditions
than Spanish speakers do, which may also be partially accountable for the
differences in phonetic vowel reduction in these two languages.
2.5.4 Duration and Vowel Quality
One of the questions outlined in Section 2.2 concerned the relationship be-
tween spectral reduction and temporal reduction. It was predicted that
shorter vowels (due to faster speech rate or absence of stress) would ex-
hibit target undershoot in the form of vowel centralization. Correlations
between duration and F1 and between duration and F2 for each vowel in
each language were carried out. The results were partially in support of this
prediction. Relatively strong correlations between duration and F1 or F2
are observed for certain vowels. For example, a strong positive correlation
between duration and F1 for both Spanish and Catalan /a/ is found. This
indicates that for this vowel increases in duration go hand in hand with in-
creases in F1. So, at longer vowel durations, /a/ is more peripheral. Catalan
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/i, e, E/ also display a positive correlation between duration and F2, again
indicating more peripheral vowels at longer durations. These results estab-
lish a link between temporal reduction and spectral reduction in these data
(as has been found for other languages; Lindblom, 1963; Moon & Lindblom,
1994; Hirata & Tsukada, 2009), at least for certain vowels.
2.5.5 Cross-linguistic Comparison
Both Catalan and Spanish vowels are sensitive to speech rate: At longer
durations (found at normal speech rate) vowels move away from the center
of the vowel space. In addition, in both languages temporal reduction cor-
relates with spectral reduction (to a certain extent and for certain vowels).
Regarding stress, it is interesting that, Spanish, a language without
phonological vowel reduction, lacks a common pattern of reduction shared
across participants, whereas in Catalan, a language with phonological vowel
reduction, participants are consistent in centralizing their unstressed vowels.
The comparison of patterns of vowel quality variation caused by stress in
Spanish and Catalan points to a divergence that may be related to their
phonologies. Catalan speakers employ vowel quality as a correlate of the
stress distinction not only through the evident morphophonological alter-
nations, but also through conventionalized phonetic variation; while it is
unclear whether stress affects vowel quality in a meaningful way in Span-
ish. It is also important to note that Spanish speakers produced a rather
small, albeit significant, duration difference between the stressed and the
unstressed conditions (9.45%) in the normal speech rate condition. The du-
ration reduction caused by stress is much larger in Catalan (17.57%). The
larger duration reduction in Catalan may be responsible for, or a conse-
quence of, the centralization of unstressed vowels.
Finally, it was expected that Catalan exhibited a less severe contraction
of the vowel space caused by speech rate than Spanish. The reasoning behind
this hypothesis was that Catalan contrasts seven stressed vowel phonemes,
whereas Spanish has a smaller vowel system. Analysis of ratios expressing
the distance between high and low vowels (F1 ratio) and between anterior
and posterior vowels (F2 ratio) failed to confirm this prediction. The F1 ratio
in the fast condition was not larger for Catalan than Spanish (Language was
not significant). Contrary to our expectations, there was a significant effect
of the Language factor on F2 ratio, but it was in the opposite direction:
Spanish has a larger F2 ratio than Catalan.
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3 Is Phonetic Vowel Reduction
Caused by Absence of Stress
or Accent (or Both)?
3.1 Introduction
The present chapter investigates the realization of full, non-reduced vowels
found exceptionally in unstressed position in Central Catalan. Phonological
vowel reduction in this variety fails to operate in certain contexts, as noted
in Section 1.6.2. In these cases, a full vowel (which should be expected
in a stressed syllable only) serves as the nucleus of an unstressed syllable.
Although it has long been noted that full vowels can appear exceptionally
in unstressed syllables, no study has examined whether these full but un-
stressed vowels are acoustically different from stressed vowels, as might be
expected due to the lack of prosodic prominence and, presumably, shorter
duration, which can cause target undershoot. Thus, this chapter explores
the realization of these vowels, that are special in that they do not par-
ticipate in the typical morphophonemic alternations of the language. The
aim of this study is to acoustically characterize unstressed full vowels and
to systematically compare them to stressed full vowels and corresponding
unstressed and reduced vowels.
One of the contexts in which phonological vowel reduction fails to apply
is verb + noun compounds of the type trencaclosques ‘puzzle’ (lit. trenca
‘(it) breaks’ + closques ‘skulls’). The first vowel in trencaclosques is not
stressed or accented, but it is realized as /E/, instead of the expected [@]. In
this chapter, the unreduced vowels of compounds will be compared to vowels
occurring in the same position in homophonic verb phrases (trenca closques
‘(it/she/he) breaks skulls/shells’). In this context, trenca also presents vowel
/E/, but in this case it is expected, because the syllable in which it appears
bears lexical stress. The claim is that verb + noun compounds (trenca-
closques) and homophonic verb phrases (trenca closques) just differ from
each other in the absence vs. presence of lexical stress and pitch accent
on the first vowel. Finally, full vowels are also compared to reduced vowels
by investigating the vowels occupying the same position in morphologically
related words, in which phonological reduction does occur (e.g., trencadora
[tR@Nk@"DoR@] ‘something or someone who breaks, fem.’). In the morpholog-
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ically related words, the full vowel is not a possible option (*[tRENk@"DoR@]).
For the sake of comparability, the same study is carried out in Spanish.
However, this language does not have phonological vowel reduction. There-
fore, it is expected that the vowels in compounds will not differ from those
in the morphologically related words.
3.1.1 On Verb + Noun Compounds in Catalan and Spanish
Verb + noun compounding is one of the most productive processes of noun
compounding in Spanish and Catalan (see Val A´lvaro, 1999; Gra`cia, 2002,
respectively), and it has received much attention in the literature on com-
pounding, mostly due to its structure. There has been (and there is) some
debate as to the category of the first element (for a summary of views,
see Mascaro´, 1986, p. 58–61 and Val A´lvaro, 1999, p. 4789–4793). Some
authors have considered the first root to be a verb (hence the name of the
compounding strategy), whereas others have classified it as an agentive nom-
inal. Among those who have identified it as a verb, there is also controversy
regarding the verb form (imperative vs. third person singular present in-
dicative, as well as other less favored positions). Whatever the nature of
the first element, these compounds are segmentally homophonic with verb
phrases with a third person singular present indicative verb form (see (1)),
but contrast with them in their stress pattern (Van˜o-Cerda´, 1984; Hualde,
2007, 2009; Prieto, in press).
(1) Cat. obrellaunes [OBR@"Lawn@s] ‘can opener’
Cat. obre llaunes ["OBR@"Lawn@s] ‘(s/he) opens cans’
Sp. abrelatas [aBRe"latas] ‘can opener’
Sp. abre latas ["aBRe"latas] ‘(s/he) opens cans’
Both Catalan and Spanish verb + noun compounds present a relation of
subordination, with the second root, the noun, being a complement of the
first root (Institut d’Estudis Catalans, 2002b; Guevara, 2012). In the exam-
ples in (1) and in most verb + noun compounds, the noun functions as the
direct object of the verb (see also the Catalan examples in (2)), yet other
relations between the verb and noun are possible. Plurality is marked on the
second element only. In many cases, there is a single form for the singular
and the plural, since the second root tends to be in the plural form. Gender
of the compound is not based on the gender of the noun. In fact, most verb
+ noun compounds are masculine (Rainer & Varela, 1992).
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(2) porta ‘(it) carries’ + avions ‘planes’ = portaavions ‘aircraft carrier’
talla ‘(it) mows’ + gespa ‘lawn’ = tallagespa ‘lawn mower’
pinta ‘(it) paints’ + llavis ‘lips’ = pintallavis ‘lipstick’
For both languages, two categories of compounds can be distinguished based
on their phonological characteristics (Recasens, 1993; Hualde, 2009; Gue-
vara, 2012). As Hualde (2009) notes, some compounds function as two
prosodic words with each root preserving its lexical stress (‘phrase-level
compounds’; see the examples in (3)), whereas others function as a sin-
gle prosodic word after deleting the first stress (‘word-level compounds’,
see (4)).1
(3) Cat. home granota ‘man’ + ‘frog’ = ‘frogman’
Cat. verd ampolla ‘green’ + ‘bottle’ = ‘bottle green’
Sp. hombre lobo ‘man’ + ‘wolf’ = ‘werewolf’
Sp. amarillo limo´n ‘yellow’ + ‘lemon’ = ‘lemon yellow’2
(4) Cat. panxa ‘belly’ + content ‘happy’ = panxacontent ‘carefree person’
Cat. cama ‘leg’ + trencar ‘break’ = camatrencar ‘to break one’s leg’
Sp. noche ‘night’ + buena ‘good’ = nochebuena ‘Christmas Eve’
Sp. agua ‘water’ + nieve ‘snow’ = aguanieve ‘sleet’3
As noted above, verb + noun compounds belong to the second type (Van˜o-
Cerda´, 1984; Hualde, 2007, 2009): The first element does not preserve its
stress, as indicated by its inability to attract a pitch accent even in citation
form. Nevertheless, some authors have argued that these compounds present
a secondary stress.4 These claims stem from the presence of an unreduced
vowel in the first root in Catalan compounds. The fact that a compound
word such as trencanous ‘nutcracker’ (lit. ‘(it) breaks’ + ‘walnuts’) is pro-
nounced [tRENk@"nOws], and not [tR@Nk@"nOws], is the reason for postulating
a secondary stress in the first root (Bernal, 2012; Prieto, in press). More
specifically, Prieto (in press) considers verb + noun compounds as constitut-
ing an exception to the general tendency in Catalan for stressed syllables to
receive a pitch accent. According to her, the first root of these compounds
preserves lexical stress, but it does not receive a pitch accent. However,
1Stressed syllables are underlined.
2The Spanish examples are from Hualde (2007).
3See footnote 2.
4Other compound words in Catalan behave more like a single word than verb + noun
compounds do, in that the first root loses its stress and the vowel reflects this loss by
undergoing phonological vowel reduction(e.g., tot ["tot] ‘every’ + hom ["Om] ‘person’ =
tothom [tu"tOm] ‘everybody’).
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later on, she claims that “first elements of compounds are incorporated in
the prosodic word level”. Other authors have even classified verb + noun
compounds as phrase-level compounds (Carrera, 2005; Wheeler, 2005). In
fact, Wheeler makes the claim that a verb + noun compound has exactly
the same stress pattern as the segmentally homophonic phrase. Neverthe-
less, this view cannot be sustained in the light of the experimental evidence
reviewed in the next section and the findings presented in this chapter.
For Spanish, some authors have also described these compounds as hav-
ing secondary stress (Rainer & Varela, 1992; Guevara, 2012). Even if Spanish
does not have phonological vowel reduction, it does display stress-conditioned
morphophonological alternation between the mid vowels /e, o/ and diph-
thongs /je, we/ in certain verbs (Pensado, 1999). Verb + noun compounds
formed with verbs subject to these alternations usually present the diph-
thong, and not the monophthong as would be expected in unstressed po-
sition (see (5)), with some exceptions (see (6), from Van˜o-Cerda´, 1984).
Arguably, the presence of a full vowel (Catalan) or a diphthong (Spanish) in
verb + noun compounds reflects their formation, rather than their present
stress pattern.
(5) cuenta ‘(it) counts’ + gotas ‘drops’ = cuentagotas ‘dropper’
friega ‘(it) scrubs’ + platos ‘dishes’ = friegaplatos ‘dish washer’
(6) tenta ‘(it) lures’ + buey ‘ox’ = tentabuey ‘name of a plant (Ononis
spinosa)’
3.1.2 Evidence for the Stresslessness of the First Root in
Verb + Noun Compounds
Figure 3.1 shows a realization of the compound word obrellaunes and the
homophonic sentence obre llaunes. Note that the compound obrellaunes is
produced with a single pitch accent on the stressed syllable (-llau-), whereas
both o- and llau- are stressed and accented in the sentence obre llaunes. In
addition, compare the greater amplitude of the initial vowel in the verb
phrase with respect to that of the compound.
The expected process whereby /O/ is replaced by [u] in unstressed sylla-
bles does not apply to the initial syllable of the compound obrellaunes (which
is the one that receives word-stress when not in a compound). In contrast,
the derived word obertura ‘aperture’ and the compound obrellaunes have
the same stress/accent pattern, but different vowels in the initial syllable:
Obertura ([uB@r"tuR@], *[OB@r"tuR@]) is subject to the regular vowel alterna-
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tions that characterize the language and thus has [u] in that syllable.
Figure 3.1: Waveform, F0 curve, and prosodic annotation of the Cata-
lan compound obrellaunes ‘can opener’ (left) and the sentence obre llaunes
‘(s/he) opens cans’.
Mascaro´ (1983) and Prieto (2003) offer empirical evidence of the stress-
lessness of the full vowel in unreduced prefixes and of the full vowel in the first
member of compounds such as those described in this chapter.5 In Mascaro´
(1983), a perception study was carried out to investigate whether compounds
of the type mitjanit (mitja ‘half’ + nit ‘night’ = ‘midnight’) and superarma
(super- ‘super’ + arma ‘weapon’ = ‘superweapon’) were perceived as having
one single prominence (like morphologically simple words, such as superar-
me ‘to better myself’) or two prominences (like phrases, such as mitja nit
‘half a night’).6 Participants could successfully distinguish between mitjanit
(one stress) and mitja nit (two stresses), but had difficulties discriminating
between superarma and superar-me (both with one single stress). Mascaro´
(1983) took these results as evidence that compounds behave like single
words in that they only have one lexical stress (that of the second root).
5I use the term “unreduced prefixes” to refer to those prefixes that have been tra-
ditionally considered stressed. Catalan prefixes are classified, like prepositions (see Sec-
tion 1.6.2), as either stressed (e.g., anti- ["anti] ‘anti-’) or unstressed (e.g., des- [d@z] ‘dis-’),
based on whether they have a full vowel or not.
6 Gra`cia (2002, p. 785) treats word formation processes involving an unreduced prefix
(e.g., anti-, pseudo-, ultra-, post-) as composition, not derivation.
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In other words, the syllable in the first root of compounds with putative
secondary stress was found to behave like an unstressed syllable.
Prieto (2003) compared syllables that were identical at the segmen-
tal level (e.g., /Su/), but that were hypothesized to have varying levels
of stress.7 The stress levels (or types) included in the experiment were
primary stress (as in eixuga ‘(s/he) dries’); two types of secondary stress:
rhythmic stress in words with a certain number of pretonic syllables (e.g.,
eixugador ‘cloth’) and morphologically-conditioned stress (in compounds:
eixugamans ‘hand towel’); and no stress (eixuga` ‘(s/he) dried’). The anal-
ysis of duration, intensity, and F0 offered no evidence for the existence of
rhythmic or morphologically-conditioned stress. In addition, results of a
perception experiment (in which participants only heard the target syllable
and had to determine which word it had been extracted from) indicated
that native speakers can clearly distinguish primary stress from rhythmic
and morphologically-conditioned stress, but not between those two. The
author interpreted these results as indicative of only two stress levels in
Catalan: stressed and unstressed.
Taken together, the results in Mascaro´ (1983) and Prieto (2003) suggest
that the primary stress of the first member of a compound (at least of
certain types of compounds) or of an unreduced prefix is lost (even if the
vowel is not reduced). Thus, a compound such as rentaplats ‘dishwasher’
has the same prosodic structure as the derived word rentadora ‘washer’
(with phonological vowel reduction on the first syllable), with a single pitch
accent on the third syllable. The compound and derived words contrast
with a verb phrase/sentence such as renta plats ‘(s/he) washes dishes’, with
a pitch accent on the first and third syllable.
3.2 Research Questions and Hypotheses
Even if full vowels in unstressed position are found in other contexts in
Central Catalan, verb + noun compounds are especially interesting because
they can retain any of the seven stressed vowels (/i, e, E, a, O, o, u/) in
unstressed position in Catalan. Hence, they constitute exceptional cases in
that vowel quality does not cue stress. Yet, even if these vowels do not
undergo phonological vowel reduction, unstressed full vowels may still differ
from their stressed counterparts. That is, the occurrence of full vowels in
unstressed position allows us to investigate how the presence of lexical stress
7In the following examples, the lexically stressed syllable is underlined. Syllables that
are hypothesized to receive secondary stress are in bold.
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and intonational pitch accent affect vowel quality in Catalan, which would
not otherwise be possible. The goal of this chapter is to systematically
compare the acoustic characteristics of full vowels in their normal stressed
position and in their exceptional unstressed position, in order to determine
the extent to which these sets of vowels differ from each other. To this end,
this chapter compares the unstressed full vowels of verb + noun compounds
with the stressed vowels of homophonic sentences and the unstressed (and
subject to phonological vowel reduction) vowels of morphologically related
words in accented (task 1) as well as in deaccented (task 2) conditions. The
research questions are listed below.
1. In verb + noun compounds with an unreduced vowel in the first root,
are the unreduced vowels really produced as phonologically full vowels
or do they undergo phonological vowel reduction?
2. Are stressed and unstressed full vowels acoustically different?
(a) Are full vowels shorter when they are unstressed than when they
are stressed?
(b) Does absence of lexical stress result in a reduced full vowel space?
3. If there are differences between unstressed and stressed full vowels, are
these preserved in the deaccented condition?
Based on observation and intuitions, verb + noun compounds are ex-
pected to be realized with a full vowel in the first root in most cases (question
1). Nevertheless, reduced realizations may be occasionally found, according
to Recasens (1993, p. 88). He noted that certain borrowings and compounds
may have alternating pronunciations with unstressed full and reduced vow-
els.
As far as question 2 is concerned, assuming that unstressed vowels in the
first root of compounds are realized as full vowels, it is hypothesized that
they will exhibit shorter duration than their stressed counterparts, based
on previous findings. In Astruc & Prieto (2006), duration was found to be
a robust correlate of the stress distinction (stressed syllables being longer
than unstressed ones), but also a less robust, optional correlate of accent
(accented syllables being longer than unaccented ones). Ortega-Llebaria &
Prieto (2011) confirmed the importance of duration as a correlate of stress,
but not of accent. This suggests that unstressed full vowels should be shorter
both in the accented and deaccented condition, and that stressed vowels
should show similar durations in the accented and deaccented conditions.
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Regarding vowel quality, it is expected that unstressed full vowels will
differ from their stressed counterparts. Based on the results presented in
Chapter 2, unstressed full vowels are hypothesized to undergo centralization,
resulting in a compressed unstressed full vowel space.
Vowel quality is clearly a correlate of the stress distinction in Central
Catalan, as evidenced by the existence of phonological vowel reduction. This
chapter seeks to answer whether subphonemically vowel quality also serves
as a correlate of lexical stress. In Chapter 2, lexical stress covaries with
intonational pitch accent. Therefore, the differences that we observe between
stressed and unstressed vowels could either be due to lexical stress or accent
or both. In order to capture the differences in the production of full vowels
that are caused by the presence or absence of stress and the presence or
absence of a pitch accent, the same three stress/vowel quality groups are
compared in deaccented position. In the deaccented condition, all the target
items are expected to be produced with a flat F0 contour because they will
be placed after a constituent with contrastive focus. Thus, this task allows
us to focus on the effects of lexical stress on vowel quality in absence of
intonational pitch accent (question 3). One hypothesis is that, once the
stressed vowels in the verb + noun sequence lose pitch prominence, they
will become undistinguishable from the unstressed full vowels. Alternatively,
another hypothesis is that vowel quality is a correlate of stress and not of
accent. In that case, we would expect to observe the same difference between
stressed and unstressed full vowels in the two accent conditions.
The same experiment (comparing vowels in compounds, stressed vowels,
and unstressed vowels in accented and deaccented conditions) is carried out
for Spanish. Since this language does not have phonological vowel reduction,
it is not expected that vowels in compounds differ from unstressed vowels.
In the light of the results presented in Chapter 2, it is not clear that a robust
difference in vowel quality and/or duration between stressed and unstressed
vowels will be observed either.
3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Speakers
Catalan
30 native speakers of Catalan (18 females, 12 males) were recorded. Data
from 20 speakers (balanced by gender, age range: 18–45, mean age: 29.35)
are analyzed and discussed in this chapter. All of these 20 speakers were
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raised and live in areas where Central Catalan is spoken, and they learned
this Catalan variety at home. In addition, they all considered Catalan to
be their dominant and usual language (with over 65% of use of Catalan
in different situations in their daily life).8 Nine of the 20 participants (five
females) who completed the experiments described below were also recruited
for the experiment reported in Chapter 2. Recordings were made in separate
sessions in a very quiet room at the Universitat de Barcelona (Barcelona,
Spain) or in the speakers’ own home. The recording sessions took place
approximately one year apart. 19 speakers had completed or were in the
process of completing university-level education. The remaining speaker
had completed post-secondary professional training.
Participants completed the same language background questionnaire that
was used in the previous chapter (a translation of which can be found in Ap-
pendix A) in order to determine their language dominance. Regarding self-
reported proficiency (evaluated on a seven-point scale), speakers considered
their language skills to be either equal in both languages (that was the case
for three speakers) or higher in Catalan (the average for all skills combined
for all speakers was 6.70, range: 6–7) than in Spanish (mean: 6.06, range:
4–7). No speaker assessed their Spanish skills higher than their Catalan
skills. The mean and standard deviation for each of the four language skills
(all speakers combined) are shown in Table 3.1. Figure 3.2 plots the same
data. Participants rated their Catalan and Spanish listening and reading
skills very similarly, but they felt more confident regarding their Catalan
skills in speaking and writing.
Table 3.1: Mean Catalan and Spanish ratings as self-assessed by 20 Catalan-
Spanish bilinguals. Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Skill Catalan Spanish
Listening 6.85 (0.37) 6.75 (0.44)
Reading 6.85 (0.37) 6.55 (0.69)
Speaking 6.65 (0.49) 5.33 (0.89)
Writing 6.45 (0.51) 5.60 (0.99)
Table 3.2 shows how often (in percentage) participants speak Catalan at
home, at their workplace/in college, in social settings, with relatives, with
their closest friends, and with strangers (see also Figure 3.3). On average,
they use Catalan predominantly in all the situations (over 70% for each
context). When considering the six contexts together, the mean percentage
of self-reported use of Catalan for all participants combined is 86.54% (with
8See Footnote 7, Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.2: Catalan and Spanish language skill ratings averaged across 20
Catalan-Spanish bilinguals. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
speakers ranging from 65.83% to 100% daily use of Catalan).
Table 3.2: Mean percentage of use of Catalan in different settings (20 speak-
ers). Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Setting % Use of Catalan
Friends 89.25 (21.72)
Home 96.50 (10.89)
Relatives 92.75 (14.19)
Social Settings 83.75 (16.61)
Strangers 77.75 (23.59)
Work/University 79.25 (25.20)
Self-reported proficiency assessments and frequency of use of Catalan for
each speaker separately are detailed in Appendix B.
Spanish
The Spanish data included in this chapter were recorded in the same session
as those analyzed in Chapter 2. Thus, all Spanish speakers who participated
in the previous experiment also participated in this one. One male speaker
whose data were analyzed in Chapter 2 was not able to complete one task
successfully. Therefore, his data were discarded and those of another male
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Figure 3.3: Mean percentage of use of Catalan by Catalan-Spanish bilinguals
in different situations. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
speaker were analyzed in this chapter. In total, this chapter presents data
from 20 speakers of Northern-Central Iberian Spanish (balanced by gender;
age range: 18–49; mean age: 30), recorded either in a very quite room
at the Universidad Auto´noma de Madrid, Spain, or in a sound-attenuated
booth in the phonetics laboratory at the Centro Superior de Investigaciones
Cient´ıficas, also in Madrid. All the participants recorded were in the process
of completing (or had already completed) post-secondary education. For
more information on these speakers, see Section 2.3.1.
3.3.2 Stimuli
Catalan
For each of the Central Catalan full vowels (/i, e, E, a, O, o, u/), two verb
+ noun compounds; the corresponding, segmentally homophonic, verb +
noun verb phrases; and morphologically related words with the relevant
vowel in unstressed position were selected. This yielded a total number
of 42 target items (seven vowels * three stress/vowel quality conditions *
two sets). Table 3.3 shows the compounds, verb phrases, and related words
chosen for each vowel. The target vowel is underlined.
In the verb phrases, the relevant vowel is stressed and accented. In the
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Table 3.3: Catalan target words by vowel and context. The target vowel is
underlined.
Vowel Compound Verb Phrase Derived Word
/i/
pica-soques pica soques picarols
‘nuthatch’ ‘chops stumps’ ‘bells’
picapedra pica pedra picadura
‘stonemason’ ‘sculpts stone’ ‘pipe tobacco’
/e/
pesacartes pesa cartes pesadesa
‘letter scale’ ‘weighs letters’ ‘pain’
llepaculs llepa culs llepolies
‘kiss-up’ ‘kisses up’ ‘candy’
/E/
enterramorts enterra morts enterrament
‘gravedigger’ ‘digs graves’ ‘burial’
netejavidres neteja vidres netejadora
‘window cleaner’ ‘cleans windows’ ‘cleaning, adj.’
/a/
parallamps para llamps parador
‘lightning rod’ ‘grounds lightnings’ ‘whereabouts’
cac¸amosques cac¸a mosques cac¸adora
‘flycatcher’ ‘catches flies’ ‘jacket’
/O/
tocadiscos toca discos tocadissos
‘record player’ ‘touches records’ ‘pettable, pl.’
tocacampanes toca campanes tocadoret
‘chatterbox’ ‘rings the bells’ ‘dressing table, dim.’
/o/
torrapa` torra pa torradores
‘toasting stick’ ‘toasts bread’ ‘toasters’
torrapipes torra pipes torradetes
‘lazy person’ ‘toasts seeds’ ‘crackers’
/u/
escura-xemeneies escura xemeneies escuraries
‘chimney sweep’ ‘sweeps chimneys’ ‘clean, 2nd sg. cond.’
escurabutxaques escura butxaques escurara`
‘slot machine’ ‘empties pockets’ ‘clean, 3rd sg. fut.’
compounds, it is unstressed, but full, because phonological vowel reduction
fails to apply in this context. That is, the verb phrases and the verb +
noun compounds are homophonic at the segmental level, but they differ
in terms of the number of lexical stresses (one in compounds, two in the
verb phrases) and, hence, in the number of pitch accents they can anchor.
Finally, in the morphologically derived words, the target vowel is unstressed
and phonologically reduced. Morphologically related words have the same
prosodic structure as compounds, but do not preserve the full vowel. In
most target items, the vowel under study was located two syllables to the
left of the syllable with lexical stress of the word (or of the next lexical stress
in the case of verb phrases), although this was not possible for three items
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due to the scarcity of compounds of this type.
Spanish
For each of the five Spanish vowels (/i, e, a, o, u/), two verb + noun
compounds; the corresponding, segmentally homophonic, verb + noun verb
phrases; and morphologically related words with the relevant vowel in un-
stressed position were selected. This resulted in 30 target items (five vowels
* three stress conditions * two sets).9 Table 3.4 shows the compounds, verb
phrases, and related words chosen for each vowel. The target vowel is under-
lined. For six compounds, the target vowel occurs on the second syllable to
the left of the syllable with lexical stress (compounds and morphologically
derived words) or the next lexical stress (verb phrases). In the remaining
cases, the target vowel is on the third (three tokens) and fourth (one token)
syllable to the left of the primary stress.
Table 3.4: Spanish target words by vowel and context. The target vowel is
underlined.
Vowel Compound Verb Phrase Derived Word
/i/
pisapapeles pisa papeles pisaduras
‘paperweigth’ ‘walks on paper’ ‘footprints’
Picapiedra pica piedra picadura
‘Flintstones’ ‘sculpts stone’ ‘pipe tobacco’
/e/
pesacartas pesa cartas pesadez
‘letter scale’ ‘weighs letters’ ‘pain’
sujetapapeles sujeta papeles sujetador
‘binder clips’ ‘holds paper’ ‘bra’
/a/
paragolpes para golpes parador
‘bumper’ ‘stops hits’ ‘whereabouts’
cazamariposas caza mariposas cazadora
‘butterfly net’ ‘catches butterflies’ ‘vest’
/o/
recogepelotas recoge pelotas recogedor
‘ball-boy/girl’ ‘retrieves balls’ ‘dustpan’
recogemigas recoge migas recoger´ıa
‘crumb scooper’ ‘crumbs, v.’ ‘clean up, 3rd sg. cond.’
/u/
escurreplatos escurre platos escurrideros
‘dish rack’ ‘lets dishes dry’ ‘clotheslines’
chupatintas chupa tintas chupadero
‘clerk’ ‘absorbs inks’ ‘waste’
9Rather than three stress conditions, the hypothesis is that the vowels in the compound
words and in the derived words are unstressed. Therefore, the data actually represent
two stress conditions, although the three types of items (three different morphological
conditions) are included for maximal comparison with the Catalan experimental design.
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3.3.3 Tasks
The study comprised two tasks, which will be analyzed separately. They
aim at eliciting realizations of the target items in accented (task 1) and
deaccented (task 2) condition. This design is adapted from de Jong & Za-
waydeh (2002) and Cole et al. (2010). In the first task, target items were
elicited in a position within a sentence where they received a pre-nuclear
pitch accent (accented condition). Each target (compound or derived) word
and verb phrase was embedded in a different meaningful sentence. The sen-
tences were created so that there were at least three accentable constituents
(four in the case of verb phrases) and the target sequence/word preceded
the nuclear accent. As in other languages, in Catalan and Spanish, the nu-
clear accent of a declarative sentence with broad focus falls on the lexically
stressed syllable of the last lexical word in the utterance (see Estebas Vila-
plana, 2000; Hualde, 2003, respectively).
The sentences containing the 42 target items in the Catalan experiment
were presented in randomized order, mixed with 48 distractor sentences.
The 21 target sentences for the Spanish experiment were also presented
in a randomized order, combined with the 10 sentences recorded for the
experiment reported in Chapter 2. Therefore, the instructions for this task
were the same as those for task 1 in Chapter 2.
The second task aimed to obtain recordings of the same target items
in deaccented position (deaccented condition). This was done in order to
be able to investigate the effects of lexical stress on vowel production inde-
pendently from those of intonational pitch accent. As Ortega-Llebaria and
Prieto note (Prieto & Ortega-Llebaria, 2006; Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto, 2007,
2009), lexical stress and accent tend to covary in Catalan. That is, lexically
stressed syllables tend to be produced with an intonational pitch accent in
Spanish and Catalan laboratory (typically read) speech (Face, 2003), even
when they constitute old information (Cruttenden, 1993).10 Deaccentua-
tion of accentable syllables (i.e., the realization of a lexically stressed sylla-
ble without a pitch accent) is thought to be quite rare in read or planned
speech, but more common in spontaneous speech (Face, 2003; Rao, 2009).
Even in non-read laboratory speech, recent experimental evidence indicates
that deaccentuation may occur more often than traditionally assumed, at
least in interrogatives (Torreira, Simonet, & Hualde, 2012).
In other contexts, however, lexically stressed syllables are deaccented
quite systematically. This is the case of extra-sentential elements such as
10This is true for content words as well as some function words, see Section 1.5.
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quotation-attributions, right-dislocated phrases, and (with more variation)
epithets and vocatives, which are usually deaccented in Catalan and Spanish
(Astruc, 2003a,b; Astruc & Nolan, 2007; Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto, 2007).
In addition, in sentences with narrow or contrastive (or corrective) focus
on an element other than the last constituent, the postfocal material is
produced with a flat F0 contour (Face, 2001; Estebas Vilaplana, 2003; Face
& D’Imperio, 2005).
Thus, in order to elicit deaccented data, the sentences in which tar-
get items were embedded were slightly modified, and another sentence was
added, forming a minidialogue. An example in each language is given in (7).
(7) Cat. El pare torra pa per esmorzar. No, la MARE torra pa.
‘Father toasts bread for breakfast. No, MOTHER toasts bread.’
Sp. Siente pesadez en las piernas. No, en la CABEZA, siente
pesadez.
‘His/her legs feel heavy. No, his/her HEAD feels heavy.’
Participants were instructed to read the first sentence, which contained a
mistake, silently. Then they had to read the second sentence (presented
in bold) aloud. The second sentence corrected the mistake in the first sen-
tence. The constituent that corrected the mistake and that needed to receive
contrastive focus (indicated in capitals) was placed at the beginning of the
sentence. Speakers were told to “emphasize” the part in capitals.11 In a few
cases, the focused element was the subject or a sentence-initial verb (with
elided subject), and so participants were required to mark contrastive focus
in situ (by placing a nuclear accent on that constituent). In most other cases,
the focused element was a complement (direct object) or an adjunct that
had been fronted (i.e., moved to the beginning of the sentence). Although
the structure of the sentences varied, the strategy that speakers needed to
employ was the same in both cases: They were expected to place a L+H*
pitch accent on the focused element, followed by a low F0 up until the end of
the sentence (Estebas Vilaplana & Prieto, 2010; Vanrell, Stella, Gili-Fivela,
& Prieto, in press). In all cases, the target item occurred to the right of the
11Spanish instructions: “A continuacio´n aparecera´n dos frases en cada diapositiva.
Le´elas primero en voz baja y luego en voz alta lee solo la segunda (en negrita). Las
mayu´sculas indican la parte que hay que enfatizar para responder a la primera frase.”
Catalan instructions: “A continuacio´ apareixeran dues frases en cada diapositiva. Llegeix-
les primer en veu baixa i llavors en veu alta nome´s la resposta (en negreta). Les maju´scules
indiquen la part que cal emfasitzar per a respondre a la primera frase.” English trans-
lation: ‘Next, two sentences will be shown on each slide. Read them silently first and
then read the second (in bold) one aloud. Capitals indicate the part that needs to be
emphasized in order to respond to the first sentence.’
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focused element, and so it was produced with a flat F0. Figure 3.4 shows
an example of a rendition of one of the target sentences in the deaccented
condition.
Figure 3.4: Waveform, spectrogram, F0 curve, and prosodic annotation of
the sentence La MARE torra pa ‘MOTHER toasts bread’, with a L+H*
pitch accent on the focused word and a flat F0 curve until the end of the
utterance.
In this task, the sentences were presented in randomized order without
filler items. It was expected that having to produce focused constituents
would shift speakers’ away from the target items. Before starting the record-
ings, participants were given two sentences to practice. The tasks were al-
ways completed in the same order (task 1 first). Spanish speakers completed
another task between the first and the second one.12 Catalan speakers were
asked to fill out the questionnaire between the two tasks.
The full lists of sentences and their translations are provided in Ap-
pendix D.
3.3.4 Data Analysis
Segmentation and Codification
For each speaker, three repetitions were analyzed, resulting in 126 tokens
per speaker in each task of the Catalan experiment (for a total of 5040 vowel
tokens) and 90 tokens per speaker in each task of the Spanish experiment
(3600 vowels in total).
Vowel boundaries were placed after careful inspection of the synchronized
12Task 2 in Chapter 2.
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waveform and spectrogram display in Praat (Boersma, 2001). Flanking
consonants (mainly voiceless stops, fricatives, and trills) were selected so
that segmentation was as unambiguous as possible. When the consonant
was a voiceless stop, the criteria explained in Section 2.3.3 were followed.
The trills and taps following the target vowel were treated as stops in this
respect. For vowels preceding a trill, the vowel offset boundary was placed
before the first occlusion. In some cases, both rhotics did not present any
occlusion, and were realized as approximants. Changes in the amplitude of
the waveform and a sudden drop in F3 were used to establish the boundary
between vowel /u/ and following /r/. In the sequence [paR], changes in
formant energy and frequency were used to place the boundary between /a/
and /R/. For fricatives (all sibilants), determining the onset and offset of
frication noise was straightforward. In a few cases of a vowel followed by
a sibilant, a portion of the vowel was devoiced and formant structure was
lost. In those cases, vowel offset boundary was moved to the point at which
F2 was lost (Turk et al., 2006). To identify vowel onset following [L] in
Catalan, differences in intensity and abrupt changes in formant structure
were monitored (Ladefoged, 2003, p.145–147).
84 Spanish vowels (three in the accented condition and 81 in the deac-
cented condition) were discarded due to data acquisition problems, non-
target-like vowel or prosody,13 and, especially in the second task, creaky
voice. Thus, a total of 3516 vowels were included in the analyses (accented
condition: 1797; deaccented condition: 1719). Table 3.5 shows the total
number of vowels included in the analyses by vowel type and stress condi-
tion.
96 Catalan vowels corresponding to compounds and verb phrases (48 in
each condition) were discarded due to non-target like realizations involving
the front and back mid vowels. Five male speakers produced the word pesa
‘(s/he) weighs’ (expected pronunciation: ["pez@]) with the low-mid vowel /E/,
and two female speakers produced llepa ‘(s/he) licks’ (expected pronuncia-
tion: ["Lep@]) also with /E/. One of these female speakers also presented a
non-target-like realization of the vowel in torra ‘(s/he) toasts’ (expected pro-
nunciation: /"tor@/). This speaker produced the back vowel as /O/ instead
of /o/. Even if these speakers failed to produce the expected realizations,
13In the deaccented condition, if the speaker failed to deaccent the part of the sentence
where the target item was found, the token was not included. Most speakers could produce
the intended prosodic rendition of the sentences, but there were sporadic mistakes. Two
Spanish speakers seemed to have difficulty using this focus strategy. One male speaker
failed to produce narrow focus on the highlighted constituent in 27 occasions. Another
speaker could not produce the expected intonation at all and his data were not used in
this experiment (see Section 3.3.1).
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Table 3.5: Number of Spanish target vowels included in the analysis by
vowel identity and stress condition/morphological category.
Accented Condition
Vowel Compound Derived Word Verb Phrase
/i/ 119 120 120
/e/ 120 120 120
/a/ 120 120 120
/o/ 120 120 120
/u/ 118 120 120
Deaccented Condition
Vowel Compound Derived Word Verb Phrase
/i/ 117 118 120
/e/ 117 115 116
/a/ 115 115 116
/o/ 104 111 116
/u/ 115 112 112
this is not entirely surprising.
Due to a complicated historical evolution (see, for example, Fabra, 1906;
Rasico, 1981, 1987; Walsh, 1987; Gulsoy, 1993) and rather limited func-
tional load (Badia Margarit, 1988[1969], 1988[1970]), there is great inter-
and intradialectal variation in the distribution of the mid front vowel con-
trast (and to a lesser extent also in that of the mid back vowels). Recasens
(1993, p. 82) notes the instability of this phonological contrast and claims
that certain words have to be allowed two normative pronunciations (with
/e/ and /E/). Thus, the realizations noted above cannot, strictly speaking,
be considered non-normative or non-target-like. Nevertheless, those tokens
were discarded because they differed from the expected realization for the
purposes of this experiment.
In addition, one female speaker did not reduce /O/ to [u] in the mor-
phologically derived words tocadoret ‘small dressing table’ and tocadissos
‘pettable, pl.’ (6 tokens) in the accented condition.14 Another 162 tokens
(30 in the accented condition and 132 in the deaccented condition) were
discarded due to data acquisition problems, non-target-like vowel or intona-
tion, or creaky voice. In both languages, creaky voice was quite common in
the postfocal part of the sentences (task 2), especially in the data produced
by female speakers, which caused an important data loss. In a study com-
paring Peruvian and Iberian Spanish vowels, Morrison & Escudero (2007)
had to exclude data from three (out of 17) Iberian Spanish speakers, as well
14Tocadissos is a rather infrequent word and some speakers did not know it. For to-
cadoret, this speaker pronounced it as if it were a borrowing from Spanish [tokaDo"REt].
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as tokens from other Iberain speakers, because they produced creaky voice
very often. The authors claim that “[i]t therefore appears that there are dif-
ferences between speakers of the two dialects in terms of laryngeal activity
or physiology.” (p. 1508). As noted, creaky voice was a common cause for
data exclusion. The incidence of creak was even more common in Catalan
than in Spanish. The total number of vowels included in the analyses was
2436 in the accented condition and 2340 in the deaccented condition.
Table 3.6: Number of Catalan target vowels included in the analysis by
vowel identity and context.
Accented Condition
Vowel Compound Derived Word Verb Phrase
/i/ 119 120 120
/e/ 96 118 99
/E/ 120 120 120
/a/ 120 117 118
/O/ 120 109 119
/o/ 114 120 113
/u/ 117 118 119
Deaccented Condition
Vowel Compound Derived Word Verb Phrase
/i/ 113 112 115
/e/ 96 111 93
/E/ 116 120 117
/a/ 114 114 112
/O/ 116 112 109
/o/ 106 115 107
/u/ 115 115 112
Vowels were coded for vowel identity and stress/vowel quality condi-
tion. This was especially important for compound words. As mentioned
in Section 3.2, Recasens (1993) mentions that certain types of compounds
and words derived with unreduced prefixes may present two forms: with
and without phonological vowel reduction on the first root or the prefix. In-
deed, during the process of annotating the data, some compounds were quite
clearly identified as exhibiting phonological vowel reduction in the first root.
To validate these intuitions, 1179 compound words (those with any of vowels
/e, E, a, O, o/ in the first root) were extracted from the sentences where they
had been embedded. They were divided into six blocks of approximately
200 compounds each (blocks 4, 5, and 6 contained 192, 196, and 191 tokens
each due to the data loss mentioned above).15 For each compound, three
15Note that those cases which had been identified as non-target-like were included in
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additional transcriptions were obtained.
Six female native speakers of Central Catalan (mean age = 24, age range
= 22–29) were asked to transcribe the compound data. They were all domi-
nant speakers of Catalan. Five of them had completed a four- or three-year
university degree in Catalan philology and the sixth one was completing
a Master of Arts in Catalan language and literature. They had all taken
at least one course on Catalan phonetics and phonology and had extensive
practice with narrow phonetic transcription. The six coders were asked to
transcribe only one vowel (which was underlined in the list of words that
they were given) per compound, by choosing one of a few options. For
example, for a compound with expected vowel /E/, the options were: /e/,
/E/, [@], and “other”. None of the raters ever chose that last option. They
were paid 10e for each block they transcribed. Each rater transcribed three
blocks.
Based on the four codings obtained for each of the 1179 target vowels,
a vowel was marked as phonologically reduced (/e, E, a/ > [@], /O, o/ >
[u]) if at least three out of the four transcribers had transcribed it as so.
Table 3.7 presents the number of compound words with a phonologically
reduced vowel instead of a full vowel in the first root.
Table 3.7: Number of Catalan vowels in compounds realized as phonologi-
cally reduced vowels.
Vowel
Accented Deaccented
Condition Condition
/e/ 0/96 (0%) 0/96 (0%)
/E/ 21/120 (17.50%) 12/116 (10.34%)
/a/ 58/120 (48.33%) 35/114 (30.70%)
/O/ 9/120 (7.50%) 2/116 (1.72%)
/o/ 1/114 (0.88%) 0/106 (0%)
Total 89/570 (15.61%) 49/548 (8.94%)
Measurements
Duration, F1, and F2 were extracted using a custom-written script. F1 and
F2 values were automatically extracted at vowel midpoint by means of the
Burg algorithm as implemented in Praat. The formant search ceiling was
set at 5,000 Hz for men, 5,500 Hz for women, and the maximum number
of formants to be determined was five, with an analysis window of 25 ms.
These three acoustic measurements were all normalized with the same pro-
these blocks, in order to validate those transcriptions as well.
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cedure: z-normalization. More details about these procedures can be found
in Section 2.3.3.
A measure of the size of the vowel space (and of vowel centralization)
was calculated for each stress/vowel quality context and for each speaker
separately. First, the Euclidean distance between each vowel (using F1 and
F2 values averaged across repetitions of the same vowel in the same context)
and the speaker’s center of the vowel space (grand mean of all the vowels
in all contexts) were calculated. The Euclidean distances were computed
by taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the horizontal and
vertical distances (as shown in formula 3.1).
distance(x, y) =
√
((F1x − F1y)2 + (F2x − F2y)2) (3.1)
Using the Catalan data, seven Euclidean distances were calculated in the
stressed and unstressed full conditions (those between each of the vowels /i,
e, E, a, O, o, u/ and the center of the vowel space) and three in the unstressed
condition (those between each of the vowels [i, @, u] and the center of the
vowel space). In the latter context, the mean F1 and F2 of [@] and [u] was
calculated by including all tokens of those vowels respectively. That is, for
schwa, unstressed /e, E, a/ were collapsed into one category. For [u], the
distances were calculated by putting together all unstressed [u], regardless of
whether they alternated with /o/, /O/, or /u/. For Spanish, five Euclidean
distances were calculated in each of the three conditions (between /i, e, a,
o, u/ and the grand mean).
The geometric mean of all the distances was subsequently calculated for
each condition separately, yielding a mean distance from the centroid for
each stress/vowel quality condition (Fougeron & Audibert, 2011; Recasens
& Espinosa, 2006).
Statistical Analysis
The data were analyzed using linear mixed-effects regression, which incor-
porates both random and fixed effects (see Section 2.3.3 for more details
about the statistical analysis). In the analyses of the mean distance to the
centroid, Stress (it refers to the Stress/Quality factor in Catalan and to the
Stress/Morphological Category factor in Spanish) and Gender were included
as fixed effects and Speaker was included as a random effect, with by-speaker
slopes for Stress. Duration analysis and follow-up analysis of vowel quality
for the Catalan data included Stress and Vowel as fixed effects and Word
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and Speaker as random effects, with by-speaker random slopes for Stress.
3.4 Results I: Lexical Stress and Accent
This section reports the effects of lexical stress (co-occurring with intona-
tional pitch accent) on duration and vowel quality in Catalan and Spanish.
The data analyzed in this section were produced in the accented condition.
3.4.1 Catalan
The vowel plot in Figure 3.5 presents one vowel polygon (normalized data)
for each of the three relevant stress/vowel quality conditions. In green, the
unstressed vowel polygon exhibits seven vowels that cluster at three locations
in the plot. This is because all of /e, E, a/ are realized as [@] and /o, O/
as [u] in unstressed position. The stressed vowel plot (in red) presents,
as expected, seven vowels, whereas the unstressed full vowel plot (in blue)
seems to show a single category for the /o - O/ contrast. If we compare the
non-back vowels in the stressed and unstressed full conditions, we observe a
tendency toward vowel centralization in the latter condition.
Stressed and unstressed full vowels are possibly also distinguished by
their duration, as suggested by Figure 3.6. In all cases (including the high
vowels), presence of stress results in longer vowel duration. The data were
submitted to a linear mixed-effects regression model with Duration as re-
sponse, Stress (stressed, unstressed full) and Vowel (/i, e, E, a, O, o, u/)
as fixed effects, and Word and Speaker as random effects (with by-speaker
slopes for Stress). Comparisons of the full model against simpler models
(removing one factor at a time) by means of likelihood ratio tests revealed
significant fixed effects of Stress (χ2[7] = 25.12, p < 0.001) and Vowel (χ2[12]
= 47.68, p < 0.001), and a non-significant interaction between these two
factors (χ2[6] = 0, p = 1). Therefore, it can be concluded that vowels are
significantly longer in the stressed (intercept, β = 0.52) than in the un-
stressed full condition (β = –0.65, t = –2.63), regardless of vowel identity.
Stressed vowels (mean = 59.57 ms, SD = 17.81) are a little over 10 ms longer
than full vowels that do not receive stress (mean = 49.28 ms, SD = 13.74).
Unstressed full vowels are 17.27% shorter than stressed vowels.
In order to determine whether, apart from shorter durations, absence of
stress also resulted in vowel centralization, the mean distances to the vowel
space centroid in the stressed, unstressed full, and unstressed conditions
(Figure 3.7) were also submitted to statistical analysis. Table 3.8 lists the
regression coefficients obtained in a linear mixed-effects model with Stress
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Figure 3.5: Vowel plot of Catalan vowels (mean normalized F1 and F2 values
for 20 speakers) in the three stress/vowel quality conditions.
(unstressed full, stressed, unstressed) and Gender (this factor was included
because the mean distances were calculated using non-normalized F1 and
F2 data) as fixed factors. Additionally, Speaker was included as a random
intercept, with by-speaker slopes for Stress.
The model shows that the intercept (mean distance to centroid in the
unstressed full condition produced by female speakers) is significantly differ-
ent from the stressed and unstressed conditions. Mean distance to centroid
decreases in the progression stressed > unstressed full > unstressed (means
and standard deviations for each condition are given in Table 3.9). There is
also an effect of Gender, with male speakers showing smaller mean distance
to centroid in all conditions with respect to female speakers (see Chapter 2).
It was noted earlier that the target vowel in certain compounds was per-
ceived to be phonologically reduced. Therefore, it could be the case that this
shrinking of the vowel space and vowel shortening in the unstressed full con-
dition was actually caused by the presence of phonologically reduced vowels.
To determine whether unstressed full vowels really undergo phonetic vowel
reduction (centralization), tokens that were transcribed as phonologically
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Figure 3.6: Mean duration (20 speakers) for each vowel separately (E = /E/,
O = /O/) in the stressed and unstressed conditions (Catalan data). Error
bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
reduced were removed, and the same tests were rerun. Figures 3.8 and 3.9
plot the duration and vowel quality data after the phonologically reduced
tokens were removed.
Both in duration and vowel quality, the same patterns are preserved,
even if small differences in the unstressed full condition before and after
excluding reduced tokens can be observed. For example, unstressed full
/E, a, O/ are somewhat longer once reduced tokens are not considered. In
addition, the new vowel plot shows a higher /E/ and lower /a, O/ in the
unstressed full condition with respect to the previous plot.
Removing phonologically reduced tokens from the unstressed full condi-
tion does not affect the results of the analyses of duration and mean distance
to centroid much. The same models were fitted after excluding the reduced
data. The model with Duration as response returned significant effects of
Stress (χ2[7] = 23.17, p < 0.01) and Vowel (χ2[12] = 49.30, p < 0.001),
and a non-significant interaction between these two factors (χ2[6] = 0, p
= 1). Stressed vowels (intercept, β = 0.52) still exhibit longer duration
than their unstressed (but full) counterparts (β = –0.62, t = –2.46). The
presence of phonologically reduced tokens did not affect duration greatly, as
demonstrated by the fact that the difference in mean duration between the
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Figure 3.7: Mean distance to centroid means in three stress conditions for
Catalan female and male speakers. Error bars indicate 95% confidence in-
terval.
stressed (mean = 59.57 ms, SD = 17.81) and unstressed conditions (mean
= 49.25 ms, SD = 13.95) is also in the order of 10 ms (17.32% reduction).
Figure 3.10, which displays mean distance to centroid values in the three
stress/vowel quality conditions, shows the same pattern as Figure 3.7. The
results of the regression model (see Table 3.10) are quite similar as well. The
intercept differs significantly from the other two conditions. In the previous
model (and as shown also by the means in Table 3.9), the mean distance
to the centroid in the unstressed full condition was smaller and closer to
the mean distance in the unstressed condition than to the mean distance in
the stressed condition. When phonologically reduced tokens are discarded,
the mean distance to the centroid in the unstressed full condition becomes
larger and practically equidistant to the other two means (see Table 3.11).
These results confirm that full vowels that occur exceptionally in un-
stressed position are more centralized and shorter than their stressed coun-
terparts. In addition, even if some of these compounds do sporadically
exhibit phonological vowel reduction of the target vowel, the most common
realization involves a full vowel. These full vowels are less centralized than
purely unstressed vowels and preserve more distinctions than are maintained
in unstressed position.
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Table 3.8: Regression coefficients for the model predicting Mean Distance to
Centroid (Catalan data). The intercept corresponds to the unstressed full
condition produced by female speakers.
Term Level β t
Intercept 363.66
Stress Stressed 59.16 6.75*
Stress Unstressed -32.59 –2.46*
Gender Male –88.38 –3.80*
Stress * Gender Stressed, Male –17.30 –1.40
Stress * Gender Unstressed, Male 15.85 0.85
Table 3.9: Mean distance to centroid (Hz) averaged across ten female and
ten male Catalan speakers. Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Stress
Gender
Female Male
Stressed 422.82 (71.68) 317.14 (63.72)
Unstressed Full 363.66 (53.81) 275.28 (50.12)
Unstressed 331.07 (64.43) 258.54 (55.73)
In order to better understand how absence of lexical stress and pitch
accent affects full vowels, the F1 and F2 data (excluding phonologically
reduced tokens) were fitted to linear mixed-effects regression models with
Stress (stressed, unstressed full, unstressed) and Vowel (/e, E, a, O, o/) as
fixed effects, and Speaker and Word as random intercepts (and by-speaker
random slopes for Stress). These full models were compared against other
simpler models. Both Stress (χ2[10] = 27.23, p < 0.01) and Vowel (χ2[12] =
41.54, p < 0.001) had a significant effect on F1. Furthermore, the interac-
tion between the two factors was also significant (χ2[8] = 22.72, p < 0.01).
To explore the interaction, the data were subdivided by vowel type and
each new subset was fitted to a model with the single fixed effect of Stress
(same random structure as the full model). The regression coefficients and
t-values of the different models are given in Table 3.12. Figure 3.11 plots
the same data plotted in Figure 3.8. Unstressed /e, E, a/ have been grouped
together ([@]). The same has been done to /O, o, u/ ([u]). The ellipses con-
tain 68.27% of the data, which equals plus-or-minus 1 standard deviation
(McCloy, 2012).
The much larger dispersion for /E/ than for any other full vowel stems
from the fact that the two contexts chosen have opposite coarticulatory
effects. In one set of items, /E/ appeared before /Z/, whereas in the other set
it preceded /r/. In a study on consonant-to-vowel coarticulation in Catalan,
Recasens (1985) places /r/ among the consonants which cause highest F1
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Figure 3.8: Vowel plot of Catalan vowels (mean normalized F1 and F2 values
for 20 speakers) in the three stress/vowel quality conditions after removing
phonologically reduced tokens.
and palatals among those that raise vowels the most. Apart from /E/, schwa
also displays a high degree of dispersion. This is due to the fact that the
different tokens that form this category occur in a variety of contexts, as
well as to schwa’s low degree of coarticulatory resistance (for Catalan [@],
see Recasens, 1985; for Dutch [@], see van Bergem, 1994). In any case,
Herrick (2003, 2004, 2005, 2008) clearly demonstrated that, in the same
phonetic environment, the merger of unstressed /e, E, a/ is complete (as is
that of /O, o, u/).
As shown in Table 3.12, there are no significant differences between
stressed and unstressed full /e, o/, but stressed and unstressed full /e/ are
significantly higher (lower F1) than [@]. Stressed and unstressed full /o/ are
significantly lower than their unstressed counterpart, [u]. For vowel /O/, the
three pairwise comparisons are significant, with unstressed full /O/ having
intermediate F1 between that of stressed /O/ and unstressed [u]. In fact,
unstressed full /O/ overlaps extensively with /o/ (see Figure 3.11). For vowel
/E/, none of the three pairwise comparisons is significant. Finally, when /a/
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Figure 3.9: Mean duration (20 speakers) for each vowel separately (E = /E/,
O = /O/) in the stressed and unstressed conditions after removing phono-
logically reduced tokens (Catalan data). Error bars indicate 95% confidence
interval.
is unstressed but full, it does not differ from either unstressed [@] or stressed
/a/, although stressed /a/ has significantly higher F1 than [@].
Regarding the analysis of F2, Stress (χ2[10] = 28.77, p < 0.01) and Vowel
(χ2[12] = 81.89, p < 0.001) reached significance, but the interaction between
the two factors did not (χ2[8] = 9.99, p = 0.27). The intercept (stressed
/e/, β = 1.10) is significantly higher (more fronting) than the estimate for
the unstressed vowel (β = –0.94; t = –4.24), but not different from that
for the unstressed full condition (β = –0.27; t = –1.21). The lack of a
significant interaction indicates that this is also the case for other vowels.
Note, however, that the full model does find significant differences at certain
levels of the Stress * Vowel interaction: Unstressed /a/ (β = 0.75; t = 2.41)
and unstressed /o/ (β = 0.79; t = 2.53). This indicates a non-significant
difference in F2 between stressed and unstressed /a, o/.
To determine whether unstressed full vowels differed from their un-
stressed congeners in F2, the model was refitted with unstressed full /e/
as the intercept. Unstressed full /e/ (β = 0.80) is significantly more ante-
rior than [@] (β = –0.68; t = –3.02). This is also the case for the remaining
vowels, except for /a/. As in the previous model, unstressed /a/, [@], (β =
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Figure 3.10: Mean distance to centroid means in three stress conditions for
Catalan female and male speakers after removing phonologically reduced
tokens. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
0.63; t = 2.03) does not pattern with the other vowels, due to the fact that
it does not differ from its unstressed full counterpart in F2. All the regres-
sion coefficients and associated t-values for these two models are included
in Appendix E.
In general, the results indicate that absence of stress and accent does
have an effect on vowel quality. More specifically, vowels that are full despite
being unstressed form a more compressed vowel system, as revealed by a
smaller mean distance to centroid. When the effects are explored for each
vowel independently, different scenarios emerge. Stressed and unstressed
full vowels /E, e, o/ are not significantly different in terms of vowel quality
(although they differ in duration, the former being longer), but they differ
from unstressed vowels. /O/ has higher F1 when it is stressed than when
it is unstressed. Unstressed full /a/ does not differ from its stressed and
unstressed counterparts in vowel height, indicating that it presents more
variation and has realizations that range from values typical for stressed
/a/ and values for phonologically reduced [@].
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Table 3.10: Regression coefficients for the model predicting Mean Distance
to Centroid after removing phonologically reduced tokens (Catalan data).
The intercept corresponds to the unstressed full condition produced by fe-
male speakers.
Term Level β t
Intercept 382.21
Stress Stressed 42.18 3.61*
Stress Unstressed -46.69 –3.23*
Gender Male –96.32 –3.70*
Stress * Gender Stressed, Male –9.68 –0.59
Stress * Gender Unstressed, Male 22.26 1.09
Table 3.11: Mean distance to centroid (Hz) averaged across ten female and
ten male Catalan speakers after removing phonologically reduced tokens.
Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Stress
Gender
Female Male
Stressed 424.40 (71.56) 318.39 (63.21)
Unstressed Full 382.21 (60.06) 285.89 (56.43)
Unstressed 335.53 (60.29) 261.47 (53.35)
Table 3.12: Results of the regression models with F1 as response and the
single fixed effect of Stress (Catalan data). Significant results are indicated
by an asterisk.
Vowel Intercept β Comparison β t
Unstressed Full –0.37 Unstressed 0.95 4.11*
/e/ Stressed –0.06 –0.27
Unstressed 0.58 Stressed –1.01 –4.31*
Unstressed Full 0.57 Unstressed 0.06 0.07
/E/ Stressed 0.21 0.23
Unstressed 0.64 Stressed 0.15 0.16
Unstressed Full 1.47 Unstressed –0.79 –1.51
/a/ Stressed 0.35 0.69
Unstressed 0.69 Stressed 1.14 2.20*
Unstressed Full 0.35 Unstressed –1.29 –11.11*
/O/ Stressed 0.53 4.58*
Unstressed –0.94 Stressed 1.82 16.47*
Unstressed Full 0.33 Unstressed –0.83 –8.02*
/o/ Stressed –0.06 –0.60
Unstressed –0.50 Stressed 0.76 7.07*
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Figure 3.11: Vowel plot of Catalan vowels (mean normalized F1 and F2 val-
ues for 20 speakers) in the three stress/vowel quality conditions (unstressed
vowels collapsed into three categories) after removing phonologically reduced
tokens. Ellipses represent one standard deviation.
3.4.2 Spanish
Given that Spanish does not have phonological vowel reduction, the target
vowels in verb + noun compounds should not be expected to differ from
the vowels in the morphologically derived words, given that in both cases
they occur in unstressed position. Both groups of unstressed vowels might,
however, differ from vowels in the verb phrases, which appear in stressed
syllables. Following the Hyperarticulation Hypothesis, unstressed vowels
could be hypothesized to be less peripheral in comparison with their stressed
counterparts. However, the results discussed in Chapter 2 render this hy-
pothesis unlikely. In that chapter, the target vowels occurred in a more
controlled environment: They were always preceded and followed by /p/
(to avoid variation due to consonant context), they appeared in non-words
(preventing lexical frequency effects), and they were produced in citation
form (probably resulting in a more careful rendition of the word). The re-
sults strongly suggested that the role of vowel quality and duration as a
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correlate of stress is not conventionalized in Spanish in the same way it is in
Catalan. Even if the analysis revealed some significant differences between
stressed and unstressed vowels, speakers did not show uniform patterns of
reduction. Thus, it would be reasonable to predict a similar situation in this
experiment.
In the previous experiment, a homogeneous finding across participants
was that stressed vowels were slightly longer than unstressed vowels (the
difference was of 6 ms). Figure 3.12 shows mean durations for each vowel
(/i, e, a, o, u/) in each of the three contexts (stressed, unstressed, and
in compounds). The bar chart shows that stressed vowels are longer than
unstressed vowels. Smaller differences between vowels in unstressed position
and vowels in compounds are observed.
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Figure 3.12: Mean vowel duration in stressed and unstressed position, and
in compounds in the accented condition (Spanish data). Error bars indicate
95% confidence interval.
The data were fitted to a linear-mixed effect regression model with Dura-
tion as response, Stress and Vowel as fixed factors, and Speaker and Word as
random effects. Neither Stress (χ2[10] = 10.17, p = 0.43) nor Vowel (χ2[12]
= 13.54, p = 0.33) reached significance. The interaction between the two
factors was also not significant (χ2[8] = 0, p = 1).
The vowel plots in Figure 3.13 corresponding to the stressed, unstressed,
and compound conditions show extensive overlap of the different categories.
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Only vowel /i/ seems to display some variation due to stress, which is some-
what surprising. The realization of /i/ involves considerable linguopalatal
contact, which is claimed to stabilize the tongue gesture required for its
production (Buchaillard, Perrier, & Payan, 2009). Stressed /e, a/ show less
dispersion, as evidenced by the smaller ellipses in comparison with those for
the other two categories.
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Figure 3.13: Vowel plot of Spanish vowels (mean normalized F1 and F2
values for 20 speakers) in the three stress/morphological category conditions.
Ellipses represent one standard deviation.
In Figure 3.14, the mean distances to centroid for each of the three con-
ditions are plotted individually for each speaker. Like in the previous exper-
iment, there is important individual variation. If we try to group speakers
according to their behavior, we can distinguish six different patterns in terms
of the direction of the comparisons. Speakers f10, m06, and m08–m10 have
larger mean distance in the stressed condition than in the compound and
unstressed conditions. The mean in the compound condition is also larger
than that in the unstressed condition. Speakers f06, f08, and m01 also pro-
duced a larger mean distance to centroid in the stressed condition than in
the other two, but the second largest distance is for the unstressed condi-
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tion for these speakers. Larger distances in the compound condition vs. the
other conditions are found for speakers f02–f04, f09, m04, m05, and m07.
For speakers f03 and f04, the difference in mean distance to centroid between
the unstressed (which is larger) and stressed conditions is very small. For
the other speakers, the stressed condition exhibits a larger distance to cen-
troid than the unstressed condition. The remaining five speakers (f01, f05,
f07, m02, m03) present only a slight difference in mean distance to centroid
between the stressed and compound condition (which is not always in the
same direction). For one speaker (f07), the unstressed condition shows a
larger distance than the other conditions, whereas the opposite is true for
speakers f01, f05, m02. M03’s productions reveal almost no variation across
the three conditions.
A linear mixed-effects regression with Mean Distance to Centroid as re-
sponse, Stress and Gender as fixed effects, and Speaker as a random effect
(with by-speaker slopes for Stress) is summarized in Table 3.13. The in-
tercept (compound condition, female speakers) is found to differ from the
unstressed condition. The compound condition has a significantly larger
distance to centroid than the unstressed condition (Table 3.14).
Table 3.13: Regression coefficients for the model predicting Mean Distance
to Centroid (Spanish data). The intercept corresponds to the compound
condition produced by female speakers.
Term Level β t
Intercept 434.71
Stress Stressed –1.60 –0.20
Stress Unstressed -25.44 –2.90*
Gender Male –89.02 –2.95*
Stress * Gender Stressed, Male 6.27 0.56
Stress * Gender Unstressed, Male –7.93 –0.64
Table 3.14: Mean distance to centroid (Hz) averaged across ten female and
ten male Spanish speakers. Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Stress
Gender
Female Male
Stressed 433.11 (61.92) 350.36 (92.36)
Compound 434.72 (50.04) 345.69 (81.38)
Unstressed 409.27 (45.94) 312.32 (81.20)
This is not an expected finding. The compound condition was expected
to behave like the unstressed condition, whereas, when all the data are con-
sidered together, it behaves like the stressed condition. It is clear, however,
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Figure 3.14: Line plots of mean distance to centroid in three
stress/morphological categories for 20 speakers of Spanish.
that this is not generalizable to all the speakers.
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3.5 Results II: Lexical Stress Only
In the data analyzed in the previous section, the presence of lexical stress
triggers the realization of a pitch accent on that syllable. To disentangle the
effects of lexical stress and intonational pitch accent, a second experiment
was carried out. In this new task, speakers produced the same target items
in postfocal position, where lexically stressed syllables did not receive a pitch
accent.
3.5.1 Catalan
Before analyzing the data, vowels in compounds which were phonologically
reduced were discarded. In the analysis of the Catalan data in the accented
condition, the results were not affected greatly by the presence of those
tokens, and the same is true in the case of the deaccented data. The results
of the analyses with and without those tokens were along the same lines.
The plots and analysis of the data including phonologically reduced tokens
can be found in Appendix E.
The vowels plotted in Figure 3.15 correspond to the three stress con-
ditions. Mean durational differences between the stressed and unstressed
full vowels are plotted in Figure 3.16. Comparison of these plots with those
in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, which present the equivalent data in the accented
condition, reveals similar patterns of spectral and temporal variation.
The data were analyzed following the same procedures described in Sec-
tion 3.4. The full model with Duration as response was compared to simpler
models. There were significant effects of Stress (χ2[7] = 35.63, p < 0.001)
and Vowel (χ2[12] = 44.89, p < 0.001), and a non-significant interaction
between these two factors (χ2[6] = 0, p = 1). Deaccented stressed vowels
(intercept, β = 0.51) have longer duration than their unstressed full counter-
parts (β = –0.64, t = –2.47). Unstressed full vowels (mean = 50.43 ms, SD
= 14.80) were approximately 10 ms shorter than vowels in stressed position
(mean = 60.29 ms, SD = 16.92) when they were produced in the deaccented
condition, which is a reduction of 16.35% of the total duration. The dura-
tion reduction from the stressed to the unstressed full condition was of the
same magnitude in the accented context.
Next, the mean distance to centroid values calculated separately for the
stressed, unstressed full, and unstressed condition were submitted to anal-
ysis. Figure 3.17 shows the same progression found in the accented condi-
tion. Mean distance to the centroid decreases (i.e., the vowel space shrinks)
in this sequence: stressed > unstressed full > unstressed. The regression
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Figure 3.15: Vowel plot of deaccented Catalan vowels (mean normalized F1
and F2 values for 20 speakers) in the three stress/vowel quality conditions
(unstressed vowels collapsed into three categories) after removing phonolog-
ically reduced tokens. Ellipses represent one standard deviation.
coefficients of the model predicting Mean Distance to Centroid from Stress
and Gender are given in Table 3.15.
The results also pattern quite closely with those in the accented condi-
tion. The mean distance to centroid is smaller in the unstressed full con-
dition than in the stressed condition, but bigger than in the unstressed
condition. The difference between the stressed and unstressed full condi-
tions is smaller than that existing between the unstressed full and reduced
conditions. Males exhibit smaller mean distances to the centroid overall. In
addition, in this case, there is a significant stress by gender interaction, indi-
cating no difference between the unstressed full and unstressed condition for
male speakers. This interaction was not present in the accented condition.
Other than that, the results are along the same lines.
When the target vowels are produced in postfocal context, the full vow-
els in compounds (unstressed position) are still different from stressed ones,
which are realized without a pitch accent in this condition. This finding
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Figure 3.16: Mean vowel (E = /E/, O = /O/) duration in the stressed and
unstressed conditions after removing phonologically reduced tokens (Catalan
deaccented condition). Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
implies that what causes compression of the vowel space for unstressed full
vowels is not (or is not simply) the different accentuation of the compounds
vs. verb phrases. In fact, these results can be understood as more evidence
for the pure stresslessness of the full vowel in the first root of compounds.
If the full vowels were actually lexically stressed but deaccented in context,
the pattern that was revealed in the deaccented condition would not be
expected. That is because the deaccentuation of all lexically stressed syl-
lables in postfocal position eliminates the pitch accent in the verb phrase
sequences. Therefore, the vowels in the first root of compounds and the vow-
els in the verb phrases would form a single category and would not differ
from each other.
The compression of the vowel space is explored further by analyzing
F1 and F2 separately. Again, the analysis parallels that carried out for
the accented data. Figure 3.15 shows the stressed, unstressed full, and
unstressed vowel plots including ellipses representing one standard deviation.
The analysis of F1 showed significant effects of Stress (χ2[10] = 28.99, p
< 0.01) and Vowel (χ2[12] = 45.03, p < 0.001) and a significant interaction
between the two factors (χ2[8] = 24.02, p < 0.01). The data were subse-
quently separated into five subsets according to vowel type. This allowed
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Figure 3.17: Mean distance to centroid means in three stress conditions
(deaccented condition) for Catalan female and male speakers after removing
phonologically reduced tokens. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
for the exploration of the fixed effect of Stress for each vowel separately.
Table 3.17 includes the regression coefficients and t-values of the different
models. The results are as in the accented condition.
Stress (χ2[10] = 26.12, p < 0.01) and Vowel (χ2[12] = 77.54, p < 0.001)
had a significant effect on F2 as well, but the interaction between these two
factors was not significant (χ2[8] = 8.85, p = 0.36). The intercept (stressed
/e/, β = 1.07) is significantly larger than the estimate for unstressed /e/,
[@], (β = –0.94; t = –3.86), but it does not differ from the unstressed full
condition (β = –0.20; t = –0.81). This is the case for all the other vowels,
except for /a, o/ (like for the accented data). Unstressed /a/ (β = 0.75;
t = 2.19) and unstressed /o/ (β = 0.81; t = 2.35) are not different from
their respective stressed counterparts. The same model with unstressed full
/e/ as the intercept (β = 0.88) shows that this vowel in this condition is
significantly different from its unstressed congener (β = –0.74; t = –3.05),
and the same comparison is also significant for the other vowels, with the
exception of /a/ (β = 0.70; t = 2.05). All the regression coefficients and
associated t-values for these two models are included in Appendix E.
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Table 3.15: Regression coefficients for the model predicting Mean Distance
to Centroid after removing phonologically reduced tokens (Catalan data).
The intercept corresponds to the deaccented unstressed full condition pro-
duced by female speakers.
Term Level β t
Intercept 409.03
Stress Stressed 35.89 5.11*
Stress Unstressed –89.56 –6.04*
Gender Male –126.59 –6.06*
Stress * Gender Stressed, Male –6.41 –0.65
Stress * Gender Unstressed, Male 65.68 3.13*
Table 3.16: Mean distance to centroid (Hz) in the deaccented condition
averaged across ten female and ten male Catalan speakers after removing
phonologically reduced tokens. Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Stress
Gender
Female Male
Stressed 444.92 (37.72) 311.92 (56.07)
Unstressed Full 409.03 (45.65) 282.44 (47.80)
Unstressed 319.47 (78.47) 258.56 (51.66)
Table 3.17: Results of the regression models with F1 as response and the
single fixed effect of Stress (Catalan data, deaccented condition). Significant
results are indicated by an asterisk.
Vowel Intercept β Comparison β t
Unstressed Full –0.44 Unstressed 0.99 3.99*
/e/ Stressed 0.08 0.35
Unstressed 0.55 Stressed –0.91 –3.66*
Unstressed Full 0.58 Unstressed –0.04 –0.05
/E/ Stressed 0.14 0.15
Unstressed 0.53 Stressed 0.18 0.20
Unstressed Full 1.54 Unstressed –0.88 –1.95
/a/ Stressed 0.37 0.85
Unstressed 0.65 Stressed 1.26 2.77*
Unstressed Full 0.29 Unstressed –1.21 –10.90*
/O/ Stressed 0.48 4.95*
Unstressed –0.92 Stressed 1.69 16.34*
Unstressed Full 0.33 Unstressed –0.72 –9.48*
/o/ Stressed –0.04 –0.55
Unstressed –0.40 Stressed 0.70 7.06*
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3.5.2 Spanish
In the accented condition, the analysis of Duration showed no significant ef-
fect of Stress. Figure 3.18 shows mean durations for the five Spanish vowels
in each of the three contexts. Like in the accented condition, stressed vow-
els have higher mean duration than unstressed vowels, and the differences
between unstressed vowels and vowels in compounds appear to be rather
small.
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Figure 3.18: Mean vowel duration in stressed and unstressed position, and in
compounds in the deaccented condition (Spanish data). Error bars indicate
95% confidence interval.
The data were fitted to a linear-mixed effect regression model with Du-
ration as response, Stress and Vowel as fixed factors, and Speaker and Word
as random effects. The model was compared to simpler models in which
factors were removed one at a time. Both Stress (χ2[10] = 23.94, p < 0.01)
and Vowel (χ2[12] = 33.91, p < 0.001) had a significant effect on duration.
The interaction between the two factors was not significant (χ2[8] = 0.12, p
= 1). The three pairwise comparisons between the three stress conditions
were explored by submitting the data to two models with the single fixed
effect of Stress. The model with the compound condition as the intercept
(β = –0.29) showed a significant difference between the compound and the
stressed conditions (β = 0.80; t = 2.95), but the compound condition did
not differ from the unstressed one (β =0.05; t = 0.19). The difference be-
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tween the unstressed (intercept, β = –0.24) and stressed (β = 0.75) was also
significant (t = 2.80). Unstressed vowels (mean = 40.04 ms, SD = 10.58)
and vowels in compounds (mean = 39.34 ms, SD = 11.13) were 18.72%
and 20.14% shorter than stressed vowels (mean = 49.26 ms, SD = 13.85)
respectively.
Figure 3.19 plots the vowel spaces in the three stress/morphological cate-
gory conditions, which overlap to a large extent. Figure 3.20 plots the mean
distances to centroid for each of the three conditions individually for each
speaker. The line plots show, once again, substantial interspeaker variability.
Seven patterns of direction of the differences between the three conditions
can be identified. The most common pattern (followed by speakers f01, f02,
f04, f10, m01, m08, and m09) can be described as a decrease in mean dis-
tance to centroid in the sequence stressed condition > unstressed condition
> compound condition, where the difference between the latter two groups
is small (except for speakers f02 and m08, who present important differences
between these two groups). The second most pattern (produced by speakers
f05, f06, m02, m03, m05, and m06) follows the progression stressed > com-
pound > unstressed, although there are differences regarding whether the
compound condition is closer to the unstressed or stressed condition. Speak-
ers m04 and m10 present a negligible difference between the unstressed and
compound groups, which show a smaller mean distance than that observed
in the stressed condition. Speakers f03 and f08 do not distinguish between
stressed and unstressed conditions, which have larger mean distance to cen-
troid than the compound condition. For speaker f09, the stressed condition
is not different from the compound condition, and both exhibit a lower mean
than the unstressed condition. Finally, for speakers f07 and m07, the largest
mean distance to centroid is attested in the unstressed condition. However,
for speaker f07, the second largest mean is found in the stressed condition,
whereas for speaker m07 the compound condition shows the second largest
mean. Note that most speakers do not show the same pattern in the accented
and deaccented condition. To give an example, in the accented condition
speaker f04 had very similar mean distance to centroid values for the stressed
and unstressed conditions, which were higher than the compound condition.
In the deaccented condition, however, the largest mean distance was for
the stressed condition, followed by the unstressed and then the unstressed
condition. Speaker m07 presented this order of size of mean distance to
centroid: compound > stressed > unstressed in the accented condition. In
the deaccented condition, the order was unstressed > compound > stressed.
A linear mixed-effects regression with Mean Distance to Centroid as
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Figure 3.19: Vowel plot of Spanish vowels (mean normalized F1 and F2
values for 20 speakers) in the three stress/morphological category conditions
in the deaccented condition. Ellipses represent one standard deviation.
response, Stress and Gender as fixed effects, and Speaker as a random ef-
fect (with by-speaker slopes for Stress) is summarized in Table 3.18. The
intercept (compound condition, female speakers) is significantly different
(smaller) from the stressed condition. The results of the regression model
as well as the means shown on Table 3.19 present a rather different sce-
nario from that in the accented condition. In the deaccented condition,
the unstressed and compound categories do not differ from each other, as
expected.
3.6 Results III: Accent Only
A finding discussed in this chapter is that some full vowels in compounds
in Central Catalan differ acoustically from full vowels in stressed position.
Absence of lexical stress causes the vowel space to reduce in size. The
comparison between these two sets of vowels is performed in two conditions
(accented and deaccented), and the results hold in both of them. Thus,
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Figure 3.20: Line plots of mean distance to centroid in three
stress/morphological categories for 20 speakers of Spanish (deaccented con-
dition).
the interpretation is that vowel quality is a correlate of lexical stress and
not of intonational accent. In this section, further confirmation is sought
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Table 3.18: Regression coefficients for the model predicting Mean Distance
to Centroid (Spanish data, deaccented condition). The intercept corre-
sponds to the compound condition produced by female speakers.
Term Level β t
Intercept 393.48
Stress Stressed 61.29 4.87*
Stress Unstressed 12.48 0.97
Gender Male –97.26 –4.16*
Stress * Gender Stressed, Male -3.23 –0.18
Stress * Gender Unstressed, Male –15.64 –0.86
Table 3.19: Mean distance to centroid (Hz) averaged across ten female and
ten male Spanish speakers (deaccented condition). Standard deviations are
given in parentheses.
Stress
Gender
Female Male
Stressed 454.76 (59.16) 354.28 (83.88)
Compound 393.48 (49.19) 296.22 (55.21)
Unstressed 405.96 (52.24) 293.05 (77.07)
through the comparison of stressed vowels in the two accent conditions. If
the realization of a pitch accent on a lexically stressed syllable does not
affect its vowel quality, we can conclude that vowel centralization is only
caused by lexical stress and that vowel quality does not serve as a cue to
intonational pitch accent. Vowel quality does not cue all levels of prosodic
prominence.
The two vowel polygons plotted in Figure 3.21 suggest that stressed
vowels are not affected much by accent (see also Figure 3.22) and, in fact,
a linear mixed-effects regression model (Table 3.20) confirms that Accent
does not have an effect on Mean Distance to Centroid.
Table 3.20: Regression coefficients for the model predicting Mean Distance
to Centroid (Catalan data, accented vs. deaccented condition). The inter-
cept corresponds to the accented condition produced by female speakers.
Term Level β t
Intercept 415.30
Accent Deaccented 18.90 1.15
Gender Male –105.97 –3.35*
Accent * Gender Deaccented, Male -21.49 –0.92
Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto (2011) observed that stress was cued by du-
ration, but accent was not. Our data are in line with their results. Fig-
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Figure 3.21: Vowel plot of Catalan stressed vowels (mean normalized F1
and F2 values for 20 speakers) in the accented and deaccented conditions.
Ellipses represent one standard deviation.
ure 3.23 shows practically no differences in duration between accented and
deaccented stressed vowels. The analysis of Duration revealed significant
effects of Vowel (χ2[12] = 29.89, p < 0.01) only. Accent was not significant
(χ2[7] = 6.04, p = 0.53), and neither was the interaction between Vowel and
Accent (χ2[6] = 5.26, p = 0.51)
3.7 Results IV: Variable Application of
Phonological Vowel Reduction in Catalan
Compounds
It was already noted that some of the target vowels occurring in Catalan
compounds were transcribed as phonologically reduced ([@] for unstressed
/e, E, a/ and [u] for unstressed /O, o, u/). Phonological reduction of these
vowels was determined perceptually by four transcribers. When at least
three transcribers coded a vowel as reduced, the vowel was marked as such.
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Figure 3.22: Mean distance to centroid means in two accent conditions
(stressed vowels only) for Catalan female and male speakers. Error bars
indicate 95% confidence interval.
Following this criterion, 89 vowels (out of 570) were considered to be reduced
in the accented condition. In the deaccented condition, 49 of 548 vowels
were found to be reduced. That is, 15.61% and 8.94% of the compound
data underwent phonological vowel reduction in the accented and deaccented
condition respectively. The frequency of occurrence of reduced variants in
the accented and deaccented conditions is not statistically different (χ2[1] =
0.52, p = 0.47).
The vowel plots in Figures 3.24, 3.25, and 3.26 illustrate the variable
realization of vowels in compounds for vowels /E/, /a/, and /O/ respec-
tively. All three plots include the target vowels in stressed and unstressed
position. The vowels in compounds with phonological vowel reduction have
been coded as reduced (red). In Figures 3.24 and 3.26, the label red1 refers
to those tokens that were perceived to be produced as high-mid vowels (as
opposed to expected low-mid vowels). Note that these cases are different
from those excluded as non-target like realizations. In this case, the speakers
who produced high-mid vowels where low-mid ones were expected produced
the tokens as expected in the stressed condition (for example, a speaker
would produced ["tOk@] with a low-mid vowel as expected, but [tok@"diskus]
instead of [tOk@"diskus]). In all three plots, the reduced vowel patterns with
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Figure 3.23: Mean stressed vowel (E = /E/, O = /O/) duration in the
accented and deaccented conditions (Catalan data). Error bars indicate
95% confidence interval.
the unstressed counterpart of the full vowels. The /E, O/ tokens that were
perceived as /e, o/ exhibit lower F1 than the same vowels in the stressed
and unstressed full conditions (Figures 3.24 and 3.26), consistent with their
classification.
If we examine the reduced data closely, it is obvious that certain vow-
els are produced as phonologically reduced vowels more often than others.
Another interesting observation is that not all compounds admit variable
realizations. Among those that do, frequency of occurrence of the reduced
variant is not homogeneous. Table 3.7 shows the frequency of reduction for
each of the vowels that can be reduced (/e, E, a, O, o/). In the data discussed
here, /e/ (in the compounds pesacartes and llepaculs) did not reduce in any
occasion. A chi-square test comparing the frequency of occurrence of full vs.
reduced vowels for vowels /E, a, O, o/ was significant (χ2[3] = 169.75, p <
0.001). However, vowel /o/ (in the compound words torrapipes and torrapa`)
reduced only once in the second compound, which might be responsible for
the differences. In addition, the fact that only one token was produced with
[u] may be evidence that this is actually an error, rather than an acceptable
realization of this compound. If we remove this vowel, the chi-square test is
still significant (χ2[2] = 99.13, p < 0.001).
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Figure 3.24: Vowel plot of /E/ in stressed and unstressed position and in
compounds (red = phonologically reduced tokens; red1 = one-step reduc-
tion, /E/ > /e/).
Only the low and low-mid vowels present reduced variants with a certain
frequency. /a/ (in cac¸amosques and parallamps) is the vowel that was per-
ceived to undergo reduction more often (39.74% of the times across accent
conditions). Next in frequency of reduction is /E/ (netejavidres and enter-
ramorts), with 13.98% reduced realizations. /O/ was realized as [u] in only
4.66% of its occurrences.
Table 3.21 orders the compounds by frequency of occurrence of the re-
duced variant. Six of the ten compounds present reduced realizations at
least once. The other four always present the full vowel. The table shows
that there are clear differences regarding the frequency with which reduced
vowels appear in these compounds. Those that undergo reduction most of-
ten are those with vowel /a/ and enterramorts. This raises the question of
the cause of this different behavior shown by the compounds selected for
this study.
One characteristic shared by the six compounds that accept both the
reduced and full realizations is their semantic transparency. The meaning
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Figure 3.25: Vowel plot of /a/ in stressed and unstressed position and in
compounds (red = phonologically reduced tokens).
Table 3.21: Compounds produced with a phonologically reduced vowel.
Word
Accented Deaccented
Condition Condition
parallamps 32 (53.33%) 25 (43.10%)
cac¸amosques 26 (43.33%) 10 (17.86%)
enterramorts 18 (30%) 11 (18.97%)
tocadiscos 9 (15%) 2 (3.33%)
netejavidres 3 (5%) 1 (1.72%)
torrapa` 1 (1.75%) 0 (0%)
tocacampanes 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
torrapipes 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
llepaculs 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
pesacartes 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
of these six compounds is compositional. All of them refer to a person or
object that does or serves to do what the noun and verb denote. However,
this is also true of pesacartes, one of the compounds that do not accept the
reduced vowel. The remaining three compounds that are always realized
with a full vowel are idiomatic, and their meaning cannot be extracted from
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Figure 3.26: Vowel plot of /O/ in stressed and unstressed position and in
compounds (red = phonologically reduced tokens; red1 = one-step reduc-
tion, /O/ > /o/).
the sum of their components.
Another possibility might be that the existence of cognates in Spanish
(without phonological vowel reduction) could block reduction in some of
these compounds, based on findings in Colome´ & Miozzo (2010) that suggest
that bilingual speakers’ productions while speaking one language may be
affected by activation of the phonological properties of words in the non-
used language (see also Costa, Santesteban, & Can˜o, 2005). However, only
two of the compounds used in this study have cognates in Spanish (tocadiscos
and pesacartes), and they behave differently.
Given that high-frequency words are known to exhibit more phonetic
reduction than low-frequency words (Bybee, 2001, 2006; Pierrehumbert,
2001), the hypothesis that the frequency with which verb + noun compounds
present reduced vowels was determined by lexical frequency was tested. At
present, there is no corpus of oral frequency for Catalan, but the Diccionari
descriptiu de la llengua catalana (Institut d’Estudis Catalans, 2002a), based
on a written corpus, incorporates lexical frequency information. Lexical en-
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tries are classified into five groups (ranging from inusual “unusual” to molt
usual “very usual”) depending on their frequency of occurrence and their
distribution in the corpus. This online resource is still under development,
and the lexical entry for one of the compounds selected (netejavidres) has
not yet been published. The remaining nine compounds are classified as
either “unusual” (llepaculs, pesacartes, torrapa`, torrapipes) or “not very fre-
quent” (cac¸amosques, enterramorts, parallamps, tocadiscos, tocacampanes).
With the exception of tocacampanes, and despite the fact that all the com-
pounds are rather infrequent, those that are classified as more frequent are
also those that can present phonologically reduced vowels.
In order to be able to better quantify frequency, subjective frequency
estimates were gathered using three online surveys. The goal was to obtain
a large number (over 50) of subjective frequency ratings for the compounds
used in this study as well as the roots they are made up of. To avoid having
participants rate both the compound and its components, three separate
questionnaires were created. Each questionnaire included 50 different words
(30 target items: ten compounds, ten verbs, ten nouns; plus 20 fillers).
Participants were asked to determine how often they used each of the words
in the list (which included saying, hearing, reading, and writing it). They
had to respond using a seven-point scale (1 = Never, 2 = A few times per
year, 3 = A few times per month, 4 = Once a week, 5 = two or three times
per week, 6 = Every day, 7 = A few times every day). These categories were
adapted from those in Balota, Pilotti, & Cortese (2001).
Links to the three surveys, which were administered online, were dissem-
inated through social media. Catalan speakers older than 18 were invited
to participate. In total, 341 complete responses were collected for the three
surveys. From these, only responses by speakers who had learned Catalan
at home and whose Catalan variety was Central Catalan were considered.
This yielded a total of 69 responses for the first survey, 76 for the second,
and 70 for the third one. Frequency estimates for the compound words and
their verbs given in Table 3.22 are thus based on approximately 70 ratings
each. The compound words are ranked from less to more frequent, based
on the subjective estimates. Figure 3.27 plots the relationship between fre-
quency of occurrence of the phonologically reduced vowel and compound
(left panel) and verb (right panel) frequency.
The data confirm that the compounds chosen are very low-frequency
words.16 The mean ratings assigned to the compounds range from 1.11 (1
16This is probably true of most compounds, although some exceptions might be those
compounds that pertain to the semantic field of kitchenware.
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Table 3.22: Compound and verb frequency and rate of occurrence of the
phonologically reduced vowel.
Compound
Compound Verb Reduction
Frequency Frequency Rate
Pesacartes 1.11 4.87 0
Torrapipes 1.16 3.46 0
Tocacampanes 1.28 4.79 0
Torrapa` 1.43 3.46 0.01
Cac¸amosques 1.49 2.38 0.31
Enterramorts 1.83 2.37 0.25
Tocadiscos 1.86 4.79 0.09
Parallamps 2.06 5.90 0.48
Llepaculs 2.19 3.39 0
Netejavidres 2.75 5.86 0.03
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Figure 3.27: Scatter plots of rate of occurrence of the phonologically reduced
vowel and compound and verb frequency.
= Never) to 2.75 (3 = A few times per month). These are far from being
everyday words and some of them might even be outdated (e.g., tocadiscos)
or have very specific domains of use (pesacartes), even if people understand
and know these words. The four compounds that received the lowest sub-
jective frequency estimates in our word list coincide with those that did not
reduce (torrapa` presented phonological reduction only once). Yet, words
with the two highest rankings (llepaculs and netejavidres) did not accept
variable realizations either. The data are scarce, and a strong relationship
between lexical frequency and percentage of reduced realizations is not obvi-
ous. However, one explanation could be that both low and high frequencies
help preserve the exceptional characteristics of these compounds (along the
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lines of the conserving effect proposed in Bybee, 2001), and that those with
average frequencies would be more often interpreted as morphologically sim-
ple words. Verb frequency is clearly not very informative.
3.8 Discussion
The goal of this paper was to assess whether, in a language with phono-
logical vowel reduction, full vowels that appear exceptionally in unstressed
syllables undergo phonetic vowel reduction. Central Catalan verb + noun
compounds, with a single lexical stress but two full vowels, allowed us to
explore this question. The unstressed full vowels of compounds were com-
pared to unstressed and stressed vowels in the same phonetic context (in the
same root).
3.8.1 Phonological Vowel Reduction in Compounds
The first research question concerned the possibility that full vowels in com-
pounds actually underwent phonological vowel reduction. The data collected
both in the accented and deaccented conditions demonstrate that phonolog-
ical vowel reduction can sporadically occur in some of the verb + noun
compounds.
A compound typology based on prosodic characteristics (which was sum-
marized in Section 3.1.1) distinguished between compounds with two lexical
stresses and compounds with one lexical stress (Hualde, 2009). In fact,
a more comprehensive classification for Catalan compounds would involve
three categories: i) compounds which retain two stressed syllables and, thus,
two full vowels, as in Example (8); ii) compounds with one stressed sylla-
ble, but two full vowels, as shown in (9); and iii) compounds with only one
stressed syllable and, hence, only one full vowel, as in (10).
(8) xec regal ["tSEk r@"Gal] ‘check’ + ‘gift’ = ‘gift card’
(9) esquena [@s"kEn@] ‘back’ + dret ["dREt] ‘straight’
= esquenadret [@skEn@"DREt] ‘lazy’
(10) no ["no] ‘not’ + me´s ["mes] ‘more’ = nome´s [nu"mes] ‘only’
Phrase-level or type i compounds are less lexicalized in that they maintain
two stresses, and thus consist of two prosodic words, structurally resembling
a phrase, rather than a single word. Word-level or type iii compounds
have undergone more extreme lexicalization and are formed by one prosodic
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word only (thus, they become prosodically undistinguishable from any non-
compound word). In Central Catalan, type ii compounds may be viewed as
an intermediate category. Even if they form one single prosodic word (one
lexical stress only), they retain a special status by virtue of the full vowel.
The compounds analyzed in this chapter fall under group ii. Yet, the
finding that some of these compounds, whose citation form presents two
full vowels, can be realized with one single full vowel may suggest an incip-
ient process of evolution toward the word-level category. In fact, the three
categories above can also be seen as different stages of compound word evo-
lution, moving from a lexicalized syntactic phrase to a single prosodic word
(whose internal structure may not be recoverable). The alternation between
reduced and full vowels in these compounds makes them oscillate between
groups (stages) ii and iii. Still, at this point, for all the compounds inves-
tigated, the presence of the full vowel was more common than that of the
reduced vowel.
In addition, different vowels showed different rates of reduction. One
of the findings concerning the sporadic application of phonological vowel
reduction in the compounds analyzed here is the asymmetric behavior of
low-mid vs. high-mid vowels. The low-mid vowels /E, O/, as well as /a/,
occasionally reduce to [@] and [u], but this is not found for /e, o/. The tran-
scribers who coded the data also noted that /E, O/ raised to /e, o/ in some of
their occurrences. A possible explanation for this asymmetric behavior may
lay in differences in intrinsic vowel length. It is known that, ceteris paribus,
low vowels are longer than high vowels (Lehiste, 1970). The decrease in
length observed in the vowels in compounds may cause undershoot of the
tongue/jaw lowering gesture required for the production of low vowels (see
below). Furthermore, even if they are also exceptional, /e, o/ occur more
frequently in unstressed position than /E, O/. Unstressed /E, O/ can only
appear in compounds and unreduced prefixes and prepositions, whereas /e,
o/ can also appear in borrowings, clippings, and acronyms.
To sum up, this study notes a tendency for low-mid vowels to close to
the corresponding high-mid vowels in unstressed position and confirms that
certain compounds are variably realized with or without phonological vowel
reduction (see Recasens, 1993). The data also indicate that compounds differ
regarding the frequency with which they present one or the other variant.
This may suggest a higher degree of lexicalization of certain compounds,
which admit phonological vowel reduction despite traditional claims.
Further research is necessary to determine whether certain compounds
exhibit phonological vowel reduction more often due to the type of vowel
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that they present (the reduction resulting from biomechanical constraints),
frequency effects, or analogy (e.g., parallamps being produced with [@] so
often due to the existence of paraigua [p@"RajGw@], *[pa"RajGw@] ‘umbrella’).17
All in all, the fact that phonological vowel reduction can apply in this type
of compounds may be taken as evidence that the first root of this type of
compounds is indeed unstressed (and not simply deaccented in context).
3.8.2 Stress, Duration, and Vowel Quality
The main question that this chapter sought to answer was whether full
vowels that occur in unstressed syllables are phonetically reduced. The
results of the experiment in Chapter 2 provided evidence for the existence
of prosodically-induced vowel centralization in Catalan (for vowels /i, u/).
The use of verb + noun compounds allowed us to test whether other vowels in
the system also centralize in unstressed position. In addition, in this chapter
the effects of lexical stress on vowel quality and duration are examined in
both the accented and deaccented conditions in order to determine whether
these two correlates cue the presence of lexical stress or the presence of a
phrasal accent.
The results are the same across the two accent conditions. Stressed
vowels are longer than unstressed full vowels, and in both conditions, the
difference between them is of 10 ms. In addition, the vowel space occupied
by unstressed full vowels is smaller than that occupied by stressed vowels.
Absence of stress results in compression of the vowel space in both accented
and deaccented conditions.
Analysis of F1 and F2 reveals that unstressed full /e, E, o/ are not
significantly different from their stressed counterparts, but both unstressed
and stressed full vowels differ from their unstressed reduced congeners. This
is observed across accent conditions. Unstressed full /O/, however, presents
significantly higher F1 in the stressed condition than in the unstressed full
condition, and both have higher F1 than their unstressed counterpart, [u].
Regarding unstressed full /O/, the vowel plots suggest that it raises to occupy
the position of /o/. Finally, unstressed full /a/ is not different from either
stressed /a/ or [@], but these two differ from each other. This suggests
that unstressed full /a/ may have a less clear target and thus exhibit more
dispersion. The realizations of unstressed full /a/ include tokens that are
indistinguishable from stressed /a/, but also values that are typical of [@].
It is interesting to note that the same findings were obtained in both
17Paraigua is a verb + noun compound (para ‘(it) stops’ + aigua ‘water’) that does not
accept the realization of a full vowels, and thus has to be classified in group iii.
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the accented and deaccented condition, suggesting that vowel quality is a
correlate of stress, not of accent. The same is true for duration. To confirm
these claims, stressed vowels were compared in the two accent conditions.
No significant differences were found in vowel length or vowel space size
(quantified as mean distance to centroid). These findings are in line with
the results in Astruc & Prieto (2006) and Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto (2011).
The reduction by raising exhibited by vowel /O/ deserves some atten-
tion. This is the only unstressed full vowel that differs from its stressed
counterpart, and its deviation from the latter is quite extreme. In fact, the
vowel plots for the unstressed full vowels (both in accented and deaccented
conditions) show six vowel clusters (rather than seven), and this is because
unstressed full /O/ presents mean values typical of vowel /o/.
The closing tendency from /O/ to /o/ is consistent with the vowel alter-
nations between the low-mid and high-mid vowels existent in Vulgar Latin
(Boyd-Bowman, 1980) and in modern Romance languages such as Friu-
lian (Miotti, 2002), Brazilian Portuguese (Major, 1985), Standard Italian
(Miglio, 2005), or Western Catalan (Mascaro´, 2002), among others.18 In
these varieties, low-mid vowels are not possible in unstressed position, where
they merge with the high-mid vowels, as shown in Table 3.23. This is also
consistent with an earlier stage of Eastern Catalan and with the fact that
only compounds present /E, O/ in unstressed syllables in Central Catalan.
Other unstressed contexts where full vowels can be found (see Chapter 1)
only allow /e, a, o/.
Table 3.23: Examples of the neutralization of low-mid vowels in unstressed
position in Romance. Examples in this table are taken from Dukes (1993),
Miglio (2005), and Mascaro´ (2002) respectively.
Language Stressed Unstressed
Brazilian Portuguese ["mOli] ‘soft’ [mo"lez@] ‘softness’
Standard Italian ["tORo] ‘bull’ [to"REllo] ‘young bull’
Western Catalan ["pOk] ‘little’ [po"ket] ‘little, dim.’
The merger of stressed /E, e, O, o/ into unstressed [e, o], so pervasive in
Romance varieties, may have a physiological basis. Lehiste (1970, p. 18–19)
noted that in a number of languages high vowels are shorter than low vowels.
According to her, physiological mechanisms may condition this association
between length and vowel height, which can be regarded as a phonetic uni-
versal. Low vowel targets demand larger articulatory movements, which
18There is regional variation in the treatment of unstressed /E, O/ in Brazilian Portuguese
(Fails & Clegg, 1992; Cristo´faro Silva, 2003).
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require greater duration to attain. Similarly, Crosswhite (2000) claimed
that sonorous vowels are typically avoided in unstressed syllables (see 1.2).
As put forward by the Sonority Expansion Hypothesis, increases in sonority
are achieved by increases in degree of vocal tract opening. Thus, low vowels
are more sonorous, and take longer to execute.
To conclude, this chapter provides evidence that stress affects the du-
ration and quality of full vowels in unstressed syllables in Central Catalan.
Taken together, the results obtained indicate that stress does not exert a
uniform effect on F1 and F2 for all vowels. As a matter of fact, absence
of prosodic prominence affects vowels /a, O/ only. More specifically, it is
the absence of lexical stress that affects duration and vowel quality, whereas
the presence vs. absence of accent does not cause an effect on these cues.
This study demonstrates that the full vowels in verb + noun compounds are
indeed unstressed.
3.8.3 Unconventionalized Reduction in Spanish
Like in the experiment reported in Chapter 2, Spanish speakers do not
employ a uniform strategy to signal stress/accent distinctions. Not only
is there huge interspeaker variability, intraspeaker variability is also per-
vasive in the data analyzed here. The line plots in Figures 3.14 and 3.20
exemplify this variation very clearly. In the comparison between stressed
and unstressed vowels and vowels in compounds, speakers exhibit diverg-
ing patterns of vowel space compression and expansion. In addition, there
is no consistency in the pattern that speakers show in the accented and
the deaccented condition. It is interesting to note that stressed vowels are
significantly longer than unstressed vowels and those in compounds in the
deaccented condition. In addition, in that condition, the mean distance to
centroid in the unstressed and compound conditions do not differ statisti-
cally. This is the pattern that was predicted. However, in the accented
condition, no effect of stress/morphological category on duration is found,
although the differences among conditions are in the same direction. Based
on the mean distance to centroid measurements, the compound condition is
grouped with the stressed condition. These findings are discussed more ex-
tensively in Chapter 5. The results of this experiment, together with those
in the previous chapter, seem to suggest that vowel quality is not a relevant
cue to stress or accent in Spanish. This could explain the contradictory
findings put forward in the literature and those obtained here.
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4 Emphatic Stress in Central
Catalan
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 investigates the acoustic characteristics of Catalan unstressed
full vowels, i.e., vowels that, despite occurring in lexically unstressed sylla-
bles, preserve their full vowel quality. As noted, the lack of phonological
vowel reduction in the words examined (verb + noun compounds) is quite
exceptional given the regular process of phonological vowel reduction that
operates in this language and can be attributed to the morphological struc-
ture of these words. That is, this mismatch between stress and vowel quality
is morphologically-conditioned and circumscribed to certain types of com-
pounds and words derived with unreduced prefixes (see Chapters 1 and 3).
The present chapter focuses on another mismatch between vowel quality
and lexical stress in Catalan by exploring the acoustic characteristics of
vowels that, in spite of being the nuclei of lexically unstressed syllables (and,
thus, being phonologically reduced), are realized with an intonational pitch
accent. Section 1.6.2 provided examples of unstressed function words that
receive accentual prominence when used metalinguistically in citation form
or when they receive narrow focus (see Example (14) in Chapter 1). Apart
from these exceptions, there is another context in which unstressed syllables
which are neither used in citation form nor focused may function as stressed
syllables by attracting a pitch accent. We will refer to this phenomenon of
associating a pitch accent with a lexically unstressed syllable as “emphatic
stress”. The syllables that receive emphatic stress are perceived to be more
prominent than surrounding lexically unstressed syllables and, in some cases,
they even seem to be more salient than the syllable with lexical stress in the
same word. Analysis of their acoustic correlates reveals that their presence
is cued by F0, intensity, and, as shown here, also by vowel quality.1
1The final, definitive version of this chapter has been published in Language and Speech,
55(4), December 2012 by SAGE Publications Ltd, All rights reserved. © The Authors.
The article can be accessed at http://las.sagepub.com/content/55/4.toc. In this chap-
ter, the text has been partially rewritten and changes have also been made in the presenta-
tion of the experimental results for greater compatibility with the rest of the dissertation.
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4.1.1 Secondary Stress
Descriptions of Catalan stress usually mention the existence of secondary
stress in the language, although this concept has been applied to slightly
different phenomena. In general, this umbrella term has been employed to
describe prominence that putatively aligns with syllables occurring to the
left of the syllable with lexical primary stress.
In Coromines’s (1974, p. 96–97) chapter on elocution and recitation, the
Catalan stress system is described as producing binary alternations (see also
Serra, 1992, who expands on Coromines’s view). According to Coromines,
long words receive a secondary stress in every other syllable moving leftwards
from the syllable with lexical primary stress (e.g., monotonia ‘monotony’).2
Oliva (1977) puts forward a similar view. The main departure from the
original proposal is his claim that not only binary, but also ternary, alterna-
tions (e.g., monotonia ∼ monotonia) may be used for eurhythmic purposes
in Catalan, depending on the context (see also Oliva, 1992, p. 37–38), al-
though he does not elaborate on what type of context would trigger one
pattern over the other. The assumption that unstressed syllables can (or
even must in stretches of unstressed syllables that are long enough) receive
rhythmic stresses is also sustained by Bonet & Lloret (1998, p. 212) and
Recasens (1993, p. 66–67). In line with Oliva, Recasens speculates that the
binary foot is the basic rhythmic stress pattern and that the ternary foot
may appear in fast speech, but he emphasizes the need to validate these
intuitions experimentally. In Oliva & Serra (2002, p. 375), rhythmic stress
is presented as obligatory. According to these authors, it is assigned binarily
to the left of the stressed syllable in words with more than four syllables. In
words consisting of three or four syllables the pattern can be either binary
or ternary.
Prieto (2002, p. 57) draws a distinction between two subtypes of sec-
ondary stress. One of the subtypes, which coincides with the phenomenon
described by the authors above, is labelled rhythmic stress. Prieto calls
the other subtype morphologically-conditioned stress. Whereas the former
type is in principle applicable to any word that is long enough (i.e., any word
with at least two pretonic syllables), the latter type is found in words formed
through compounding (somiatruites, lit. ‘(s/he) dreams’ + ‘omelettes’ =
‘daydreamer’) or derivation involving an unreduced prefix (protoroma`nic
‘Proto-Romanesque’).3 A special feature of the morphologically-conditioned
2In this and the following examples, the lexically stressed syllable is underlined. The
syllable that putatively receives secondary stress is in bold.
3See Footnote 6, Chapter 3.
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secondary stress is that it blocks (or it can block, see Chapter 3) phonological
vowel reduction.
These descriptions of secondary stress are based on intuitions and tradi-
tion, especially those concerning the rhythmic prominence subtype. In the
second of Prieto’s subtypes of secondary stress in Catalan, the presence of
two full, unreduced vowels in certain compounds and derived words must be
the main reason for postulating the presence of a secondary stress in these
words. In fact, some authors have classified these compounds as phrasal
compounds (with two lexical stresses; see for example Wheeler, 2005). How-
ever, experimental research has failed to find evidence for the existence of
such secondary stresses.
In words like eixugador ‘cloth’, with expected rhythmic stress on the
second syllable, and eixugamans ‘hand towel’ (lit. ‘(it) dries’ + ‘hands’),
with expected morphologically-conditioned stress on the second syllable,
no acoustic or perceptual evidence of secondary stress was found (Prieto,
2003). Another perception experiment confirmed that participants were
able to distinguish between syllables carrying primary lexical stress and
those with putative secondary stresses. In Mascaro´ (1983), syllables where
morphologically-conditioned stress was supposed to be assigned were not
perceived to be different from unstressed syllables. For more details, see
Chapter 3. In addition, another study compared the duration of stressed
and unstressed syllables in non-words made up of a stressed syllable /"pa/
and zero, one, or two preceding and/or following unstressed [p@] syllables
(Recasens, 1991b, p. 230). Recasens found that the durational differences
between unstressed syllables (occupying different positions in the word and
appearing at various distances from the syllable with primary stress) were
small. Furthermore, word-initial syllables (candidates for rhythmic stress)
had the shortest duration. The author interpreted these findings as either
presenting evidence against rhythmic stress or as favoring the existence of a
trochaic foot, rather than an iambic one.
There is another related phenomenon that has received the label “sec-
ondary stress”. Unlike the other types, acoustic analysis of the syllables
with this type of secondary stress has shown that this accentual prominence
has clear acoustic correlates.
4.1.2 Emphatic Stress
Hualde (2007, 2009) applied the term “secondary stress” to a phenomenon
in Spanish that displays similarities with rhythmic stress as described above,
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but differs crucially from it because acoustic evidence for the former type is
available. According to Hualde (2007), secondary stress is a very recurrent,
albeit optional, feature in the language of the media, lectures, recitation
and public speech in general (see also Kimura, 2006, p. 146). Hualde dis-
tinguishes two patterns of secondary stress based on their location in the
word and with respect to primary stress as well as on the F0 contour that is
superimposed to the word. The rhythmic pattern is characterized by the an-
choring of prominence two syllables before the syllable with primary stress
(e.g., solidaridad ‘solidarity’), creating a binary pattern.4 In addition, in
very emphatic speech, alternating stresses are possible (e.g., solidaridad),
although one single emphatic stress per prosodic word seems to be more
common than recurring secondary stresses (Hualde, 2007, p. 86).
The second type of secondary stress, emphatic stress, is typically realized
as a pitch accent aligned with the first (in some cases, second) syllable of
the prosodic or morphological word, followed by a rapid F0 decline that
culminates in the last syllable of the word. In this pattern, the syllable
with primary stress may not show tonal prominence, but it is typically cued
by duration (Hualde, 2007; Hualde & Nadeu, to appear). The emphatic
pattern shares similarity with a stress shift phenomenon found in Dutch
(Gussenhoven, 1983) and German (Berg, 2008) which consists in retracting
stress to the first syllable in a word. Like the Spanish phenomenon, it is
optional and characteristic of mass media speech.
In this chapter, the term “emphatic stress” will be used to refer to both
types of secondary stress (rhythmic and emphatic) described by Hualde
(2007). “Emphatic stress” can be defined as tonal prominence on a syllable
that is not lexically specified to carry word-level stress and which occurs to
the left of the syllable with primary stress. This is an optional phenomenon,
commonly observed in public speech. The main difference between emphatic
stress and secondary stress (understood as rhythmic prominence) is that
the former is clearly perceived (even by untrained listeners) and research
has identified its acoustic correlates (see Section 4.1.2), whereas the latter
is based on intuitions and no acoustic evidence has been found to date.
4In this and the following examples, the lexically stressed syllable is underlined. The
syllable that receives emphatic stress is in bold.
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Experimental Studies of Emphatic Stress in Romance Languages
For Spanish, analysis of both experimentally elicited5 (Hualde, 2010; Hualde
& Nadeu, to appear) and naturally occurring emphatic stress in radio speech
(Belda Fabregat & de-la-Mota, 2010) showed that this type of prominence is
mainly cued by F0. Note that the studies summarized in this section do not
use the term “emphatic stress”. Hualde (2007, 2009) referred to the phe-
nomenon as “secondary stress”. Belda Fabregat & de-la-Mota (2010) also
used the term “secondary stress”, as well as “overaccentuation” (sobreacen-
tuacio´n). Finally, the same phenomenon is referred to as “rhetorical stress”
in Hualde & Nadeu (to appear). Lexically unstressed syllables that were
perceived to have emphatic stress tended to present an intonational pitch
accent, which was commonly realized as a rising movement, with the F0 peak
realized within the syllable. Emphatic stress was typically produced on the
second syllable counting leftwards from the syllable with lexical stress (cre-
ating a binary foot), although other positions were possible (Hualde, 2007;
Belda Fabregat & de-la-Mota, 2010). In fact, emphatic stress was also ob-
served on the syllable immediately preceding that with lexical stress, result-
ing in stress clash (Hualde, 2010). Intensity was also found to be a correlate
of emphatic stress, but not duration. In spite of the emphatically-stressed
syllable displaying higher F0 and greater intensity, the syllable with primary
stress retained durational prominence (Hualde, 2010; Hualde & Nadeu, to
appear).
In another Romance variety, Brazilian Portuguese, a similar phenomenon
has also been described, but it is considered to be more frequent than in
Spanish and Catalan, and not necessarily limited to an emphatic style or to
public speech. In a study using read speech, Abaurre & Fernandes (2008)
reported that 97% of the prosodic words with one or two pretonic syllables
were perceived (by three judges) to have secondary stress. This extra promi-
nence (which in this language was also found to be cued by a high or rising
F0) was associated to an unstressed syllable, creating a binary stress pat-
tern, although ternary feet were also observed in their data. Ferreira (2008,
2010) and Arantes (2010) noted the existence of a F0 peak or rising move-
ment aligned with the first or second syllable of the prosodic word. These
“high initial tones” (Ferreira, 2010) bear resemblance with the “initial ac-
cent” characteristic of French (Welby, 2006; Aste´sano, Bard, & Turk, 2007),
which serves to mark the onset of prosodic phrases. Gama Rossi (1998) and
5Participants read sentences containing a list of nouns by imitating different intona-
tional contours (with and without emphatic stresses). For more details, see Hualde (2010)
and Hualde & Nadeu (to appear).
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Arantes (2010) did not find evidence of durational enhancement of initial
syllables (in line with the findings for Spanish).
An acoustic study using corpus data from ten professional radio news
broadcasters (Nadeu & Hualde, 2012) revealed Central Catalan emphatic
stress to be very similar to its Spanish counterpart: Syllables with emphatic
stress presented a high or rising F0 excursion and greater intensity than the
lexically stressed syllable in the same word. In turn, lexically stressed vowels
were characterized by a longer duration than vowels with emphatic stress.
The study also investigated the stress patterns resulting from the assign-
ment of emphatic stress. As in Spanish, the presence of an emphatic stress
very often created a binary pattern (in over 80% of the cases). As predicted
by Hualde (2007) for Spanish, one single emphatic stress per prosodic word
occurred more frequently than reiterating stresses. When examining words
that were long enough to allow for the presence of two emphatic stresses
or more (i.e., prosodic words with at least four pretonic syllables), only one
third of those cases actually exhibited two emphatic stresses. Even if em-
phatic stress assignment tended to result in a binary pattern, examination
of all the prosodic words in which different patterns were observed revealed
a preference for emphatic prominence to occur on the initial syllable of the
word. This was observed in 77.34% of the cases with non-binary patterns.
Assignment of emphatic stress to the initial syllable resulted in stress clash
in 4.02% of the prosodic words with initial emphatic stress, in spite of stress
clash being dispreferred in most languages in favor of a more regular distri-
bution of stresses (see, for example, Bolozky, 1982; Selkirk, 1984; Nespor &
Vogel, 1989; Oliva, 1992; Arvaniti, 1994; Hayes, 1995; Gayer & Collischonn,
2007). Prieto et al. (2001) investigated the stress clash resolution strategies
used in Catalan and concluded that one of the stresses (typically the first
one) in a stress clash was removed or became weaker (see also Prieto, 2011).
Despite this dispreference, both Catalan and Spanish emphatic stress can
be associated with the immediately pretonic syllable.
Regarding the tonal manifestation of emphatic stress in Catalan, the
most common realization by far (which was identified in 96.73% of the cases)
involved an F0 rise during the syllable with emphatic stress (i.e., the syllable
that was perceived as prominent). In most cases (63.55% of the data), the
peak was aligned early in the vowel (as found for Spanish in Belda Fabregat
& de-la-Mota, 2010). This high F0 was most frequently maintained up to
the end of the syllable, at which point it started decreasing. Occasionally
(24.11% of the cases), the emphatic-stress-bearing syllable anchored a com-
plete rising and falling F0 movement. Only in a few rare cases (6.95%), the
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F0 peak was displaced, with the F0 maximum occurring in the following
syllable. Note that, in Catalan, rising pitch accents (L+H* in Cat ToBI
notation; Prieto, Aguilar, Mascaro´, Torres-Tamarit, & Vanrell, 2009) tend
to be displaced, with the peak realized in the posttonic, in prenuclear po-
sition in broad focus condition (L+>H*; see Prieto, in press). The pitch
accent produced in syllables with emphatic stress, a rising F0 movement
with no displacement (L+H*), is more characteristic of narrow focus (see
Section 3.3.3).
For Catalan, like for Spanish, syntagmatic comparison between the vow-
els with emphatic stress and those with lexical stress in the same word
revealed that the latter were cued by duration (vowels with primary stress
were longer than those receiving emphatic stress), whereas vowels with em-
phatic stress had higher F0 and greater intensity than vowels with primary
stress. This chapter presents the findings of this acoustic study pertain-
ing to vowel quality. It is argued that the phenomenon of emphatic stress
constitutes a deviation from the normal relationship between lexical stress
and vowel quality in Catalan, given that phonologically reduced vowels in
unstressed syllables serve as anchors of pitch accents. Interestingly, the full
vowel quality is not recovered, but the vowel quality of the reduced vowels
is affected by the added prominence.
In order to shed light on the nature of emphatic stress in Central Cata-
lan, an acoustic study was carried out using a corpus of radio news programs.
Instances of emphatic stress were perceptually identified and manually la-
beled, together with vowels with primary stress and lexically unstressed
vowels not bearing emphatic prominence. Duration and vowel quality (F1
and F2) were analyzed to identify which of these may indicate the presence
of emphatic stress.
4.2 Research Questions and Hypotheses
Although it is not yet clear what the exact function of emphatic stress is
(Nadeu & Hualde, 2012; Hualde & Nadeu, to appear), it seems that speakers
can use it to highlight certain parts of their speech (typically units larger
than a word or constituent) or to convey a didactic tone. In fact, as men-
tioned, emphatic stresses are quite recurrent in political speeches, lectures,
and media speech, but practically non-existent in non-planned, spontaneous
or conversational speech. Whatever its pragmatic function, syllables that
receive emphatic stress are perceived as more prominent that unstressed
syllables, both by trained linguists and non-trained native speakers. In ad-
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dition, experimental research has indicated that this perceived prominence
is in fact cued by F0 and intensity. The present chapter explores whether
vowel quality and duration are also affected by the presence of emphatic
stress. Regardless of the fact that they can attract a pitch accent, these
vowels are phonologically reduced ([i, @, u]) and do not recover a full vowel
quality. For example, a realization of the noun col·laboracio´ ‘collaboration’
with emphatic stress could present a prominence on the first vowel, but it
would still be realized as [u], not /o/ (e.g., ["kul:@buR@"sjo] ∼ ["kul:@"buR@"sjo]).
One of the research questions addressed here is whether there are differences
at the phonetic level, i.e., whether the quality and duration of phonologi-
cally reduced vowels is affected by prominence. For /i/ and /u/, a second
question concerns whether the presence of an emphatic stress has the same
effect on vowel quality and duration as the presence of primary stress.
Regarding the comparison between vowels with emphatic stress and
purely unstressed vowels, it is hypothesized that vowels with emphatic stress
will show less vowel centralization and shortening than the latter. It is also
expected that vowels with emphatic stress will differ from vowels with lexical
stress, at least for [@], which is expected to be higher and shorter than /a/.
For [i, u] one possibility is that the effect of emphatic stress is not different
from that of primary stress. Thus, the prediction is that emphatic stress
would cause [i, @, u] to be more hyperarticulated with respect to their fully
unstressed counterparts (Lindblom, 1963, 1990; de Jong, 1995).
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Data Collection
In order to test these hypotheses, a corpus of radio news was used. The
corpus contained data from ten different speakers (five females, five males),
all between 30 and 50 years of age. They were all professional newscasters
at Catalunya Ra`dio, the Catalan public radio station. For each speaker, two
one-hour-long news programs were selected and analyzed. Only the voice
of the main newscaster was used. Advertising, parts with sound effects, or
correspondent interventions were discarded as they typically presented back-
ground music or noise, but emphatic stresses occurred on those segments as
well. The total length of usable data was 283.31 minutes.
From those almost five hours, words in which prominence was perceived
on a syllable that did not carry lexical stress were selected and extracted.
654 prosodic words with emphatic stress were identified in this manner, with
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a total of 705 instances of emphatic stress. The greater amount of syllables
with emphatic stress than of prosodic words selected is due to the fact that
some prosodic words were perceived to bear emphatic stress on more than
one syllable.
Two transcribers were asked to independently code 20% of the data. For
each of the ten speakers, 20% of the selected files that contained at least
one emphatic stress as determined by the first labeller were randomly se-
lected. In total, the two additional transcribers were given 98 sound files
(with a mean length of 4.59 seconds, and a total length of 7 minutes and
24.9 seconds). The files contained 137 prosodic words with emphatic stress
as identified by the first coder. The other transcribers (one male, one fe-
male) were also native speakers of Catalan (Catalan dominant). The female
transcriber was a graduate student in linguistics, whereas the male tran-
scriber had not received solid training in this discipline. They were asked
to indicate the words containing unstressed syllables that they perceived to
have prominence simply by listening to the sound files. Table 4.1 shows the
percentage of agreement between the first transcriber (who coded all the
data) and each of the other transcribers (over 90% for both transcribers),
as well as the results of the interrater reliability Fleiss’ Kappa statistic.
Table 4.1: Degree of agreement between transcribers.
% Agreement Fleiss’ Kappa p
coder1–coder2 92.87 0.79 < 0.001
coder1–coder3 91.92 0.75 < 0.001
Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 show intonational contours (F0 curves) of words
containing emphatic stress(es). Syllables with perceived emphatic stress are
shaded. Primarily-stressed syllables are indicated in the caption. Figure 4.1
exemplifies the most common pattern in the data, the binary pattern. In
this case, we observe two emphatic stresses, although this pattern was less
frequent than only one emphatic stress per word. Figure 4.2 shows a token
displaying a non-binary pattern. Finally, Figure 4.3 presents an example of
stress clash (the emphatic stress occurs on an article preceding a monosyl-
labic noun). In these two examples, the position of emphatic stress, together
with the shape of the F0 curve, coincides with Hualde’s (2007) description
of the emphatic subtype. Note that in both examples the lexically stressed
syllable seems to be deaccented, whereas this is not the case for the first
example. All the figures show that emphatic stress involves the realization
of a rising pitch accent.
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Figure 4.1: F0 contour of the two prosodic words sate`l·lits de comunicacions
‘communication satellites’. The second word contains two emphatic stresses
(shaded portions), creating an alternating binary pattern.
Figure 4.2: F0 contour of the prosodic word de l’administracio´ ‘of the ad-
ministration’, with one emphatic stress (shaded portion) on the initial syl-
lable of the morphological word.
4.3.2 Data Analysis
Regarding the acoustic analysis of the data, the beginning and end of each
vowel with emphatic stress and primary stress in the same words were man-
ually marked in Praat (Boersma, 2001), using the synchronized display of
waveform and spectrogram. Tokens were coded for vowel identity and stress
level (unstressed, primary, emphatic). Vowels with primary lexical stress
were separated into two subgroups: those occurring in words with emphatic
stress and those in other words. An example is shown in Figure 4.4. As
explained below, not all of these vowels were used in the paradigmatic com-
parison.
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Figure 4.3: F0 contour of quan van posar el marc ‘when they set the frame-
work’, with an emphatic stress (shaded portion) creating a stress clash.
Given that emphatic stress occurs in lexically unstressed syllables, the
only vowels that can receive emphatic stress are [i, @, u]. Tokens of unstressed
[i, @, u] without emphatic stress and occurrences of stressed /i, a, u/ were
also segmented to determine whether emphatically-stressed vowels are more
centralized than their stressed counterparts but less than their unstressed
congeners. Stressed /a/ was included because [@] cannot occur in stressed
syllables. Although [@] is involved in morphophonological alternations with
all of /e, E, a/, it is phonetically closest to /a/, as it is a central vowel. Some
evidence that Central Catalan speakers tend to equate unstressed [@] with
/a/ comes from an ongoing sound change in some sociolects of Barcelona
Catalan, where [@] is in fact very close or identical to /a/ (Lo´pez del Castillo,
1976; Tuso´n, 1987; Pla Fulquet, 1995; Ballart, 2002).
The unstressed and primarily stressed vowels that were included in the
analyses reported in this chapter were extracted from words which were
not perceived to carry emphatic stress. This is because, as shown in the
examples, the syllable with lexical stress in words with emphatic stress is
sometimes deaccented. Neither posttonic unstressed vowels nor word-final
stressed vowels were included in the analyses, since they might be subject
to word-final lengthening, and all cases of emphatic stress are by definition
pretonic. Primarily-stressed vowels which received nuclear accent were also
discarded. In addition, no vowels coming from compound words or words
with unreduced prefixes were used either. Table 4.2 shows the total number
of vowels used in the analyses.
For each vowel, duration and F1 and F2 values at vowel midpoint were
extracted using a Praat script written for that purpose (see Section 2.3.3).
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Figure 4.4: Annotation example of the phrase aquest magatzem de residus
(radioactius) ‘this repository for radioactive waste’. Subscript characters
indicate stress level (e = emphatic stress, 3 = primary stress in a word with
emphatic stress). Ordinary characters represent vowel type (a = [@], E =
/E/, i = /i/). The black line shows the F0 curve.
The raw formant and duration values were z-normalized for each speaker
separately. Normalized duration, F1, and F2 of vowels with emphatic stress,
unstressed vowels, and non-nuclear primarily-stressed vowels were compared
using mixed-effects regression models. The full models included Stress (em-
phatic, primary, unstressed) and Vowel (/i/, [@]∼/a/, /u/) as fixed factors,
and Speaker as a random effect, with by-speaker slopes for Stress. Word was
not included as a random effect because most words only occurred once in
the corpus used. Significance of Stress, Vowel, and the interaction between
these two factors was evaluated by comparing the full model with simpler
models. Since the interaction between Vowel and Stress was significant in
both cases, the data were divided into three subsets by vowel type. The
pairwise comparisons were examined by fitting models with either Dura-
tion, F1, or F2 as response and Stress as a fixed effect (with Speaker as a
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Table 4.2: Total number of vowels analyzed.
Vowel
Stress
Total
Unstressed Primary Emphatic
[@] ∼ /a/ 1060 192 322 1574
/i/ 294 153 145 592
/u/ 392 78 237 707
Total 1746 423 704 2873
random effect and by-speaker slopes for Stress). These first models used the
emphatic condition as the intercept. To evaluate the comparison between
primarily-stressed vowels and unstressed vowels, the models were refitted
after changing the intercept.
4.4 Results
Figure 4.5 shows a vowel plot with the three vowels [i, @, u], each with three
stress levels.6 For all three vowels, tokens with emphatic stress (orange
filled circles) display intermediate values in F1 between primarily-stressed
and unstressed tokens, suggesting that emphatic stress results in realizations
that are more centralized than stressed tokens, but less than unstressed
tokens. The bar plot in Figure 4.6 shows mean F1 values for each vowel in
each of the three stress conditions.
The data were submitted to statistical analysis to verify whether these
differences were statistically significant. The analysis of F1 revealed signif-
icant fixed effects of Stress (χ2[6] = 353.69, p < 0.001) and Vowel (χ2[6]
= 4872.6, p < 0.001), as well as a significant interaction between Stress
and Vowel (χ2[4] = 338.21, p < 0.001). Table 4.3 presents the results of
the mixed-effects models with Stress as the only fixed effect carried out on
subsets of the data.
Unstressed vowel /i/ has higher F1 than when it is stressed or when
it receives emphatic stress. The latter two groups, however, do not differ
significantly in F1. For [@]∼/a/, the three comparisons are significant: Em-
phatically stressed [@] has higher F1 (it is lower) than unstressed [@], but
lower F1 than stressed /a/, as expected, given that /a/ is a much lower
vowel than schwa. Finally, unstressed [u] is lower than its stressed counter-
part (primary stress), but emphatic-stress-bearing [u] is not different from
either unstressed or stressed [u].
Figure 4.7 plots F2 means for each vowel in the three stress conditions.
6Note that primarily stressed [@] is actually /a/.
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Figure 4.5: Vowel plot of Catalan vowels (mean normalized F1 and F2 values
for 10 speakers) in the stressed (empty black circles), emphatically stressed
(filled orange circles), and unstressed (blue asterisks) conditions. Ellipses
represent one standard deviation.
Table 4.3: Results of the regression models with F1 as response and the
single fixed effect of Stress. Significant results are indicated by an asterisk.
Vowel Intercept β Comparison β t
Emphatic –1.23 Primary –0.03 –0.93
/i/ Unstressed 0.13 3.01*
Primary –1.26 Unstressed 0.16 3.35*
Emphatic 0.82 Primary 0.62 6.81*
[@] ∼ /a/ Unstressed –0.14 –2.57*
Primary 1.43 Unstressed –0.76 –9.48*
Emphatic –0.75 Primary –0.11 –1.64
/u/ Unstressed 0.04 0.69
Primary –0.86 Unstressed 0.15 3.11*
Emphatically stressed [u] presents lower F2 than unstressed [u], while the
opposite pattern is found for the other two vowels. Emphatically stressed
[i, @] have higher F2 than their unstressed counterparts, but the difference
is very small for [@].
The data were analyzed as before. Model comparison returned significant
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Figure 4.6: Mean F1 (10 speakers) of Catalan vowels in three stress condi-
tions. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
effects of Stress (χ2[6] = 71.36, p < 0.001) and Vowel (χ2[6] = 4486.20, p
< 0.001). The interaction between these factors was also significant (χ2[4]
= 64.49, p < 0.001). Results of the models with Stress as fixed effect are
given in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Results of the regression models with F2 as response and the
single fixed effect of Stress. Significant results are indicated by an asterisk.
Vowel Intercept β Comparison β t
Emphatic 1.70 Primary 0.03 0.42
/i/ Unstressed –0.29 –3.66*
Primary 1.72 Unstressed –0.32 –4.32*
Emphatic –0.08 Primary 0.01 0.17
[@] ∼ /a/ Unstressed –0.07 –2.89*
Primary –0.07 Unstressed –0.09 –2.48*
Emphatic –1.13 Primary 0.07 1.01
/u/ Unstressed 0.13 2.84*
Primary –1.06 Unstressed 0.06 0.82
As shown in Table 4.4, stressed /a/ and emphatically stressed [@] have
higher F2 (i.e., are more fronted) than unstressed vowels. The F2 difference
between stressed /a/ and emphatically stressed [@] is not significant. The
same results are found for /i/: It is more anterior when it receives primary or
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Figure 4.7: Mean F2 (10 speakers) of Catalan vowels in three stress condi-
tions. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
emphatic stress than when it is unstressed. Regarding [u], the only signifi-
cant comparison is that between vowels with emphatic stress and unstressed
vowels (the former are more posterior than the latter).
Figure 4.8 plots duration means for each vowel in the three stress con-
ditions. Stressed vowels are longer than those with emphatic stress, that,
in turn, are longer than unstressed vowels. For /i/, stressed and emphatic
realizations have very similar durations. Analysis of duration returned sig-
nificant fixed effects of Stress (χ2[6] = 46.47, p < 0.001) and Vowel (χ2[6] =
115.94, p < 0.001), and a significant interaction between these factors (χ2[4]
= 14.12, p < 0.01). Table 4.5 presents the results of the two models with
Stress as fixed effect (with different intercepts).
All three pairwise comparisons for each vowel are significant, with one
exception: the comparison between stressed and emphatically stressed /i/.
The results indicate that stressed vowels are longer than both their emphat-
ically stressed and unstressed counterparts (with the exception noted). In
addition, vowels with emphatic stress are longer than unstressed vowels.
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Figure 4.8: Mean duration (10 speakers) of Catalan vowels in three stress
conditions. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval.
4.5 Discussion
In the previous chapters, the effects of stress and accent on vowel quality
were explored. The realization of vowels in stressed and accented, unstressed
(unaccented), and stressed but deaccented conditions was examined in de-
tail. In addition, the acoustic characteristics of full vowels in stressed and
unstressed position were also investigated. Studying emphatic stress allows
us to focus on another combination of vowel quality and stress/accent in
Catalan. Emphatic stresses are realized on lexically unstressed syllables,
which in Catalan can only be occupied by vowels [i, @, u]. Thus, it offers the
possibility to investigate the effects of tonal prominence on phonologically
reduced vowels.
It was hypothesized that the added prominence would affect vowel qual-
ity, as predicted by the Hyperarticulation Hypothesis, and duration. The
specific predictions were that unstressed vowels would be less centralized and
longer when they receive an emphatic stress with respect to their purely un-
stressed counterparts. For the emphatic vs. primary stress condition, it was
expected that [@] would differ from /a/, but no differences were anticipated
for /i, u/ in these two conditions.
Regarding the unstressed vs. emphatic stress comparison, /i/ is higher
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Table 4.5: Results of the regression models with Duration as response and
the single fixed effect of Stress. Significant results are indicated by an aster-
isk.
Vowel Intercept β Comparison β t
Emphatic 0.30 Primary 0.15 1.37
/i/ Unstressed –0.66 –6.67*
Primary 0.46 Unstressed –0.81 –7.76*
Emphatic 0.35 Primary 0.59 3.52*
[@] ∼ /a/ Unstressed –0.50 –4.62*
Primary 0.90 Unstressed –1.05 –14.13*
Emphatic –0.04 Primary 0.38 3.36*
/u/ Unstressed –0.40 –3.88*
Primary 0.32 Unstressed –0.76 –7.04*
and more anterior (i.e., more peripheral), as well as longer, when it receives
emphatic stress than when it is unstressed. [@] with emphatic stress is longer,
lower, and more anterior than unstressed [@]. Emphatically stressed [u]
is longer and more posterior than unstressed [u]. These results support
the hypothesis that the presence of a pitch accent affects the realization of
phonologically reduced vowels. In all cases, the type of deviation observed in
vowels with emphatic stress is consistent with the prediction that emphatic
stress would trigger more peripheral realizations of these vowels.
As far as the emphatic vs. primary stress comparison is concerned,
emphatic [@] has lower F1 and is shorter than stressed /a/, but they do not
differ in F2 (they are both more anterior than unstressed [@]). For /i/ and
/u/, the analysis of F1 and F2 revealed no differences between the primary
and emphatic stress conditions. Stressed and emphatically stressed /i/ are
not distinguished by F1, F2, or duration. Hence, for vowel /i/, the presence
of an emphatic stress has the same effect as the presence of lexical stress.
For /u/, the findings are a little different. When it bears emphatic stress,
/u/ does not differ from its stressed counterpart in either F1 and F2, but
they differ in duration. In addition, stressed /u/, but not the emphatic
realization, is higher than unstressed /u/.
These findings indicate that the effect of this optional prominence on
vowel quality is very similar to that of primary stress plus intonational pitch
accent (see Chapter 2) for /i/ and /u/. The results show that we can distin-
guish between emphatic-stress-bearing and unstressed vowels on the basis of
vowel quality. When schwa receives emphatic stress, it becomes less central-
ized than its unstressed counterpart and closer to stressed /a/, but it does
not become a full vowel (it is still higher than /a/). With emphatic stress, [i,
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u] also become less centralized than their unstressed counterparts and, in ad-
dition, they are indistinguishable from the primarily-stressed ones in vowel
quality, although there is a durational difference between stressed and em-
phatically stressed /u/. To sum up, vowels which received emphatic promi-
nence were found to be realized indistinguishably from primarily-stressed
vowels (/i/) or to result in an intermediate category between the corre-
sponding unstressed and full vowel.
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5 Conclusions
This dissertation examines how lexical stress, intonational pitch accent, and
speech rate affect the acoustic characteristics of vowels in Catalan and Span-
ish. This was inspired by extensive work examining the effects of prosodic
prominence on vowel quality mostly in English and other Germanic lan-
guages, which led to the postulation of two proposals (the Hyperarticulation
Hypotesis and the Sonority Expansion Hypothesis; Lindblom, 1963, 1990;
Beckman et al., 1992; de Jong, 1995) to account for why vowel quality is
sensitive to prosodic prominence and how vowels are affected by its presence
vs. absence. These approaches share certain aspects: The idea behind them
both is that the speech signal is enhanced in prosodically prominent posi-
tions. The enhancement of vowel features in those positions with respect
to non-prominent positions (or less prominent ones) results in more salient
vowels precisely in those contexts where their correct identification is crucial.
The main point of departure between these two hypotheses resides in what
vowel features are enhanced. The (Localized) Hyperarticulation Hypothesis
predicts that stress will emphasize the “encoded linguistic information” (de
Jong, 2004, p. 495). In other words, a high posterior vowel like /u/ would
be expected to be higher and more posterior under stress. If all the vowels
in the system are affected in this way, the result is a more expanded vowel
space and larger distances between each of the adjacent vowel contrasts.
On the other hand, the Sonority Expansion Hypothesis predicts that vowels
will be more sonorous and louder. This strategy does not make vowels more
distinct from each other, but makes them more distinct from surrounding
consonants in the context in which they appear.
The first goal of this dissertation was to investigate the effects of lexical
stress (accompanied by an intonational pitch accent or not) on vowel qual-
ity and duration in these two languages. The hypotheses just summarized
were proposed originally to explain patterns of phonetic variation caused
by phrasal stress observed in English (and later in German). In fact, stud-
ies looking at the effect of prosody on vowel production have mainly dealt
with phrasal stress or different types of focus (narrow focus, lexical focus,
segmental focus). Investigating the effects of lexical stress in two Romance
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languages allows us to determine whether these hypotheses can be extended
to account for patterns of vowel reduction observed in languages of other
families, as well as to the effects of lexical stress.
The intonation of English differs from Spanish and Catalan intonation
in the density of pitch accents. In English not all lexically stressed syllables
receive phrasal stress. In Catalan and Spanish, however, lexically stressed
syllables tend to cooccur with an intonational pitch accent in most contexts,
adding a level of prominence to an already prominent syllable. A second
question that this dissertation answers is whether vowel quality is a correlate
of stress or accent or both in these two Romance languages. The experiments
in Chapters 3 and 4 address this question by exploring the effects of two types
of accent (broad focus and emphatic stress) on vowel quality and duration.
One possible explanation for the observation that unstressed/unaccented
vowels in different languages are less peripheral than stressed/accented vow-
els associates spectral reduction with temporal reduction. Non-prominent
vowels tend to be shorter, increasing the probability of target undershoot.1
Another factor that affects vowel duration and, as a consequence, vowel
quality is speech rate, which is the third factor analyzed here. Chapter 2
reports an experiment in which participants were asked to produce the tar-
get items at their normal speech rate and then at their maximum speech
rate. It was expected that this would allow us to observe target under-
shoot that was truly a consequence of shorter duration and not more or
less conventionalized attention on the realization of certain units. In other
words, a distinction can be drawn between a type of centralization that is
a consequence of biomechanical limitations vs. language-specific or learned
reduction.
Focusing on two languages allows us to test this distinction between po-
tentially universal vs. language-specific variation. The fact that the two
languages are related and structurally very similar affords a close compar-
ison. In addition, the experiments manipulating stress, accent, and speech
rate in the two languages are kept as parallel as possible so that the results
are directly comparable. The comparison is also interesting because Catalan
has phonological vowel reduction and a larger stressed vowel inventory than
Spanish, allowing us to investigate how the production of vowels in different
prosodic conditions may be shaped by these two factors.
1This is a simplification of the facts, because it is known that many other factors
contribute to the phenomenon of phonetic vowel reduction of unstressed vowels.
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5.1 Review of the Findings
5.1.1 Lexical Stress and Speech Rate
Chapter 2 included two experiments (one in Catalan and one in Spanish)
that manipulated lexical stress and speech rate. The results show that the
effect of speech rate is, as expected, similar in the two languages. Vowels are
longer when produced at normal speaking rate, although the vowel short-
ening in the fast condition is larger in Catalan (32.34% for /i, u/ and 42%
for the other vowels) than in Spanish (around 25%). In addition, non-back
vowels (front vowels and /a/) are more anterior and back vowels are more
posterior in the normal speech rate condition than in the fast condition. Re-
garding the effects of speech rate on F1, Spanish /i/ is significantly higher
and /a, o/ are lower in the normal condition. Similarly, Catalan low and
low-mid vowels (/E, a, @, O/) are lower and /i, e/ are higher when produced
at normal rate.
Stressed vowels were also longer than unstressed vowels in the two lan-
guages, although the length decrease in the unstressed condition was smaller
in Spanish (9.45%) than in Catalan (vowels /i, u/: 17.57%), and limited to
the normal speech rate condition in the former. Stress had an effect on
vowel quality for Spanish vowels /i, a, o/. These vowels were all more
anterior in the stressed condition than in the unstressed condition. Further-
more, stressed /a, o/ were also lower in that condition. It was also noted
that Spanish speakers differed in how stress affected their vowels, showing
extensive individual variation.
In Catalan, the effect of stress was only explored in vowels /i, u/, since
these are the only two vowels that are part of both the stressed and un-
stressed vowel inventories. Analysis of F1 and F2 revealed that stressed /i/
is more anterior and higher and stressed /u/ is more posterior than their un-
stressed counterparts. Absence of stress resulted in horizontal compression
of the vowel space, as evidenced by a significantly smaller F2 ratio.
Regarding the relationship between duration and F1 and F2, there were
strong positive correlations between duration and F1 for Spanish and Cata-
lan /a/ as well as for the Catalan vowels /E, @, O/ and a strong negative
correlation between duration and F1 for Catalan /i/. Duration correlated
positively with F2 for Spanish vowels /i, e, a/ and for Catalan vowels /i,
e, E, a, @/. Moderate negative correlations between F2 and duration were
observed for Catalan vowels /O, o, u/.
Finally, expansion of the vowel space was estimated by calculating F1
and F2 ratios. A larger F1 ratio (indicating a larger distance between the
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high and low vowels) and a larger F2 ratio (indicating a larger distance
between /i/ and /u/) were found in the normal condition with respect to the
fast condition. The prediction that Catalan would present smaller F1 and
F2 ratios than Spanish in the fast condition (pointing to a less compressed
vowel space, due to a larger inventory) was not confirmed.
5.1.2 Vowel Quality, Lexical Stress, and Intonational Pitch
Accent
Chapter 3 focused on exceptional vowels in Catalan that, despite being
unstressed, preserve full vowel quality. Verb + noun compounds with vowels
of these characteristics were selected, and their unstressed full vowels were
compared to stressed vowels occurring in verb phrases that were homophonic
with the compounds at the segmental level, and with unstressed vowels
in morphological words that were formed with the same root. Thus, the
comparison was between stressed and accented vowels (verb phrase context);
unstressed, unaccented, but full vowels (in compounds); and unstressed,
unaccented, and phonologically reduced vowels (in morphologically derived
words).
In Catalan, stressed vowels were found to be longer than unstressed full
vowels (length decrease was of 17.32%). A measure to calculate vowel space
size (the mean distance between each vowel and the vowel space centroid)
revealed compression of the space in the full unstressed condition with re-
spect to the stressed condition. The unstressed system presented an even
more compressed vowel space. F1 and F2 values were compared in the three
conditions. The analyses revealed a higher F1 for stressed /O/ than for
unstressed full /O/, which, in turn, had higher F1 than its unstressed coun-
terpart ([u]). Unstressed full /a/ was not statistically different from stressed
/a/ and [@], despite the fact that stressed /a/ was significantly lower than
[@]. The other unstressed full vowels did not differ from their stressed coun-
terparts. For F2, unstressed full vowels patterned with the stressed vowels
and differed from unstressed vowels (with the exception of /a, o/).
As noted, unstressed full vowels and stressed vowels differ in the absence
vs. presence of lexical stress and pitch accent. In order to explore the
contribution of these two factors separately, the same comparisons were
explored in a context in which all the target vowels were deaccented. The
results were along the same lines. Unstressed full vowels were 16.35% shorter
than stressed vowels, and the vowel space was also larger in the stressed
condition than in the other two conditions. For females (but not for males),
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vowel space increased in the unstressed full condition with respect to the
unstressed condition. The analysis of the effects of stress and vowel quality
on F1 and F2 revealed the same patterns as in the accented condition. In
addition, vowel duration and size of the vowel space in stressed position only
was compared in the accented and deaccented contexts. Accent did not have
a significant effect on either.
Some compounds were variably realized with a full or a phonologically
reduced vowel. The presence of a reduced vowel was especially common in
compounds with vowel /a/, although it also appeared, less frequently, in
compounds with vowels /E, O/.
The same experiments were carried out using Spanish data. In the case
of Spanish, verb + noun compounds are not special from the point of view
of their stress pattern. They preserve only one lexical stress (that of the
second root, like in Catalan), and so the vowels in the first root have the
same status as the unstressed vowels coming from morphologically derived
words. It was initially expected that stressed vowels would differ from the
other two groups. In the accented condition, stress did not have an effect
on vowel duration, although there was a tendency for stressed vowels to be
longer than the other two types (with small differences between vowels in
compounds and unstressed vowels). Mean distance to centroid was signifi-
cantly smaller in the unstressed condition than in the compound condition
(which did not differ from the stressed group). In the deaccented condi-
tion, vowel duration revealed a reduction of 18–20% in the unstressed and
compound conditions (which did not differ from each other) with respect to
the stressed condition. In addition, analysis of mean distance to centroid
returned a significant difference between the stressed and the compound
condition (which did not differ from the unstressed condition). Like in the
previous chapter, examination of individual patterns made it evident that
the effect of stress was not homogeneous across participants.
5.1.3 Accented Unstressed Vowels
Chapter 4 deals with the effect of intonational pitch accent on phonologically
reduced vowels ([i, @, u]) in Catalan. Unstressed vowels can sporadically
anchor a pitch accent (emphatic stress) in public speech. Even if the type of
pitch accent resembles narrow or contrastive focus, the function of emphatic
stress does not seem to be that of highlighting syllables or words, but rather
units of a larger size.
The results of Chapter 3 indicated that the presence of a pitch accent
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in prenuclear position in a broad focus utterance did not affect vowel qual-
ity or duration. Emphatic stress, on the other hand, did affect them both.
For vowel /i/, the presence of emphatic stress had the same effect as lexi-
cal stress: Stressed and emphatic-stress-bearing /i/ did not differ from each
other in duration, F1, or F2. Furthermore, both were longer, higher, and
more anterior than their unstressed congener. No F1 differences were en-
countered between /u/ with emphatic stress and the other two groups, sug-
gesting a larger dispersion for the former, encompassing the latter groups.
All three conditions were significantly different from each other in duration
(stressed > emphatically stressed > unstressed). Finally, stressed /a/ was
found to be significantly lower and longer than [@] with and without emphatic
stress. Among those two, when schwa occurred in a syllable with emphatic
stress, it was also lower and longer than purely unstressed unaccented [@].
In other words, it had intermediate length and height (F1) between stressed
/a/ and unstressed [@]. Emphatically stressed [@] and stressed /a/ were more
anterior than [@].
5.2 Discussion
5.2.1 Vowel Centralization at Fast Speech Rate
The results in Chapter 2 answer the question regarding the role of speech
rate on vowel quality. In both languages, increasing speech rate decreased
vowel duration. Vowels produced at fast rate were 25% shorter than those
produced at normal rate in Spanish, and the reduction was even more ex-
treme in the case of Catalan (32–42%). This may be due to the presence of
more low vowels in Catalan, which are known to be longer than high vowels
(see Lehiste, 1970 and for Catalan, Recasens, 1986), rather than to faster
speech rate in Catalan than in Spanish. In fact, the significant interaction
between stress and speech rate revealed that the vowel duration compression
was more pronounced in stressed syllables in Catalan.
It was predicted that shorter vowel durations would be accompanied
by less peripheral positions in the vowel space in both languages, based
on the assumption that in shorter vowels speakers would be more likely to
undershoot the target due to the constraints of completing a given gesture
in a shorter time. This prediction was confirmed. The finding that faster
speech rate brings about a more compressed vowel space is in line with those
put forward for other languages (Turner et al., 1995; Hirata & Tsukada, 2004,
2009; Gendrot & Adda-Decker, 2007; Agwuele et al., 2008; Jaworski, 2009)
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and provides evidence of motor reduction in these two languages.
Regarding the relationship between duration and F1 and F2, most vow-
els showed strong or very strong correlations between duration and the for-
mants, although some did not. This is not entirely surprising, given that it
is known that factors other than duration affect vowel formant structures.
5.2.2 Vowel Quality and Duration as Correlates of Lexical
Stress
As just discussed, both languages exhibit mechanical vowel reduction caused
by a significant vowel shortening. However, whereas Catalan also shows
stress-conditioned phonetic vowel reduction, Spanish does not. The hypoth-
esis that unstressed vowels would move away from the periphery of the vowel
space is confirmed for Catalan, but not for Spanish. This is not, however,
due to Spanish vowels being insensitive to stress, but rather to a lack of
conventionalization of the use of vowel quality as a cue to stress in Spanish.
An unexpected, albeit interesting, finding presented in Chapters 2 and 3
concerns precisely the extreme individual variation regarding the effects of
stress on vowel quality (and, to a certain extent, on duration) observed in
Spanish. Whereas Catalan speakers use vowel quality and duration consis-
tently to signal the stress contrast, this is clearly not so for Spanish speakers.
Based on the results put forward in this dissertation, it cannot be concluded
that centralization of unstressed vowels is a conventionalized phonetic pro-
cess in this language.
It is true that some effects seem to be consistent across participants. For
example, unstressed vowels tend to be shorter than stressed ones, although
the duration difference is very small (much smaller than that observed in
Catalan) and did not reach significance in some conditions. Furthermore,
a lower and more posterior unstressed /a/ and a less anterior unstressed
/i/ in comparison with their stressed counterparts are exhibited by most
participants. Based on that, we might conclude that stress affects the corner
vowels (/u/ could be spared in this case due to the labial context). However,
when we focus on individual patterns, it is evident that the presence of stress
affects the vowel quality of all the Spanish vowels, but, because the effect is
not in the same direction for all speakers, it is sometimes cancelled out when
aggregated data are presented. That is, the apparent “stability” of vowels
/e, u/ in Spanish (see Chapter 2) is a consequence of different speakers not
modifying these vowels in the same way, not due to a genuine lack of effect
at the individual level. In fact, in most cases, speakers do present important
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differences in the realization of stressed and unstressed vowels.
Another way in which the data are inconsistent is that one speaker’s
vowels are not homogeneously affected by stress. That is, it is not possible
to group speakers according to whether their vowels centralize or assimilate
to surrounding consonants in unstressed syllables, or whether their stressed
vowels are lower than unstressed ones. In Chapter 3, it was also evident that
speakers did not exhibit a consistent behavior across tasks. As a group (al-
though not individually), they collapsed the compound and stressed condi-
tions in the accented context, whereas the compound condition was found to
behave like the unstressed condition when they were deaccented. This seems
to be counterintuitive: Stressed vowels had a pitch accent in the accented
condition, which should have made the difference between the stressed and
the compound conditions larger. If we examine individual data, and com-
pare how vowel space size is affected by stress in the different speakers, we
also observe a variety of patterns, pointing to large inter- and intra-speaker
variability.
In addition, duration was affected by stress as expected in the deaccented
condition, but not in the accented condition, even if the data showed the
same tendencies in both conditions (stressed vowels being longer than vowels
in compounds and in unstressed position). The findings are rather surpris-
ing. Prior work identified duration as a clear correlate of stress (Quilis, 1971;
Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto, 2007, 2011), whereas the role of duration as a cor-
relate of accent was more disputed (Kim, 2011; Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto,
2011). In any case, we would at least expect to obtain the same findings in
both accent conditions, if duration were not a correlate of accent. If it were,
larger differences would be expected in the accented condition (given that
the stressed vowels have an added level of prominence in that condition).
A possible explanation for the irregular effect of stress/morphological cate-
gory on vowel duration may concern the global properties of the postfocal
material. An overall slowing down in the deaccented part of the recorded
utterances was perceived. A faster speech rate in the accented condition
may have compressed vowel durations, resulting in a non-significant effect
of stress/morphological category. This would be consistent with the fact
that stress had an effect on vowel duration in Spanish in the experiment re-
ported in Chapter 2 at normal speaking rate, but not at fast speaking rate.
The two experiments elicited somewhat different speaking styles. In both
experiments, target items were read and appeared in prenuclear position.
In the first experiment, however, the target words were produced in cita-
tion form (the context in which they appeared was I say [target word] three
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times). This may have resulted in a more careful speaking style. Vowels
produced in citation form have been found to be longer than those pro-
duced in connected speech in English (Hillenbrand, Clark, & Houde, 2000).
Although in Chapter 3 speakers also read the sentences, the target item was
not highlighted in any way. This may have resulted in more attention on
the target items of the experiment reported in Chapter 2. Still, a duration
contrast between stressed and unstressed syllables in the first experiment
could not be maintained at fast speaking rate.
It is important to remember that previous work on the effects of stress on
vowel quality in Spanish had not presented unambiguous results. As men-
tioned, some studies provided evidence for centralization of (some) vowels
in unstressed position (Mart´ınez Celdra´n, 1984; Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto,
2007; Cobb & Simonet, 2010; Menke & Face, 2010), whereas others found
lower stressed vowels (A´lvarez Gonza´lez, 1981; Albala´ et al., 2008; Torreira
& Ernestus, 2011). A third group differed from the other two in not find-
ing a clear effect of stress (Quilis & Esgueva, 1983; Mart´ınez-Celdra´n &
Ferna´ndez-Planas, 2007; Ferreira, 2008; Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto, 2011).
The extensive individual variation observed in this dissertation may explain
why these studies put forward various patterns.
To sum up, stress may affect vowel quality in Spanish, but its effect is
not phonologized: Speakers do not employ vowel quality consistently and
uniformly to reinforce the stress distinction. The phonetic variation that
speakers exhibit could, however, obey other factors. Our data do not allow
us to explore this possibility in detail, although it seems rather unlikely. The
group (balanced by gender) is quite homogeneous in terms of regional origin
(17 speakers are from Madrid) and educational level and, as noted, it is diffi-
cult to observe repeated patterns in the data across speakers. Physiological
differences might offer an explanation, although a preliminary study seemed
to disconfirm this possibility. In a preliminary electropalatography study
with three participants, I compared linguopalatal contacts as well as F1 and
F2 of vowels /i, e/ in two stress conditions (stressed vs. unstressed) and
three focus conditions (contrastive or segmental focus, broad focus, postfo-
cus). Only two speakers had a significant effect of stress on F1, and it was
not in the same direction (for speaker 1 stressed vowels had a higher F1,
whereas unstressed vowels had a higher F1 for speaker 3). Regarding the
effect of focus, the third speaker did not show F1 or tongue height differ-
ences. However, speaker 1 displayed a higher tongue position (as revealed by
a more extensive, as well as more central, linguopalatal contact) in the con-
trastive and postfocus conditions than in the broad focus one, and speaker
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2 had a significant difference between the postfocus and broad conditions
in the same direction. Although these three speakers presented important
differences in palate morphology, their individual behaviors could not be
explained on the basis of anatomical differences.
Contrary to Spanish, the effects of stress on vowel quality and duration
are homogeneous in Catalan. Unstressed vowels were significantly shorter
in all the experiments. In addition, Catalan vowels were sensitive to stress
in the way predicted by the Hyperarticulation Hypothesis. Taking the re-
sults of the different experiments together, stress seems to target mostly the
corner vowels (/i, a, u/). The high vowels occupy more centralized positions
when they are unstressed. This effect is in line with some of the tendencies
reported in Recasens (1986), but not with the results in Prieto & Ortega-
Llebaria (2006) and Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto (2011). Recasens provided
mean F1 and F2 values for all Catalan vowels, including unstressed /i, u/,
which had less extreme F2 when compared to their stressed counterparts.
However, the F1 values for /i, u/ for stressed and unstressed vowels indi-
cated slightly lower stressed vowels. Prieto & Ortega-Llebaria (2006) and
Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto (2011) did not find an effect of stress or accent
on vowel /i/, but this vowel occurred between two nasal consonants (-min-
and -nim-) which may have led to errors in formant detection (Shosted,
Carignan, & Rong, 2012).
Full unstressed /a/ was not different from stressed /a/ or [@]. Absence
of stress increased the dispersion in both F1 and F2 of vowel /a/, which
presented realizations that encroached on the territories of its stressed and
unstressed reduced counterpart. Whereas the corner vowels centralized, un-
stressed full vowel /O/ exhibited a different behavior. In absence of stress, it
did not move toward the center of the space, but rather it seemed to merge
with its high-mid counterpart (/o/). As a matter of fact, a tendency for
/E/ to be higher when unstressed was also evident (see Figure 3.11). The
ellipse corresponding to vowel /E/ overlaps to a great extent with its stressed
counterpart but also with both stressed and unstressed full /e/.
One limitation of the experiments reported in Chapter 3 is that con-
sonantal context could not be completely controlled for. Compounds are
relatively scarce, and it was impossible to find compounds that had the
same neighbouring consonants. Preference was given to those in which the
target vowel was surrounded by voiceless stops and it appeared in an open
syllable that occurred two syllables away from the syllable with primary
stress. For each of the seven Catalan vowels, two sets of compounds, verb
phrases, and morphologically derived words were selected. In both com-
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pounds with target vowel /E/, the preceding consonant was /t/, but the
following consonants were /r/ in one compound and /Z/ in the other. These
are consonants that have a strong effect on vowel quality, and the effects
are in opposite directions. In fact, when plotting individual tokens, /E/
before /r/ (mean = 659.69 Hz, SD = 72.58) was almost as low as vowel
/a/ for many speakers, whereas the other context (/Z/) triggered a much
higher realization of /E/ (mean = 535.53 Hz, SD = 65.78). It is possible
that the effect of stress is masked by the large dispersion due to different
consonantal context. This variability might also explain why there were no
differences between stressed /E/ (mean = 597.61 Hz, SD = 92.97) and [@]
(mean = 582.95 Hz, SD = 96.21) in our data. In previous work, [@] has been
reported to exhibit an intermediate height between the high- and low-mid
front vowels (Llisterri, 1984; Recasens, 1986).
A tendency for unstressed mid vowels /E, O/ to raise and become closer
to their high-mid counterparts has also been noted in Brazilian Portuguese
(Fails & Clegg, 1992). The low-mid vowels are typically not present in
unstressed syllables (where they are realized as the high-mid ones), except in
derived words (e.g., caf [E]zinho ‘coffee, dim.’, b[O]linha ‘ball, dim.’). In this
context, vowels /E, O/ preserve their F2, but their F1 values are intermediate
between those of stressed low- and high-mid vowels.
These results suggest that Catalan speakers use vowel quality to reinforce
the stress distinction for those vowels that are not subject to phonological
vowel reduction. In this sense, Catalan patterns with Germanic languages
like English or German (see Section 1.3). On the other hand, Spanish does
not seem to make use of vowel quality in a meaningful way. Thus, this
language exhibits neither phonological nor phonetic vowel reduction. Sec-
tion 1.3 summarized findings pointing to the existence of prosodically moti-
vated vowel reduction in a variety of languages. It is interesting to note that
most of those languages (Brazilian Portuguese, Dutch, English, German,
heritage Spanish,2 Italian, Swedish, and Western Catalan) have phonologi-
cal vowel reduction (Russ, 1994, p. 126–127; Crosswhite, 2001).3 The fact
that Spanish does not have systematic vowel reduction caused by absence
of lexical stress may not be by chance, but rather it may actually have to
do with the phonological characteristics of the language. Evidence from a
larger number of languages, with and without phonological vowel reduction,
2Heritage Spanish speakers were bilingual and more dominant in English, with phono-
logical vowel reduction.
3The languages that displayed phonetic vowel reduction without having phonological
vowel reduction are Korean and French, without lexical stress (Cho et al., 2011; Meunier
& Espesser, 2011), and Arabic.
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is necessary in order to confirm this hypothesis.
Another interesting question that these findings pose is whether the ex-
tensive variation shown by Spanish speakers would also be found in the
speech of Catalan-Spanish bilinguals when speaking Spanish. The Catalan
speakers, who were consistent in their use of vowel quality, are also bilingual
in Spanish. If they were to complete the Spanish experiment, would we find
transfer of phonetic vowel reduction? Or would we also find a seemingly
random use of vowel quality to signal stress? Relevant for this question is
whether degree of dominance in Catalan and Spanish would condition cer-
tain patterns of phonetic vowel reduction, with Catalan-dominant speakers
exhibiting the same effects in both languages and Spanish-dominant behav-
ing more like the monolingual Spanish speakers. Menke & Face (2010) and
Cobb & Simonet (Cobb, 2009; Cobb & Simonet, 2010) showed that native
speakers of English exhibited phonetic vowel reduction in Spanish that di-
verged from that observed in native speakers, hinting at the possibility of
transfer of phonetic detail from the first language to the second language. A
similar study involving Catalan-Spanish bilinguals would offer the possibility
to explore this question with speakers that, despite being highly proficient
in both languages, differ in the use they make of each of them.
Future research will also need to address two limitations of this dis-
sertation in order to better understand the influence of prosodic structure
and prominence on vowel production. First, the data analyzed in the three
central chapters were elicited by means of reading tasks. It is well known
that spontaneous speech departs from read speech in a number of ways.
Arguably, if we find phonetic vowel reduction in read speech, it probably
means that it is even more extensive in spontaneous speech, but this as-
sumption requires validation. Second, prosodic phrasing was not controlled
for in the second experiment. The sentences were devised so that the target
word received a prenuclear pitch accent and it was not utterance-initial or
final. However, some of the sentences included afforded different prosodic
renditions. Given that the presence and type of prosodic boundaries have
effects at the segmental level (see, for example, Byrd, 1996; Fougeron, 2001;
Keating et al., 2003; Cho & Keating, 2009; Georgeton et al., 2011), future
research will need to take into account these factors.
5.2.3 Accent Type
For Catalan, the comparison of vowels produced in prenuclear position in
broad focus utterances and in postfocal position revealed that vowel quality
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and duration are correlates of stress and not of accent. The findings regard-
ing duration are in line with those in Prieto & Ortega-Llebaria (2006) and
Ortega-Llebaria & Prieto (2011). This indicates that correlates that cue
the presence of a level of prominence do not necessarily cue the presence of
an extra layer of prominence. Stress and accent are not “parallel physical
events” (de Jong, 2004, p. 512) in Catalan, and the effects of accent are not
cumulative on those of stress.
Nevertheless, a different type of accent (emphatic stress) did affect the
realization of vowels (both duration and vowel quality) in Catalan. A study
of the same phenomenon in Spanish (Hualde & Nadeu, to appear) using a
different methodology (laboratory speech as opposed to the more natural-
istic data used in Chapter 4 of this dissertation) also reported a significant
effect of emphatic stress on vowel duration in the same direction. In both
languages, the presence of an emphatic stress on an unstressed vowel has
an effect that is very similar to that of lexical stress. Thus, this constitutes
evidence that different types of accent may not have the same impact on
segments.
Given that, in most contexts, there is covariation of stress and accent
in Catalan and Spanish, the role of accent as an enhancer of phonemic
information may be less relevant or even superfluous in these languages. On
the other hand, because accents are selectively placed on certain stressed
syllables in English, accent may have a more salient role. Emphatic stress
departs from accent in broad focus conditions in that it is not tied to a
lexically stressed syllable, but may fall on any unstressed syllable (with
certain locations with respect to the position of primary stress attracting
emphatic stress more often than others). In a sense, emphatic stress presents
some similarities with the realization of narrow focus. In both cases the pitch
accent realized tends to be a L+H* (with the rise culminating within the
syllable), and the material following these accents may be deaccented. In
fact, the second example in (14) (Chapter 1) would have a realization that
would be extremely similar to that of emphatic stress. In addition, their
function is also related, as they both serve to highlight some part of an
utterance. The results of Chapter 3 can be taken as an indication that
other types of accent or focus (e.g., narrow focus, especially contrastive or
segmental focus) may exert influence at the segmental level. Further research
is necessary to validate this hypothesis.
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5.2.4 Vowel Inventory Asymmetries and Idiosyncrasies
Corner vowels (and especially /i, a/) were more often and more extensively
affected by absence of stress and faster speech rate than mid vowels across
experiments. Apparently, this would contradict the assumption that cor-
ner vowels are preferred (Liljencrants & Lindblom, 1972; Lindblom, 1986;
Johnson, 2003; Flemming, 2004). However, the more centralized position of
Catalan /i, u/ in unstressed position does not compromise vowel contrasts
as the mid vowels, with which the high vowels could merge if centralization
was very extreme, do not form part of the unstressed vowel system. In addi-
tion, in the case of speech rate, it is logical that those vowels whose targets
are furthest from the lingual rest position will be the most affected.
Another asymmetrical behavior is shown by the more pronounced cen-
tralization of front vs. back vowels. In most vowel plots, front vowels that
are either unstressed or produced at a faster speech rate are seen to devi-
ate more from their counterparts than the back vowels do. In Chapter 2
this asymmetry was attributed to the effect of labial context on front vs.
back vowels (Recasens & Espinosa, 2006) as well as to the smaller F1 range
occupied by back vowels in comparison with front vowels (de Boer, 2011).
Different behavior between front and back vowels regarding sensitivity to
stress and coarticulatory resistance has also been observed by other au-
thors and for other languages (see, for example, Recasens & Espinosa, 2006;
Strycharczuk & Jurgec, 2008).
The fact that back vowels, and especially /u/, are more stable than
front vowels contrasts with findings in English that suggest that /i/ is the
most stable vowel. It is usually argued that the production of vowel /i/
tends to involve a less variable tongue gesture due to sensory feedback re-
sulting from significant linguopalatal contact (Stevens, 2000; Buchaillard et
al., 2009). Spanish and Catalan /i/ also exhibit linguopalatal contact (Re-
casens, 1991a; Mart´ınez-Celdra´n & Ferna´ndez-Planas, 2007), yet this does
not prevent this vowel from being affected importantly by speech rate or
stress. This points to cross-linguistic dissimilarities in phonological organi-
zation: Whereas the English vowel system may be anchored on vowel /i/,
the Spanish and Catalan vowel systems seem to be anchored on vowel /u/.
Also regarding the organization of the Spanish and Catalan vowel sys-
tem, it became clear in the different experiments that vowel /a/ patterned
with front vowels, instead of behaving like a central vowel. The presence
of lexical stress increased F2 for vowel /a/ in both languages. It was ear-
lier noted that prosodic prominence is predicted to enhance place features.
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Therefore, the results presented indicate that /a/ should be considered an
anterior vowel in these languages, rather than a central vowel.
5.2.5 Size of the Vowel Space
It was predicted that Catalan would compress its vowel space less than
Spanish would in the fast speech rate condition. In addition, more com-
pression was expected in the unstressed than in the stressed condition in
Catalan. In the first case, less compression for Catalan was expected be-
cause it has a larger stressed system than Spanish. The same reduction in
size of the vowel space would cause shorter distances between vowels in a
more vs. less crowded space. However, the data did not support this predic-
tion. Catalan exhibited a larger F1 ratio in the normal condition, but the
two languages did not differ in the fast condition. This means that Cata-
lan speakers reduced the F1 range more than Spanish speakers, contrary to
our expectations. A significant effect of language on F2 ratio was due to
Spanish presenting a larger F2 ratio than Catalan. In sum, analysis of both
F1 and F2 ratios suggests that the vowel space of Catalan compressed more
than that of Spanish. These findings would contradict a strong version of
the Adaptive Dispersion Theory (Liljencrants & Lindblom, 1972; Lindblom,
1986; Flemming, 2004).
Regarding the second prediction, it was only tested in the horizontal di-
mension, because of the restrictions on which vowels can occur in unstressed
position in Catalan. This prediction was confirmed: The Catalan stressed
system has a larger F2 ration than the unstressed system.
Regarding the idea that a more crowded system would require a larger
area (Flemming, 2004), it could be argued that the lack of phonetic vowel
reduction in Spanish could be due to the fact that its system is equally
crowded in stressed and unstressed position. For example, Catalan has a less
crowded vowel space in unstressed position, because the system is simplified
due to phonological vowel reduction. Thus, lowering /i/ and centralizing /i,
u/ is not likely to endanger the contrast between [i, @, u]. On the other hand,
if Spanish were to centralize its vowels in unstressed position, the distances
between the different vowel contrasts would be diminished, facilitating vowel
confusions and mergers. However, the fact that we find phonetic vowel
reduction in Catalan compounds, together with the fact that individual
Spanish speakers do show centralization as well as other deviations from
stressed vowels caused by stress, renders this explanation improbable.
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5.2.6 Catalan Compounds and Phonological Vowel
Reduction
The feature that makes verb + noun compounds special is the preservation
of a full, non-reduced, vowel in a syllable that is lexically unstressed. The
presence of a full vowel in the first root of compounds (with lexical stress on
the second root) has led some authors to consider the syllable in which it
occurs as lexically stressed (Carrera, 2005; Wheeler, 2005), stressed but not
accentable (Prieto, in press), or as carrying secondary stress (Bernal, 2012).
Nonetheless, evidence provided by Mascaro´ (1983) and Prieto (2003), as well
as the findings reported in Chapter 3, clearly demonstrate that these vowels
are unstressed.
First, the comparison between the full vowels in the first root of com-
pounds and full vowels in stressed position revealed significant differences
which can be interpreted as the absence of stress causing compression of
the vowel space, although some vowels are more resistant than others to
phonetic vowel reduction. Second, the vowels in compounds are signifi-
cantly shorter than those in verbs (where they are stressed) both in the
accented and deaccented condition. Third, the data show that (some of)
these compounds admit variable realizations with and without phonological
vowel reduction. Taken together, these findings constitute strong evidence
for the stresslessness of the first root of these compounds.
The frequency of application of phonological vowel reduction to the vowel
in the first root of Catalan compounds was a quite unexpected finding. Al-
most half of the productions of vowel /a/ in the accented condition involved
a reduced [@]. /E, O/ were also sporadically realized as [@, u] respectively,
and in some cases their realizations seemed to be very close or identical to
/e, o/. It is clear that the identity of the vowel in the compound plays a
role in the frequency with which the compound presents a reduced vowel.
Similarly, compounds present different rates of reduced variants.
An attempt to relate frequency of occurrence of reduced variants with
semantic compositionality, cognate status, or lexical frequency of the whole
compound or the verb (first root) was not successful, although this may be
due to the scarcity of data. A possibility that was not tested could be that
the factor that predicts the frequency of use of the reduced variant is the
relative frequency of verb forms with stress on the root over verb forms with
stress on the ending. Hay (2003) noted that clusters that are “illegal” in
English (e.g., /ftl, ntl, stl, ktl/ in complex words such as softly) undergo /t/
deletion more often in complex words that have higher frequency than their
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base than in complex words with lower frequency than their base. It could
be predicted that a compound with a verb that is more commonly used in
forms that are not stressed in the root (i.e., verbs that present a reduced
vowel in the root more often than a full vowel) would be realized more
often with a reduced vowel. Unfortunately, in order to test this hypothesis,
a corpus of oral frequencies in Catalan would be necessary. Even if this
hypothesis cannot, for now, be tested, a study including a larger number
of compounds which vary in their frequency is currently under way. In this
project, compounds with the same first root (verb) but with relatively higher
and relatively lower frequency are compared, which can indirectly test the
hypothesis above.
Whatever its cause, the alternation between reduced and full vowel vari-
ants in this type of compounds illustrates the path of evolution of compound
words in Catalan. Based on existing types of compounds, we can propose
that compounds go through three stages with oscillations between them.
Compounds initially present two lexical stresses. With a higher degree of
lexicalization, one of the lexical stresses is lost, but the vowel quality is
preserved. This would involve an intermediate stage in which compounds
present both realizations with and without stress on the first root. The
examples in (1) and (2) show compounds formed by two adjectives (or an
adjective plus a noun), the first of which is a color name. In principle, com-
pounds of this type present two stresses, although we find some variation.
Those color names that are more lexicalized display only stress on the sec-
ond root (see (1)), whereas most others, as well as those formed creatively,
present the two stresses (see (2)). Note that vowel quality is preserved when
stress is lost.
(1) blau mar´ı [blaw m@"Ri], *["blaw m@"Ri] ‘navy blue’
blau cel [blaw "sEl], *["blaw "sEl] ‘sky blue’
(2) verd poma ["bErt "pom@] ‘apple green’
grcc canari ["grOk k@"naRi] ‘canary yellow’
After another intermediate stage involving oscillation between a reduced
and a full vowel in the first root, the last stage in compound word evolution
requires the loss of the full vowel quality. Compare the examples in (3),
which can now only be realized with a reduced vowel in Central Catalan,
with those in (4). Despite having the same root, the first set requires a
reduced vowel. The second set presents a full vowel in their citation form,
although para-sol is also possible with [@]. Like this example, some of the
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compounds analyzed in this dissertation provide evidence for the variation
that may lead from the second to the third stage. In an exemplar model
(Bybee, 2001, 2006), each token of a word that speakers experience may
become part of their mental representation of that lexical item. In order for
a shift in the center of the category (from the variant with the full vowel to
the variant with a reduced vowel) to occur, an increase in the frequency of
the reduced variant would be necessary.
(3) paraigua [p@"RajGw@], *[pa"RajGw@] ‘umbrella’
tothom [tu"tOm], *[to"tOm] ‘everybody’
(4) para-sol [paR@"sOl] ‘parasol’
tothora [to"tOR@] ‘always’
5.3 Conclusion
An examination of the effects of speech rate, lexical stress, and intonational
pitch accent on vowel quality and duration in Catalan and Spanish read
speech revealed that both languages are affected by speech rate in the same
manner. The effects of lexical stress in Catalan are parallel to those of speech
rate (and consistent with a hypothesis of hyperarticulation of stressed vow-
els), but Spanish shows non-conventionalized sensitivity to stress, although
the raising of unstressed /a/ is a robust and quite consistent effect across
speakers (also in Catalan and in both languages at fast rate). Intonational
pitch accent in a broad focus utterance does not affect vowel quality or du-
ration, but a special type of accent (emphatic stress) does, and its effect is
similar to that of primary stress.
This dissertation provides a detailed acoustic characterization of vowels
under different conditions in Catalan and Spanish, which might have impli-
cations for the development of accurate systems of speech recognition and
synthesis. In addition, the findings add to a growing body of cross-linguistic
research on prosodically and communicatively motivated variation and in-
form a long-standing debate concerning the mechanisms that operate in
order to enhance vowel distinctiveness in stressed and accented positions.
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A Appendix: Questionnaires
Catalan speakers who participated in the experiments described in Chap-
ters 2 and 3 were asked to complete this language background questionnaire,
which was based on the questionnaire used in Mora & Nadeu (2012). This
questionnaire was used to assess speakers’ language dominance.
Catalan
1. Place of birth (town and county):
If you grew up in Barcelona, indicate the neighborhood where
you used to live:
2. Age:
3. Place of residence (town and county):
If you live in Barcelona, indicate the neighborhood where you
live:
4. Length of residence:
Always 2 Number of years:
5. Parents’ occupation
Father:
Mother:
6. If you work, what is your job?
7. If you study, what is your major?
8. Which language did you learn at home?
Catalan 2 Spanish 2 Both 2 Other 2
9. Please indicate your mother tongue (choose only one): Catalan or
Spanish?
On a scale from 1 (very poorly) to 7 (perfectly), rate your skills in
your mother tongue:
Listening: Reading: Speaking: Writing:
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10. Please indicate your second language (choose only one): Catalan or
Spanish?
On a scale from 1 (very poorly) to 7 (perfectly), rate your skills in
your second language:
Listening: Reading: Speaking: Writing:
11. Which language do you usually speak?
Catalan 2 Spanish 2 Both 2 Other 2
12. Which language did your parents learn at home?
Mother: Catalan 2 Spanish 2 Both 2 Other 2
Father: Catalan 2 Spanish 2 Both 2 Other 2
13. Which language do they speak to each other?
Catalan 2 Spanish 2 Both 2 Other 2
14. Which language do you use with your...
Parents: Catalan 2 Spanish 2 Both 2 Other 2
Siblings: Catalan 2 Spanish 2 Both 2 Other 2
Relatives: Catalan 2 Spanish 2 Both 2 Other 2
Friends: Catalan 2 Spanish 2 Both 2 Other 2
15. Which language were you schooled in in...
Primary
School?
Catalan 2 Spanish 2 Both 2 Other 2
Secondary
School?
Catalan 2 Spanish 2 Both 2 Other 2
College? Catalan 2 Spanish 2 Both 2 Other 2
16. PREFERENCE:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Totally in Catalan Equally Totally in Spanish
Which language do you prefer LISTENING to?
1 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 6 2 7 2
Which language do you prefer SPEAKING in?
1 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 6 2 7 2
Which language do you prefer READING in?
1 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 6 2 7 2
Which language do you prefer WRITING in?
1 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 6 2 7 2
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17. Indicate the percentage of Catalan and Spanish that you speak at
home.
18. Indicate the percentage of Catalan and Spanish that you speak at
work/university.
19. Indicate the percentage of Catalan and Spanish that you speak in
social settings.
20. Indicate the percentage of Catalan and Spanish that you speak with
your family.
21. Indicate the percentage of Catalan and Spanish that you speak with
close friends.
22. Indicate the percentage of Catalan and Spanish that you speak with
strangers (for example, when you go shopping).
23. Do you have any speech or hearing impairment?
24. Comments:
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Spanish
The following questionnaire was administered to Spanish speakers who par-
ticipated in the experiments described in chapters 2 and 3.
1. Place of birth:
If you grew up in Madrid, indicate the neighborhood where you
used to live:
2. Age:
3. Place of residence:
If you live in Madrid, indicate the neighborhood where you live:
4. Length of residence:
Always 2 Number of years:
5. Parents’ occupation
Father:
Mother:
6. If you work, what is your job?
7. If you study, what is your major?
8. Which language did you learn at home?
Spanish 2 Other 2
9. Which language were you schooled in in...
Primary School? Spanish 2 Other 2
Secondary School? Spanish 2 Other 2
College? Spanish 2 Other 2
10. Do you have any speech or hearing impairment?
11. Comments:
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B Appendix: Linguistic Profile
of Catalan Participants
The Catalan speakers who participated in the experiments reported in Chap-
ters 2 and 3 were asked to complete a language background questionnaire in
order to assess their language dominance, given that all the Catalan speak-
ers recruited were bilingual in Spanish. This appendix presents individual
self-ratings on the four language skills (listening [L], reading [R], speaking
[S], writing [W]) in Catalan and Spanish. Individual means across the four
skills are also provided (see Tables B.1 and B.2).
Participants were also required to assess how much Catalan they spoke
daily on average in six different situations. Individual responses to those
questions are shown below. The mean percentage of use of Catalan across
the six situations is also given for each speaker separately (Tables B.3
and B.4). Some of the speakers participated in the two experiments, but
they do not necessarily have the same code. Speaker M06 in Chapter 2
(speaker M03 in Chapter 3) is the only participant who learned Spanish at
home.
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Table B.1: Self-evaluation of listening (L), reading (R), speaking (S ),
and writing (W ) skills in Catalan and Spanish by 20 bilingual speakers
(M =male, F=female) who participated in the experiment reported in Chap-
ter 2
Speaker
Catalan Spanish
L R S W Mean L R S W Mean
F01 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
F02 7 7 7 6 6.75 7 7 5 5 6
F03 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 4 6 6
F05 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
F04 5 5 5 6 5.25 5 5 5 5 5
F06 7 7 7 6 6.75 7 7 6 6 6.5
F07 6 6 6 5 5.75 6 6 4 4 5
F08 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 5 6
F09 7 7 7 6 6.75 7 6 4 4 5.25
F10 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 4 4 5.5
M01 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 5 6
M02 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 4 6 5.75
M03 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 5 6
M04 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
M05 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 6.75
M06 7 6 6 6 6.5 7 7 5 7 6.25
M07 7 7 7 6 6.75 7 7 6 6 6.5
M08 7 6 7 6 6.5 6 6 6 6 6
M09 7 7 7 6 6.75 7 7 5 6 6.25
M10 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
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Table B.2: Self-evaluation of listening (L), reading (R), speaking (S ),
and writing (W ) skills in Catalan and Spanish by 20 bilingual speakers
(M =male, F=female) who participated in the experiments reported in
Chapter 3
Speaker
Catalan Spanish
L R S W Mean L R S W Mean
F01 7 7 7 7 6.75 7 6 5 5 5.75
F02 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 6.75
F03 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 5 6
F04 7 7 7 6 6.75 7 7 4 4 5.5
F05 7 7 6 6 6.5 7 7 4 4 5.5
F06 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 4 6 6
F07 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 6.75
F08 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 5 5.25
F09 6 7 7 6 6.5 6 7 6 7 6.5
F10 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 6.75
M01 7 7 7 6 6.75 7 7 6 6 6.5
M02 6 7 7 6 6.5 6 5 5 6 5.5
M03 7 7 6 6 6.5 7 7 5 7 6.5
M04 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 6 6.25
M05 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6.5 5 6.38
M06 7 7 6 6 6.5 6 5 5 5 5.25
M07 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6.5
M08 7 7 6 7 6.75 6 6 5 4 5.25
M09 7 7 7 6 6.75 7 7 7 6 6.75
M10 7 6 6 6 6.25 7 6 5 6 6
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C Appendix: Speech Rate
Manipulation
Chapter 2 reports two experiments in which speech rate was manipulated.
For a subject’s data to be included in the analysis, a significant effect of
speech rate on vowel duration was required. Thus, a paired t-test compar-
ing the duration of vowels produced at fast and normal speech rate was
performed for each participant individually. Tables C.1 and C.2 include the
mean vowel duration in the two speech rate conditions for each speaker, the
percent reduction from the normal to the fast condition, and the t-values of
the paired t-tests.
Table C.1: Mean vowel duration (ms) and standard deviation (in paren-
theses) in the fast and normal conditions for 20 Catalan speakers, duration
reduction (%), and results of the paired t-tests (for all comparisons, p <
0.001)
Speaker Fast Normal
%
t
Reduction
F01 51.40 (9.29) 80.61 (16.42) 36.23 t [49] = 17.98
F02 39.21 (8.07) 86.46 (22.66) 54.65 t [49] = 17.47
F03 39.76 (10.77) 72.52 (15.38) 45.17 t [49] = 18.61
F04 43.94 (8.20) 87.45 (20.41) 49.76 t [49] = 18.54
F05 49.70 (12.30) 74.44 (18.73) 33.24 t [49] = 12.43
F06 56.86 (9.33) 83.01 (17.38) 31.50 t [49] = 14.86
F07 32.30 (8.95) 66.64 (16.94) 51.52 t [49] = 12.17
F08 45.03 (8.02) 74.72 (19.42) 39.74 t [47] = 11.38
F09 42.10 (9.02) 56.48 (14.79) 25.46 t [44] = 6.54
F10 49.04 (5.59) 79.46 (11.26) 38.29 t [49] = 19.55
M01 30.43 (6.44) 56.33 (16.78) 45.99 t [49] = 11.21
M02 44.47 (9.09) 70.35 (15.22) 36.80 t [49] = 14.41
M03 63.91 (13.78) 96.41 (26.14) 33.71 t [49] = 14.56
M04 48.85 (13.28) 76.11 (29.38) 35.81 t [49] = 8.68
M05 39.10 (5.58) 50.73 (9.90) 22.93 t [49] = 8.46
M06 40.50 (12.36) 68.17 (28.57) 40.59 t [44] = 8.50
M07 37.60 (8.03) 66.46 (14.24) 43.43 t [49] = 16.75
M08 35.69 (7.87) 60.98 (13.29) 41.47 t [49] = 15.44
M09 44.22 (9.69) 77.66 (18.87) 43.06 t [49] = 13.42
M10 53.81 (11.74) 64.24 (12.75) 16.23 t [49] = 7.23
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Table C.2: Mean vowel duration (ms) and standard deviation (in paren-
theses) in the fast and normal conditions for 20 Spanish speakers, duration
reduction (%), and results of the paired t-tests (for all comparisons, p <
0.001)
Speaker Fast Normal
%
t
Reduction
F01 43.60 (7.09 ) 53.12 (10.48) 17.92 t [49] = 6.18
F02 40.26 (7.76) 55.25 (8.61) 27.12 t [49] = 10.59
F03 47.92 (7.75) 56.63 (8.56) 15.37 t [49] = 6.72
F04 49.45 (8.14) 60.00 (8.01) 17.59 t [48] = 8.69
F05 46.24 (8.18) 64.83 (9.46) 28.68 t [48] = 10.13
F06 41.93 (6.95) 61.25 (7.25) 31.54 t [49] = 14.39
F07 44.34 (7.73) 61.93 (8.37) 28.40 t [49] = 10.91
F08 57.39 (6.97) 62.13 (8.60) 7.63 t [49] = 3.55
F09 33.10 (7.66) 64.07 (10.80) 48.34 t [49] = 19.00
F10 47.49 (10.95) 62.54 (13.97) 24.08 t [49] = 10.29
M01 41.61 (6.52) 48.37 (7.92) 13.98 t [49] = 4.21
M02 50.35 (7.28) 67.94 (6.51) 25.89 t [49] = 17.27
M03 48.84 (11.01) 70.91 (13.47) 31.12 t [49] = 9.75
M04 40.32 (5.82) 53.53 (7.68) 24.67 t [49] = 11.10
M05 43.84 (7.78) 51.79 (9.04) 15.36 t [47] = 4.87
M06 39.34 (8.20) 55.31 (12.15) 28.88 t [49] = 9.46
M07 65.26 (8.70) 83.11 (12.90) 21.47 t [49] = 9.71
M08 58.76 (8.27) 67.88 (7.12) 13.44 t [49] = 7.59
M09 50.67 (9.48) 74.60 (8.41) 32.07 t [49] = 14.05
M10 46.69 (8.89) 73.68 (10.10) 36.62 t [49] = 17.13
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D Appendix: Target Sentences
Chapter 3 reports four experiments in which three types of target items
(compounds, derived words, and verb phrases) were embedded in meaningful
sentences. The complete lists of sentences recorded in the four experiments
are provided below. The target vowel is underlined.
D.1 Catalan. Accented Condition
1. /i/, compound 1: Hi ha dos pica-soques a l’arbre.
‘There are two nuthatches on the tree.’
2. /i/, verb phrase 1: El ve´ı pica soques amb una destral.
‘My neighbor chops stumps with an ax.’
3. /i/, derived word 1: Porta picarols al collar.
‘It has bells on its collar.’
4. /i/, compound 2: Contractarem el picapedra per a les obres.
‘We will hire the stonemason for the construction job.’
5. /i/, verb phrase 2: El Jaume pica pedra al taller.
‘Jaume sculpts stone in his shop.’
6. /i/, derived word 2: Tenim picadura de tabac.
‘We have pipe tobacco.’
7. /e/, compound 1: S’ha desnivellat el pesacartes de l’oficina.
‘The office letter scale has broken down.’
8. /e/, verb phrase 1: El carter pesa cartes a correus.
‘The mailman weighs letters at the post office.’
9. /e/, derived word 1: Sent pesadesa al cap.
‘His/her head feels heavy.’
10. /e/, compound 2: E´s un llepaculs amb els seus professors.
‘S/he is a kiss-up to his/her professors.’
11. /e/, verb phrase 2: El Pere llepa culs perque` l’ascendeixin.
‘Pere kisses up in order to be promoted.’
12. /e/, derived word 2: Mengen llepolies per berenar.
‘They eat candy in the afternoon.’
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13. /E/, compound 1: Falten enterramorts al poble.
‘The town needs gravediggers.’
14. /E/, verb phrase 1: L’Ajuntament enterra morts sense cobrar.
‘The town hall digs graves for free.’
15. /E/, derived word 1: Anirem a l’enterrament de la sardina.
‘We will go to the sardine’s burial [name of a festivity].’
16. /E/, compound 2: Treballa de netejavidres en una fa`brica.
‘S/he works as a window cleaner at a factory.’
17. /E/, verb phrase 2: La Maria neteja vidres per les cases.
‘Maria cleans windows at many houses.’
18. /E/, derived word 2: La locio´ netejadora hidrata.
‘The cleaning lotion moisturizes.’
19. /a/, compound 1: Hi ha un parallamps al campanar.
‘There is a lightning rod on the bell tower.’
20. /a/, verb phrase 1: L’estri para llamps quan funciona.
‘The gadget grounds lightnings when it works.’
21. /a/, derived word 1: E´s en parador desconegut.
‘His/her whereabouts are not known.’
22. /a/, compound 2: Porto el cac¸amosques a la terrassa.
‘I am carrying the flycatcher to the terrace.’
23. /a/, verb phrase 2: La granota cac¸a mosques amb la llengua.
‘The frog catches flies with its tongue.’
24. /a/, derived word 2: Es porten les cac¸adores texanes.
‘Denim jackets are in.’
25. /O/, compound 1: Vam comprar un tocadiscos antic.
‘We bought an old record player.’
26. /O/, verb phrase 1: La Paula toca discos a la botiga.
‘Paula touches records in the store.’
27. /O/, derived word 1: Els gats tocadissos m’agraden.
‘I like pettable cats.’
28. /O/, compound 2: Fan callar el tocacampanes sense e`xit.
‘They try to make the chatterbox shut up without success.’
29. /O/, verb phrase 2: L’escola` toca campanes els diumenges.
‘The altar boy rings the bells on Sundays.’
30. /O/, derived word 2: Juga amb un tocadoret de joguina.
‘She plays with a little toy dressing table.’
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31. /o/, compound 1: Guardem el torrapa` a la cuina.
‘We keep the bread-toasting stick in the kitchen.’
32. /o/, verb phrase 1: La mare torra pa per esmorzar.
‘Mother toasts bread for breakfast.’
33. /o/, derived word 1: Arregla torradores espatllades.
‘S/he fixes toasters.’
34. /o/, compound 2: L’acomiadaran per torrapipes si no s’espavila.
‘S/he will be fired for being lazy if s/he does not work harder.’
35. /o/, verb phrase 2: L’a`via torra pipes al forn.
‘Grandmother toasts seeds in the oven.’
36. /o/, derived word 2: Mengem torradetes amb salmo´.
‘We eat salmon and crackers.’
37. /u/, compound 1: Vindra` l’escura-xemeneies a netejar.
‘The chimney sweep will come to clean.’
38. /u/, verb phrase 1: El Joan escura xemeneies per enca`rrec.
‘Joan sweeps chimneys by appointment.’
39. /u/, derived word 1: Em pensava que escuraries els plats.
‘I thought you would do the dishes.’
40. /u/, compound 2: La ma`quina escurabutxaques no funciona.
‘The slot machine is not working.’
41. /u/, verb phrase 2: El venedor escura butxaques als turistes.
‘The seller empties the tourists’ pockets.’
42. /u/, derived word 2: El ponent s’escurara` el coll abans de parlar.
‘The speaker will clear his/her throat before speaking.’
D.2 Catalan. Deaccented Condition
1. /i/, compound 1: Hi ha pica-soques a l’arbust. No, a l’ARBRE, hi
ha pica-soques.
‘There are nuthatches on the bush. No, there are woodpeckers on the
TREE.’
2. /i/, verb phrase 1: El ve´ı pica soques amb un martell. No, amb una
DESTRAL, pica soques.
‘My neighbor chops stumps with a hammer. No, s/he hits stumps
with an AX.’
3. /i/, derived word 1: Porta picarols a la cua. No, al COLLAR,
porta picarols.
‘It has bells on its tail. No, it has bells on its COLLAR.’
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4. /i/, compound 2: Contractarem el picapedra perque` faci la font. No,
per a L’ESTA`TUA, contractarem el picapedra.
‘We will hire the stonemason so that he builds the fountain. No, we
will hire the stonemason so that he builds the SCULPTURE.’
5. /i/, verb phrase 2: El Jaume pica pedra al carrer. No, al TALLER,
pica pedra.
‘Jaume sculpts stone in the street. No, Jaume sculpts stone in his
SHOP.’
6. /i/, derived word 2: El Pau te´ picadura de tabac. No, el PERE te´
picadura de tabac.
‘Pau has pipe tobacco. No, PETER has pipe tobacco.’
7. /e/, compound 1: S’ha trencat el pesacartes. No, s’ha DESNIVEL-
LAT, el pesacartes.
‘The office letter scale broke. No, the office letter scale BROKE
DOWN.’
8. /e/, verb phrase 1: La secreta`ria pesa cartes a Correus. No, el
CARTER pesa cartes.
‘The secretary weighs letters at the post office. No, THE POSTMAN
weighs letters at the post office.’
9. /e/, derived word 1: Te´ pesadesa a les cames. No, al CAP, te´
pesadesa.
‘His/her legs feel heavy. No, his/her HEAD feels heavy.’
10. /e/, compound 2: E´s llepaculs amb els seus companys. No, amb els
seus PROFESSORS, e´s llepaculs.
‘(S/he) is a kiss-up to his/her classmates. No, (s/he) is a kiss-up to
his/her PROFESSORS.’
11. /e/, verb phrase 2: El Pere llepa culs perque` li donin vacances. No,
perque` L’ASCENDEIXIN, llepa culs.
‘Pere kisses up to have some days off. No, Pere kisses up to be PRO-
MOTED.’
12. /e/, derived word 2: Mengen llepolies per esmorzar. No, per BER-
ENAR, mengen llepolies.
‘They eat candy in the morning. No, they eat candy in the AFTER-
NOON.’
13. /E/, compound 1: Hi ha tres enterramorts en aquest poble. No, n’hi
ha QUATRE, d’enterramorts.
‘There are three gravediggers in this village. No, there are FOUR
gravediggers in this village.’
14. /E/, verb phrase 1: L’Ajuntament enterra morts sense cobrar. No, la
DIPUTACIO´ enterra morts sense cobrar.
‘The town hall digs graves for free. No, the REGIONAL GOVERN-
MENT digs graves for free.’
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15. /E/, derived word 1: L’enterrament de la sardina e´s dijous. No,
DIMECRES e´s l’enterrament de la sardina.
‘The [name of festivity] is on Thursday. No, the [festivity] is on
WEDNESDAY.’
16. /E/, compound 2: Fa de netejavidres en un hospital. No, en una
FA`BRICA, fa de netejavidres.
‘(S/he) works as a window cleaner at a hospital. No, (s/he) works as
a window cleaner at a FACTORY.’
17. /E/, verb phrase 2: La Paula neteja vidres per les cases. No, la
MARIA neteja vidres.
‘Paula cleans windows at many houses. No, MARIA cleans windows
at many houses.’
18. /E/, derived word 2: La locio´ netejadora e´s al lavabo. No, a L’HABITACIO´,
e´s la locio´ netejadora.
‘The cleaning lotion is in the bathroom. No, the cleaning lotion is in
the BEDROOM.’
19. /a/, compound 1: Hi ha un parallamps a l’ajuntament. No, al CAM-
PANAR, hi ha un parallamps.
‘There is a lightning rod on the town hall. No, there is a lightning rod
on the BELL TOWER.’
20. /a/, verb phrase 1: El pla`stic para llamps. No, el METALL para
llamps.
‘Plastic grounds lightnings. No, METAL grounds lightnings.’
21. /a/, derived word 1: L’alcalde e´s en parador desconegut. No, el
REGIDOR e´s en parador desconegut.
‘The mayor’s whereabouts are not known. No, the COUNCILMEM-
BER’s whereabouts are unknown.’
22. /a/, compound 2: Porta el cac¸amosques al pati. No, a la TER-
RASSA, porta el cac¸amosques.
‘S/he is carrying the flycatcher to the patio. No, s/he is carrying the
flycatcher to the TERRACE.’
23. /a/, verb phrase 2: La granota cac¸a mosques amb la boca. No, amb
la LLENGUA, cac¸a mosques.
‘The frog catches flies with its mouth. No, it catches flies with its
TONGUE.’
24. /a/, derived word 2: Te´ una cac¸adora texana. No, en te´ DUES, de
cac¸adores texanes.
‘She has a denim jacket. No, she has TWO denim jackets.’
25. /O/, compound 1: Vam comprar un tocadiscos antic per a la festa.
No, el VAM LLOGAR, el tocadiscos antic.
‘We bought an old record player for the party. No, we RENTED an
old record player.’
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26. /O/, verb phrase 1: La Cristina toca discos vells a la botiga. No, la
PAULA toca discos vells.
‘Cristina touches old records in the store. No, PAULA touches old
records.’
27. /O/, derived word 1: Els gossos so´n poc tocadissos. No, els GATS
so´n poc tocadissos.
‘Dogs are not very sociable. No, CATS are not very pettable.’
28. /O/, compound 2: Volen que parli el tocacampanes. No, volen que
CALLI, el tocacampanes.
‘They want the chatterbox to talk. No, they want the chatterbok to
SHUT UP.’
29. /O/, verb phrase 2: El mosse`n toca campanes els diumenges. No,
L’ESCOLA` toca campanes.
‘The priest rings the bells on Sundays. No, THE ALTAR BOY rings
the bells.’
30. /O/, derived word 2: El tocadoret de joguina e´s de fusta. No, e´s de
PLA`STIC, el tocadoret.
‘The little toy dresser is made of wood. No, the little toy dresser is
made of PLASTIC.’
31. /o/, compound 1: Guardem el torrapa` al garatge. No, a la CUINA,
guardem el torrapa`.
‘We keep the bread-toasting stick in the garage. No, we keep the
bread-toasting stick in the KITCHEN.’
32. /o/, verb phrase 1: El pare torra pa per esmorzar. No, la MARE
torra pa.
‘Father toasts bread for breakfast. No, MOTHER toasts bread.’
33. /o/, derived word 1: Ven torradores espatllades. No, ARREGLA
torradores espatllades.
‘S/he sells broaken toasters. No, s/he FIXES broaken toasters.’
34. /o/, compound 2: El renyaran per torrapipes si no s’espavila. No,
L’ACOMIADARAN per torrapipes.
‘(S/he) will be told off for being lazy if s/he does not work harder.
No, s/he will be FIRED for being lazy.’
35. /o/, verb phrase 2: La mare torra pipes al forn. No, L’A`VIA torra
pipes.
‘Mother toasts seeds in the oven. No, GRANDMOTHER toasts seeds.’
36. /o/, derived word 2: Mengem torradetes amb salmo´. No, amb CAVIAR,
mengem torradetes.
‘We eat salmon and crackers. No, we eat CAVIAR and crackers.’
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37. /u/, compound 1: Dema` vindra` l’escura-xemeneies a netejar. No,
DEMA` PASSAT vindra` l’escura-xemeneies.
‘The chimney sweep will come to clean tomorrow. No, the chimney
sweep will come THE DAY AFTER TOMORROW.’
38. /u/, verb phrase 1: El Joan escura xemeneies per enca`rrec. No, el
JOFRE escura xemeneies.
‘Joan sweeps chimneys by appointment. No, JOFRE sweeps chim-
neys.’
39. /u/, derived word 1: Vas dir que escuraries la xemeneia. No, el
POU vaig dir que escuraria.
‘You said you would sweep the chimney. No, I said I would sweep the
WELL.’
40. /u/, compound 2: Li encanten les ma`quines escurabutxaques. No,
DETESTA les ma`quines escurabutxaques.
‘S/he loves slot machines. No, s/he HATES slot machines.’
41. /u/, verb phrase 2: El cambrer escura butxaques als turistes. No, el
VENEDOR escura butxaques als turistes.
‘The waiter empties the tourists’ pockets. No, THE SELLER empties
the tourists’ pockets.’
42. /u/, derived word 2: El ponent s’escurara` les dents abans de parlar.
No, el COLL s’escurara`.
‘The speaker will clean his/her teeth before speaking. No, s/he will
clear his/her THROAT.’
D.3 Spanish. Accented Condition
1. /i/, compound 1: Se rompio´ el pisapapeles de cristal.
‘The glass paperweight broke.’
2. /i/, verb phrase 1: A´ngela pisa papeles desordenados.
‘A´ngela walks on scattered paper.’
3. /i/, derived word 1: Hab´ıa pisaduras en el jard´ın.
‘There were footprints in the garden.’
4. /i/, compound 2: La serie de los Picapiedra me divierte.
‘I find “the Flintstones” amusing.’
5. /i/, verb phrase 2: La escultora pica piedra para su obra.
‘The sculptor sculpts stone for his work.’
6. /i/, derived word 2: Tenemos picadura de tabaco.
‘We have pipe tobacco.’
7. /e/, compound 1: Se desnivelo´ el pesacartas de la oficina.
‘The office letter scale broke down.’
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8. /e/, verb phrase 1: El cartero pesa cartas en su despacho.
‘The postman weighs letters in his office.’
9. /e/, derived word 1: Siente pesadez en la cabeza.
‘His/her head feels heavy.’
10. /e/, compound 2: Usan sujetapapeles para organizar los documentos.
‘They use binder clips to organize their files.’
11. /e/, verb phrase 2: La chincheta sujeta papeles en la pared.
‘The pin attaches posters on the wall.’
12. /e/, derived word 2: Se compro´ un sujetador de flores.
‘She bought a bra with flowers.’
13. /a/, compound 1: Cambiaron el paragolpes del coche.
‘They had their car’s bumper replaced.’
14. /a/, verb phrase 1: El guerrero para golpes con el escudo.
‘The warrior stops blows with his shield.’
15. /a/, derived word 1: Estaba en paradero desconocido.
‘His/her whereabouts were not known.’
16. /a/, compound 2: Compramos el cazamariposas para la excursio´n.
‘We bought the butterfly net for our excursion.’
17. /a/, verb phrase 2: Julio caza mariposas para su coleccio´n.
‘Julio catches butterflies for his collection.’
18. /a/, derived word 2: Se llevan las cazadoras vaqueras.
‘Denim jackets are in.’
19. /o/, compound 1: Contrataron recogepelotas nuevos.
‘New ball-boys/ball-girls were hired.’
20. /o/, verb phrase 1: Marta recoge pelotas en la pista.
‘Marta retrieves balls in the tennis court.’
21. /o/, derived word 1: Encontramos el recogedor en el garaje.
‘We found the dustpan in the garage.’
22. /o/, compound 2: Guardan el recogemigas en el cajo´n.
‘They keep their crumb scooper in the drawer.’
23. /o/, verb phrase 2: El camarero recoge migas durante el servicio.
‘The waiter crumbs the table during service.’
24. /o/, derived word 2: Dijo que lo recoger´ıa ella.
‘She said she would clean everything up.’
25. /u/, compound 1: Tenemos el escurreplatos lleno.
‘The dish rack is full.’
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26. /u/, verb phrase 1: Jaime escurre platos sobre una bayeta.
‘Jaime lets dishes dry on a cloth wipe.’
27. /u/, derived word 1: Compraremos escurrideros para la ropa.
‘We will buy clotheslines.’
28. /u/, compound 2: Trabaja de chupatintas en una oficina.
‘S/he works in an office.’
29. /u/, verb phrase 2: El papel secante chupa tintas y l´ıquidos.
‘Blotting paper absorbs inks and other liquids.’
30. /u/, derived word 2: La inversio´n fue un chupadero de dinero.
‘The investment was a waste of money.’
D.4 Spanish. Accented Condition
1. /i/, compound 1: Se perdio´ el pisapapeles de cristal. No, se ROMPIO´,
el pisapapeles de cristal.
‘The glass paperweight got lost. No, the glass paperweight BROKE.’
2. /i/, verb phrase 1: Ana pisa papeles desordenados. No, A´NGELA
pisa papeles desordenados.
‘Ana walks on scattered paper. No, A´NGELA walks on scattered
paper.’
3. /i/, derived word 1: Hab´ıa pisaduras en la cocina. No, en el JARDI´N,
hab´ıa pisaduras.
‘There were footprints in the kitchen. No, there were footprints in the
GARDEN.’
4. /i/, compound 2: La serie de los Picapiedra te aburre. No, me DI-
VIERTE, la serie de los Picapiedra.
‘You find “the Flintstones” boring. No, I find “the Flintstones” AMUS-
ING.’
5. /i/, verb phrase 2: El alban˜il pica piedra para su obra. No, el ES-
CULTOR pica piedra para su obra.
‘The construction worker sculpts stone for his work. No, THE SCULP-
TOR sculpts stone for his work.’
6. /i/, derived word 2: Pablo tiene picadura de tabaco. No, PEDRO
tiene picadura de tabaco.
‘Pablo has pipe tobacco. No, PEDRO has pipe tobacco.’
7. /e/, compound 1: Se rompio´ el pesacartas de la oficina. No, se
DESNIVELO´ el pesacartas de la oficina.
‘The office letter scale broke. No, the office letter scale BROKE
DOWN.’
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8. /e/, verb phrase 1: El secretario pesa cartas en su despacho. No, el
CARTERO pesa cartas en su despacho.
‘The secretary weighs letters in his office. No, the POSTMAN weighs
letters in his office.’
9. /e/, derived word 1: Siente pesadez en las piernas. No, en la
CABEZA, siente pesadez.
‘His/her legs feel heavy. No, HIS/HER HEAD feels heavy’.
10. /e/, compound 2: Compraron sujetapapeles en el supermercado. No,
en la PAPELERI´A, compraron sujetapapeles. ‘They bought
binder clips in the supermarket. NO, they bought binder clips in the
STATIONERY SHOP.’
11. /e/, verb phrase 2: Sujeta papeles a la pared con celo. No, con una
CHINCHETA sujeta papeles a la pared.
‘S/he attaches papers on the wall with tape. No, s/he attaches papers
on the wall with a PIN.’
12. /e/, derived word 2:Le regalaron un sujetador de flores. No, se
COMPRO´ el sujetador de flores.
‘She was given a bra with flowers. No, she BOUGHT the bra with
flowers.’
13. /a/, compound 1: Perdio´ el paragolpes del coche. No, CAMBIO´ el
paragolpes del coche.
‘S/He lost her/his car’s bumper. No, s/he had her/his car’s bumper
REPLACED.’
14. /a/, verb phrase 1: El guerrero para golpes con la espada. No, con
el ESCUDO, para golpes el guerrero.
‘The warrior stops blows with his sword. No, the warrier stops blows
with his SHIELD.’
15. /a/, derived word 1: El alcalde esta´ en paradero desconocido. No, el
PRESIDENTE esta´ en paradero desconocido.
‘The mayor’s whereabouts are not known. No, the PRESIDENT’s
whereabouts are unknown.’
16. /a/, compound 2: Compramos el cazamariposas para Marta. No,
para MARCOS, compramos el cazamariposas.
‘We bought Marta the butterfly net. No, we bought MARCOS the
butterfly net.’
17. /a/, verb phrase 2: Mar´ıa caza mariposas para su coleccio´n. No,
JULIO caza mariposas para su coleccio´n.
‘Mar´ıa catches butterflies for her collection. No, JULIO catches but-
terflies for his collection.’
18. /a/, derived word 2: Se llevan las cazadoras vaqueras. No, se LL-
EVABAN, las cazadoras vaqueras.
‘Denim jacket are in. No, denim jackets USED TO BE in.’
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19. /o/, compound 1: Trabaja de recogepelotas en verano. No, los FINES
DE SEMANA, trabaja de recogepelotas.
‘He works as a ball-boy in the summer. No, he works as a ball-boy on
WEEKENDS.’
20. /o/, verb phrase 1: Adria´n recoge pelotas en la pista. No, MARI´A
recoge pelotas en la pista.
‘Adria´n retrieves balls in the tennis court. No, MARI´A retrieves balls
on the tennis court.’
21. /o/, derived word 1: Encontraron el recogedor en la buhardilla. No,
en el GARAJE, encontraron el recogedor.
‘They found the dustpan in the attic. No, they found the dustpan in
the GARAGE.’
22. /o/, compound 2: Guardan el recogemigas en el estante. No, en el
CAJO´N, guardan el recogemigas.
‘They keep their crumb scooper on the shelf. No, they keep their
crumb scooper in the DRAWER.’
23. /o/, verb phrase 2: El cocinero recoge migas durante el servicio. No,
el CAMARERO recoge migas durante el servicio.
‘The cook crumbs the table during service. No, the WAITER crumbs
the table during service.’
24. /o/, derived word 2: Dijo que recoger´ıa el sobre. No, el PAQUETE,
dijo que recoger´ıa.
‘He said he would pick up the envelop. No, he said he would pick up
the PARCEL.’
25. /u/, compound 1: El escurreplatos nuevo es de pla´stico. No, es de
ACERO, el escurreplatos nuevo.
‘The new dish rack is made of plastic. No, the new dish rack is made
of STEEL.’
26. /u/, verb phrase 1: Jaime escurre platos sobre un trapo. No, sobre
una BAYETA, escurre platos Marcos.
‘Jaime lets dishes dry on a cloth. No, he lets dishes dry on a CLOTH
WIPE.’
27. /u/, derived word 1: Pondremos escurrideros para la ropa en el jard´ın.
No, en el BALCO´N, pondremos escurrideros para la ropa.
‘We will install clotheslines in the garden. No, we will install clothes-
lines on the BALCONY.’
28. /u/, compound 2: Juan trabaja de chupatintas en una oficina. No,
PABLO trabaja de chupatintas en una oficina.
‘Juan works in an office. No, PABLO works in an office.’
29. /u/, verb phrase 2: El papel vegetal chupa tintas y l´ıquidos. No, el
PAPEL SECANTE chupa tintas y l´ıquidos.
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‘Tracing paper absorbs inks and other liquids. No, BLOTTING PA-
PER absorbs inks and liquids.’
30. /u/, derived word 2: Una casa es un chupadero de dinero. No, un
COCHE es un chupadero de dinero.
‘A house is a waste of money. No, a CAR is a waste of money.’
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E Appendix: Supplementary
Analyses
E.1 Supplement to Section 3.4
Tables E.1 and E.2 list the regression coefficients for the two models predict-
ing F2. The two models used F2 as response and included Stress (stressed,
unstressed, unstressed full) and Vowel (/e, E, a, O, o/) as fixed effects.
Speaker (and by-speaker random slopes for Stress) and Word were added as
random factors.
Table E.1: Regression coefficients for the model predicting F2 (Catalan
accented data). The intercept corresponds to vowel /e/ in the stressed
condition.
Term Level β t
Intercept 1.06 6.80
Stress Unstressed –0.94 –4.24*
Stress Unstressed Full –0.27 –1.21
Vowel /a/ –1.01 -4.58*
Vowel /E/ –0.43 –1.94
Vowel /o/ –1.89 –8.58*
Vowel /O/ –1.73 –7.84*
Stress * Vowel Unstressed, /a/ 0.75 2.41*
Stress * Vowel Unstressed Full, /a/ 0.12 0.37
Stress * Vowel Unstressed, /E/ 0.45 1.43
Stress * Vowel Unstressed Full, /E/ 0.13 0.59
Stress * Vowel Unstressed, /o/ 0.79 2.53*
Stress * Vowel Unstressed Full, /o/ 0.26 0.82
Stress * Vowel Unstressed, /O/ 0.44 1.42
Stress * Vowel Unstressed Full, /O/ 0.20 0.65
E.2 Supplement to Section 3.5
E.2.1 Analyses Including all the Data
For the Catalan deaccented data, Section 3.5 only presents results of the
analyses performed on data from which phonologically reduced vowels oc-
curring in compounds had been removed. The analyses with all the data
together are reported here.
The full model with Duration as response, Stress (unstressed full, stressed)
and Vowel (/e, E, a, O, o/) as fixed effects, and Speaker and Word as random
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Table E.2: Regression coefficients for the second model predicting F2 (Cata-
lan accented data). The intercept corresponds to vowel /e/ in the unstressed
full condition.
Term Level β t
Intercept 0.80 5.09
Stress Unstressed –0.67 –3.02*
Stress Stressed 0.27 1.21
Vowel /a/ –0.89 -4.04*
Vowel /E/ –0.24 –1.10
Vowel /o/ –1.64 –7.42*
Vowel /O/ –1.53 –6.92*
Stress * Vowel Unstressed, /a/ 0.63 2.03*
Stress * Vowel Stressed, /a/ –0.12 –0.37
Stress * Vowel Unstressed, /E/ 0.26 0.84
Stress * Vowel Stressed, /E/ –0.18 –0.59
Stress * Vowel Unstressed, /o/ 0.53 1.71
Stress * Vowel Stressed, /o/ –0.26 –0.82
Stress * Vowel Unstressed, /O/ 0.24 0.76
Stress * Vowel Stressed, /O/ –0.20 –0.65
effects and by-speaker random slopes for Stress, was compared to simpler
models. The analyses yielded significant effects of Stress (χ2[7] = 22.87, p
< 0.01) and Vowel (χ2[12] = 44.55, p < 0.001), and a non-significant inter-
action between these two factors (χ2[6] = 0, p = 1). Deaccented stressed
vowels (intercept, β = 0.51) have longer duration than their unstressed full
counterparts (β = –0.67, t = –2.61), as can be seen in Figure E.1. In millisec-
onds, the difference between the stressed (mean = 60.29 ms, SD = 16.92)
and unstressed full (mean = 50.36 ms, SD = 14.74) vowels in the deaccented
condition is of 10 ms.
Figure E.2 shows a decrease in mean distance to centroid in the pro-
gression stressed > unstressed full > unstressed. The regression coefficients
with the model with Mean Distance to Centroid as response are given in
Table E.3. Note that the patterns and coefficients are very similar to those
obtained when excluding the reduced tokens. The mean distances to cen-
troid by condition and gender can be found in Table E.4.
E.2.2 Analysis of F2
Tables E.5 and E.6 list the regression coefficients for the two models predict-
ing F2. The two models used F2 as response and included Stress (stressed,
unstressed, unstressed full) and Vowel (/e, E, a, O, o/) as fixed effects.
Speaker (and by-speaker random slopes for Stress) and Word were added as
random factors.
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Figure E.1: Mean vowel (E = /E/, O = /O/) duration in the stressed and
unstressed conditions (Catalan deaccented data). Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals.
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Figure E.2: Mean distance to centroid means in three stress conditions
(deaccented condition) for Catalan female and male speakers. Error bars
indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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Table E.3: Regression coefficients for the model predicting Mean Distance
to Centroid (Catalan deaccented data). The intercept corresponds to the
deaccented unstressed full condition produced by female speakers.
Term Level β t
Intercept 394.73
Stress Stressed 48.89 6.57*
Stress Unstressed –80.27 –4.72*
Gender Male –117.69 –5.44*
Stress * Gender Stressed, Male –14.69 –1.40
Stress * Gender Unstressed, Male 60.24 2.50*
Table E.4: Mean distance to centroid means and standard deviations (given
in parentheses) across ten female and ten male Catalan speakers in the
deaccented condition.
Stress
Gender
Female Male
Stressed 443.62 (37.44) 311.24 (56.56)
Unstressed Full 394.72 (45.56) 277.04 (50.17)
Unstressed 314.46 (79.35) 257.01 (52.53)
Table E.5: Regression coefficients for the model predicting F2 (Catalan
deaccented data). The intercept corresponds to vowel /e/ in the stressed
condition.
Term Level β t
Intercept 1.07 6.22
Stress Unstressed –0.94 –3.86*
Stress Unstressed Full –0.20 –0.81
Vowel /a/ –0.98 -4.04*
Vowel /E/ –0.45 –1.83
Vowel /o/ –1.89 –7.76*
Vowel /O/ –1.79 –7.35*
Stress * Vowel Unstressed, /a/ 0.75 2.19*
Stress * Vowel Unstressed Full, /a/ 0.05 0.14
Stress * Vowel Unstressed, /E/ 0.42 1.21
Stress * Vowel Unstressed Full, /E/ 0.14 0.42
Stress * Vowel Unstressed, /o/ 0.81 2.35*
Stress * Vowel Unstressed Full, /o/ 0.18 0.54
Stress * Vowel Unstressed, /O/ 0.46 1.33
Stress * Vowel Unstressed Full, /O/ 0.14 0.42
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Table E.6: Regression coefficients for the second model predicting F2 (Cata-
lan deaccented data). The intercept corresponds to vowel /e/ in the un-
stressed full condition.
Term Level β t
Intercept 0.88 5.09
Stress Unstressed –0.74 –3.05*
Stress Stressed 0.20 0.81
Vowel /a/ –0.93 -3.83*
Vowel /E/ –0.30 –1.24
Vowel /o/ –1.70 –7.01*
Vowel /O/ –1.64 –6.76*
Stress * Vowel Unstressed, /a/ 0.70 2.05*
Stress * Vowel Stressed, /a/ –0.05 –0.14
Stress * Vowel Unstressed, /E/ 0.27 0.79
Stress * Vowel Stressed, /E/ –0.14 –0.42
Stress * Vowel Unstressed, /o/ 0.62 1.81
Stress * Vowel Stressed, /o/ –0.18 –0.54
Stress * Vowel Unstressed, /O/ 0.31 0.91
Stress * Vowel Stressed, /O/ –0.14 –0.42
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